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INTRODUCTION

The archaeological survey of Claiborne County, Mississippi, carried out from June through October
1972, was funded by the Mississippj Powu and Light Company. Archaeologists Samuel O. Brookes
and Byron W. Inmon from the Mississippi Department of Archives and History located several sites that
might be affected by construction of a nuclear generating station to be built at Grand Gulf. They then
attempted to locate as many sites as could be found in the remainder of the county. At the time the
survey report was published, eighty-six sites had been recorded (Brookes and inmon 1973), arid since
that time four new sites have been reported, bringing the total to ninety.

By checking reports of previous surveys in the area, the archaeologists located one mound on the
property to be purchased for the plant site. In July 1971, this mound had been recorded as a burial
mound by the Lower Mississippi Survey, Peabody Museum, Harvard University. No dimensions were
given nor was any mention made of the site's having been mapped, but a collection was made and
recorded as Harvard No. V-305 (Jeffrey P. Brain, personal communication).

Calvin S. Brown (1926:46) writes that Clarence B. Moore visited a mound near Grand Gulf in 1911.
Moore states that he visited ''a mound about twelve feet high near Rodney, Jefferson County, and
another about the same height near Grand Gulf, Claiborne County. The first had been partly washed
away, the second was dug into without results" (1911:368). Whether or not the second mound was the
Grand Gulf Mound has not been proven, but it is possible that it was. Although Moore mentions only
one mound, two other mounds, now destroyed, are known to have existed in the immediate vicinity of
Grand Gulf. These two, which were in close proximity to each other, were located farther back on the
bluff, so the Grand Gulf Mound that today lies just off the road would probably be the one recorded by
Moore.

The Grand Gulf Mound is located in the NW 1/4 of irregular Section 8 of Township 12N, Range 2E,
Claibome County, Mississippi. It is situated on a terrace approximately one thousand feet east of the
loess bluff escarpment on the east side of the Mississippi River. The present-day course of the
Mississippi lies one mile to the west, and two miles to the north, the Big Black River empties into the
Mississippi. This location on loess bluffs overlooking the Mississippi Rivet parallee that of the Helena
Crossing site (Ford 1963). A similar physiographic placement is found at the Marksville site in Louisiana,
although Marksville is on another stream.

Snowden and Priddy (1968), in their work on loess deposits in Mississippi, point out that most loess
in the state is deposited on maturely dissected uplands on the east sido of the Mississippi River. The
top,ography of the area around the Grand Gulf Mound is just such a mature, dissected upland. From
the floodplain, which has an approximate elevation of 75 feet above sea level, the loess bluffs rise to a
height of more than 220 feet. The Grand Gulf Mound had a commanding view of the river and of

,

Louisiana to the west; to the east it was flanked by even higher loess bluffs.
When the mound was visited by archaeologists Brookes and inmon in July of 1972, it was found to

be in poor condition. Two-thirds of it had been leveled by a bulldozer and the remaining portion was
eroding rapidly and being vandalized by relic hunters. At the archaeologists' request, the Mississippi
Power and Light C ompany installed a protective fence around the mound. Shortly thereafter, a request
for funds to excavn te the site was sent from the Mississippi Department of Archives and History to the
Mississippi Powei and Light Company. The request was honored and plans were initiated for
undertaking excavat 7n.

A word concemiral the method of excavation is in order. A datum point, stake 0-CL, was
established atop the mc und at an altitude of 169.54 feet above sea level. A base line was then laid out
with a bearing of N 55' E snd an angle of declination set at 6* W. After brush was cleared, the mound
was staked off in a grid pattern of 5-foot squares and mapped in I-foot contour levels. Excavation
proceeded using 10-foot squares and 0.2-foot levels. Balks 0.5 foot thick were left. This procedure
resulted in profiles running approximately north-south and east-west. Excavated materials were sacked
according to square, level, depth below O-CL, and elevation of the level.

Most of the ceramic typology used in this work follows Phillips (1970). In some instances the paste
and/or decorative treatment may vary slightly from descriptions given by Phillips, and any such
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variations are r.oted. Some ceramic descriptions are based on Toth (1974), whose work is an updated
version of Phillips and contains more information about paste.

One classification which should be discussed is that of Marksville Stamped, var. Troyvi//e. Here the
typology is based on Toth (1974), who interprets Troyvi//e as encompassing zoned non-dentate rccker
stamped ware. Troyvi//e can occur with early Marksville modes, such as cross-hatched rim, and in early

. Marksville contexts. In using Toth's classification the usefulness of Troyvi//e as a temporal indicator is
negated. This has been done because, as previously stated, zoned, plain rocker stamping can occur in
early contexts applied to a soft chalky paste with diagnostic early modes.

.
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ARTIFACTS FROM DISTURBED CONTEXTS AT THE SITE .

Surface Finds
.

The area immediately north of the Grand Gulf Mound has yielded many flakes, pieces of fire cracked
rock, fragments of worked stone, and a few projectile points. Whether this area is an Archaic site or a
Marksville activity area is unknown. Four of the points collected are illustrated in Figure 1 A.D.
Specimen 1 A has a distinct resemblance to the Snyders point, present on Illinois Hopewell sites. While
it is true that the point is not of the Snyders type, it does resemble artifacts associated with
Hopewellian culture, which existed during the Marksville Period in the i e ir Mississippi Valley. Ali of
the points illustrated have counterparts at the Crooks site (Ford and Willey 1940:93-104), an early
Marksville site in Louisiana.

A collection of artifacts from the Grand Gulf site is listed in the report of the archaeological survey of *

Claiborne County, Mississippi (Brookes and inmon 1973:10). No sherds or other diagnostic artifacts
were recovered, with the exception of a large point thought to be of Archaic or.igin. Ceramics, which
are the best indicators of Marksvilie, are totally lacking in the area north of the mound. In fact, only one
site in the county yielded Marksville ceramics. One sherd of Marksville Stamped, var. unspecified was
found at the Browns. Airport site (22 Cb-559).* It is possible, then, that at Grand Gulf we are dealing

~ with an activity area used for some specific purpose (or purposes) which did not involve ceramics.
Excavations of Marksville villages and activity areas are rare in the southeast, however, and we must
await the completion of more such work before we can reasonably state that there are activity areas in
Marksville sites where ceramics should not be expected.

A local collector recovered several interesting artifacts from the Grand Gulf Mound after its partial
destruction. A very fine platform pipe made from a highly polished brown stone was among the
artifacts removed. This pipe is over 5 inches in length and resembles the stone pipe illustrated by
Bohannon from the Pharr Mounds (Bohannon 1972:108).

Plate 1 shows four chert blades, a copper bead, and several fragments of copper taken from the
disturbed portion of the mound. The blades are not the finely worked types often found on Marksville
'tes, but they do represent a blade-core industry. All four were made from a dark brown gravel chert,

ally obtainable. The copper bead is oval and is identical to another taken from the site. This second
tiead will be discussed in a later section of this report. The large pieces of copper shown in Plate 1 F M
indicate that several thin sheets were hammered together to make th9 artifact represented by these
fragments. Specimen 1 K has a hole, possibly for suspension. This feature, along with the relatively flat
shape of the copper sheets, indicates that these pieces probably are not the remains of a panpipe, but
rather of a gorget or breastplate.

From several sherds picked up by the local collector the archaeologists were able to piece tcgether
part of a sraall vessel (Plate 2 A B). This Marksville Stamped, var. Marksvi//e pot has a round base, a
cambered, cross hatched rim, and a design motif resembling a teardrop. A dentate rocker was used to
stamp the vessel. The paste is chalky and the texture is bumpy, closely fitting Phillips's (1970)
description of the type.

Another vessel base (Plate 2 C) found by the collector is flat and consists of a chalky paste with a
lumpy texture. This vessel is classified as Baytown Plain, var. Marksvi//e, since no decoration is
present. Plate 2 D-O illustrates the remaining sherds found by the local collector. Most are Marksville
Stamped, var. Marksvi//e, or Marksville incised, var. Marksvi//e. Note the Marksville cross-hatched rim
on sherd D.

*The original survey report stated that this sherd was earlier than the ceramics from Grand Gulf
(Brookes and Inmon 1973:9) because at that time the ceramics from Grand Gulf were thought to have
some representatives of both early Marksville and issaquena. Such is not the case, however; the
material from Grand Gulf is all early.

6
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On the northern slope of the mound the collector also found forty-two bifacial blades which were
being exposed by erosion. Most of these are local chert with gray, blue, and red hues, and all have
convex bases and straight to-convex blade edges. They were obviously deposited in the final stages of
mound construction.

Artifacts From The Spoil Dir*

A collection of sherds (Table 1) was gathered from the spoil dirt pushed up by the bulldozer which
had leveled a large portion of the mound. Noteworthy are three Marksville cross-hatched rims, two of

TABLE 1

SHERDS FROM SPOIL DIRT
Rim Body

Sherds Sherds Total
Baytown Plain, var. Marksvi//e 1 9 10

(chalky paste)
Baytown Plain, var. Marksvi//e 1 6 7

(fine paste)
Marksville incised, var. Marksvi//e 0 4 4

(chalky peste)
,

Marksville incised, var. Marksvi//e 0 6 6
(fine paste)

Marksville Stamped, var. Marksvi//e 0 3 3
(chalky paste)

Marksville, Cross-hatched Rim 1 0 1

(chalky paste)
Marksvi'le, Cross hatched Rim 2 0 2

(fine paste)
Marksville incised, var. Marksvi//e 1 1 2

(close-spaced treatmr4 - fine paste) _.

35

which belong to the same vessel. Several unusual incised sherds (Plate 3 A-8) found on this spoil dirt
are clay tempared and highly polished, even on the interior. At present these are classified as Marksville
incised, var. Marksvi//e, cluse-spt.ced treatment. A reconstruction of this unusual vessel is shown in
Figure 2. Its close-spaced geometric design is similar to the decoration on a vessel from Crooks (Ford
and Willey 1940: Fig. 35f), but the specimen from Grand Gulf has parallel lines encircling the rim. This
rim treatment, coupled with the Mazique-like body treatment, would seem to argue for a placement in
the Coles Creek Period. The thinness of the ware and the similarity of its paste to that of other vessels'

at Grand Gulf, however, suggest that it is an early Marksville vessel.
A copper bead was also found in the spoil dirt. This bead, illustrated in Plate 3 C and identical to the

bead shown in Plate 1, is flattened on the ends and round in cross 'section. It seerns to have been
flattened somewhat after the oval perforation was made. Its measurements are listw', .n Table 2.

TABLE 2

COPPER BEAD MEASUREMENTS

Diamercr: 9.0 m m
Diameter of Perforation: 3.0 m m *

Height: 7.0 m m-

7
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Copper artifacts (possibly from the Lake Superior region) are a diagnostic trait of the Hopewell-

Interaction Sphere, it is not known whether the beads were manufactured in another area and traded
to peoples near Grand Gulf or whether the raw material was traded and local people were involved in
the rnanufacture of the beads. ,

Pottery Finds .

In the process of preparing the Grand Gulf Mound for excavation, large po'rtions of fill were removed
from the south side. These depositt had been either pushed up by the bulldozer, washed down from
the face of the mound, or thrcwn out by relic hunters. In clearing this area, several groups of sherds
were found, which are referred to here as " pottery finds." All ha'd been disturbed by the bulldozer and
later cov9 red with spoil dirt.

Pottery Find No.1

Pottery Find No.1 consists of sherds from four vessels. All belong to the early Marksville Period and
are classified as Marksville, cross-hatched rim, Marksville Stamped, var. Troyvi//e, and Marksville
incised. var. Marksvi//e (two examptes). It is thought that these vessels were originally placed on or
near the primary platform, but that at the time of the destruction of this portion of the mound, the
vessels were crushed and the sherds redeposited.

The Marksville, cross hatched rim (Plate 3 D, Table 3), does not fit any of the other vessels from
Grand Gulf. The rim is well polished and seems to be a part of a cambered vessel.

TABLE 3

MARKSVILLE CROSS HATCHED RIM MEASUREMENT

Thickness: 5.0 m m
,

A portion of a Marksville Stamped, var. Troyvi//e vessel, present in this deposit, has a cambered,
cross-hatched rim (altemately slanted), plain rocker stamping, and a flat base with a round outline. The
surface is well polished and the paste is untempered. No hemiconical punct' tions appear. Sherds from
this vessel are illustrated in Plate 3 E-H, and measurements are given in Tah.e 4.

TABLE 4

MARKSVILLE STAMPED, VAR. TR/1YV/LLE MEASUREMENTS

Thickness: Rim 4.0 m m
Body 4.5 m m
Base 4.0 m m

One small MarkssiiW Incised, var. Marksvi//e pot (Plate 4 A-A', Table 5) was reconstructed from this
deposit. Its paste is smooth and, with the exception of a few small particles of clay, appears to be
untempered. The highly polished surface of the vessel is a light yellow color, with incised lines which '

~ ~

show up as a very dull tan. The cambered rim is itself an indicator of an early Marksville association, as
is the diagnostic cross hatched (alternately slanted) rim mode. These little incisions take off from a row
of hemiconical punctations. No reptile or bird is readily erparent in the incised design, although certain
contours suggest an abstraction of such a design. The case is slightly convex and rectangular in shape,
with rounded corners.

8
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TABLE 5

MARKSVILLE INCISED,
VAR. MARKSV/LLETUBBY POT MEASUREMENTS

Diameter: Rim 96.5 mm
Body (at widest point) 101.0 mm
Base 82.0 mm

Height: 78.0 mm
Thickness: Lip 3.0 m m

Rim 4.0 mm
Body 5.0 m m
Base 5.5 m m

Alan Toth (personal communication 1975) is of the opinion that this vessel is considerabiy better
made than most examples of the type, its compact paste, thin walls, and high polish are unusual
features. Only a few Marksville vessels of this quality have been found-some from Marksville Mound 4

*

and two from the Crooks site. Only three other early Marksville vessels have been found in the Yazoo
Basin (Belmont 1961), and the location of the sites that yielded these early vessels is somewhat
doubtful.

Several sherds of Marksville incised, var. Marksvi//e, when reconstructed, form the shape of a beaker
(Fig. 3). Reconstructed design elements suggest an abstraction of a bird motif (Fig. 4), which is a
diagnostic mode for early Marksville.

,

Pottery Find No. 2

Pottery Find No. 2, uncovered at the same depth and 4 feet west of Pottery 'ind No.1 (Fig. 5),r

consists of many small sherds, most of which are Marksville incised, var. Marksvi//e. Several sherds
comprised the rim of a cambered vessel. This specimen (Plate 4 B, Table 6) is a typical Marksville -

cross-hatched rim with hemiconical punctations below. Colored dark black, the rim is well polished and
extremely hard.

,

.

TABLE 6

MARKSVILLE CROSS-HATCHED RIM MEASUREMENT

Thickness: 6.5 m m

A portion of a Baytown Plain, var. Marksvi/le vessel (Plate 5 A, Table 7) was also present in this
deposit. The hard, well-poliched shallow bowl is rectangular in shape and has a round base and
rounded corners. A peak is present on at least one corner. This is another vessel which differs from the
original description of the type, but its association, even though disturbed, suggests an early Ma.tsville
date.

TABLE 7

BAYTOWN PLAIN, VAR. MARKSV/LLE
IRREGULACLY SHAPED VESSEL MEASUREMENTS

Height: 10.0 mm
Thickness: Rim 5.0 mm

Bc,dy 5.0 m m ,

Base 7.0 m m

9
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Forty-three sherds of the type Marksville incised, var. Marksvi//e apparently belong to one vessel.
The base of the vessel, which was reconstructed (Piste 5 B, Table 8), is si;ghtly convex and is oval in
shape.

,

TABLE 8

MARKSVILLE INCISED, VAR. MARKSV/LLE MEASUREMENTS

. Thickness: Booy 6.0 mm
Bast 7.0 m m

Diameter: Base 100.0 mm (approximate)

Pottery Find No. 3

Pottery Fin.. No. 3 consists of port!ons of two vessels. The first, illustrated in Plate 5 C, is a beaker
with a flat, round base and a design of wide-spaced curvilinear lines. Its paste is clay tempered, very
hard, and highly polished. This vessel ha:: been assigned to the type Marksville Incised, var. Marksvi//e.
Measurements are given in Table 9.

TABLE 9

MARKSVILLE INCISED, VAR. MARKSV/LLE MEASUREMENTS

Thickness: Body 4.0 mm
Base 7.0 mm

Diameter: Base 102.0 mm

The second vesselin this deposit is an excellently fashioned little beaker of Marksville Incised, var.
Marksvi//e (Plate 6 A, Table 10). Running vertically from the base to the lip are four plain bands which

TABLE 10

MARKSVILLE INCISED, VAR. MARKSVILLE
BEAKER MEASUREMENTS

Height: 124.0 mm
Thickness: Rim 3.5 m m

Body 4.0 mm
,

Base 4.0 mm
Diameter: Base 60.0 mm

Rim 111.0 mm (approximate)

alternate with four decorated bands. Each of the decorated bands contains four nested rectangles of
narrow, deeply incised, closely spaced lines. These concentric rectangles ar,e_ comparable to those on a
vessel from Crooks (Ford and Willey 1940: Fig. 35e), although the decorative rectangles on the Crooks
vessel are not enclosed in bands. The paste is clay tempered and the vessel walls are thin. The surface
is highly polished, lustrous, and very hard. Toth (personal communication 1975) says that the only -
comparable ware on this horizon is from Marksville Mounds 4 and 8 at the type site.

Pottery Find No. 4

The final pottery find, No. 4, was a crushed, though " articulated" Churupa Punctate, var.

10
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unspecified beaker (Plate 6 8-B', Table 11), discovered 12 feet west and 3 feet porth of Pottery Find

TABLE 11

CHURUPA PUNCTATE, VAR. UNSPEC/f/ED
BEAKER MEASUREMENTS

Height: 143.0 mm
Diameter: Rim 141.0 mm

Base 99.0 mm
Thickness: Rim 5.0 mm

Body 5.5 m m
Base 9.0 mm

No.1 (Fig. 5). Remains of a large mussel shell were inside the vessel. Two instances of mussel shells
occurring in Marksville vessels are illustrated by Ford (1963: Figs.17, 25). The shell specimen from
Grand Gulf did not appear to be worked, though it was so badly crushed that it is impossible to be
certain.

The vessel is decorated with two zoomorphic figures, composed of punctations bordered by incised
lines. Each figure has two upturned arms, two legs,' also turned up, and a head. The head is large and
oval and has a triangular " face" formed by incised lines with no enclosed punctations. Whether or not
these figures are meant to be human is difficult to determine; the position of the legs is somewhat
unusual and the torso is barely present. Alan Toth (personal communication 1975) refers to this as a
spider motif, but the Von Daniken school of thought might not agree. Opposite these two figures are
asymmetrical alternating plain and punctate filled zones. The paste of this black, polished vessel is clay
tempered and is very hard.

Toth (personal communication 1975) thinks the vessel is late because of the small punctations.
Because there is no late component to which it may be assigned, however, it must be early. There is a
similar vessel from Saline Point (Moore 1912: Fig. 7), but there are no known Mississippi Valley
parallels.

Phillips (1970:67) discusses variations in decorative treatment on Churupa vessels. Early Churupa
sherds at the Manny site have circular rather than hemiconical punctations, as does the vessel from
Saline Point. Association at Saline Point seems to be with early varieties of Marksville, although the
association is not as certain as would be desirable. Such is the case at Grand Gulf, where the Churupa,
var. unspecified vessel was found in a disturbad context. Since most ceramics at Grand Gulf are known
to be early, it is assumed that the Churupa is also early. This association of an early, circular-punctated
Churupa with other early Marksville types merits further study.

.

O
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE GRAND GULF MOUND
.

Since approximately two-thirds of the Grand Gulf Mound has been destroyed by bulldozing activity,
it is impossible to reconstruct its original stratigraphy. No evidence of a subsurface tomb was found in
the excavation, and since the construction of the remaining portion is similar to that of Mound "A" at
the Crooks site (Ford and Willey 1940) and to that of the Womack Mound (Koehler 1966)-neither of
which contains subsurface tombs-it is thought that this feature was not a part of the construction of*

the Grand Gulf Mound.
The first stage of construction was the laying out of a symmetrical primary platform, the construction

of which seems to have received a considerable amount of care. The portion of the platform extant at
the time of excavation consisted of a layer of black loess, 0.5 foot thick, 20 feet wide across the
east-west axis, and 3.5 feet long across the north-south axis. It was rectangular with a sloping edge of
55% The regularity of the platform is apparent in Plate 7 A. Nowhere did this feature vary more than
0.05 foot in thickr'ess.

The dark color of the loess suggests that fire was connected with this platform, which may have
been carefully prepared for the cremation of the remains of certain high ranking individuals in the
society. Seeming to support this idea is a darkened area in the fill placed over the platform. This
feature, on the northeast corner of the primary platform, has a conical shape and is interpreted to be a
heat-produced stain in the fill (see Fig. 6).

After the platform was constructed and utilized, it was covered with a mantle of light brown 1.oess,
5.5 feet high at its maximum elevation, and 26.5 feet wide on the east-west axis. That the mound
remained in this condition for some time is indicated by a thin cap which covered it. The cap, averaging
0.2 foot in thickness, was dark brown in color and extremely hard (approaching the hardness of fired
clay). It separated the light brown soil of the first mound from the mottled yellow and white soil of the
second stage of construction. The cap shows clearly in Plate 7 B.

Mound construction stage two consisted of a westerly addition to the mound. Loading is evident in
this stage, which comprises two layers of loess-a level of fine, powdery white loess covered by a
second level of fine mottled yellow and white loess grading into the first layer. This westerly addition
gave the mound a height of 7 feet. Since the western edge was destroyed, the width of the east-west
axis of this stage cannot be definitely measured, but in all probability it was about 27 feet.

During the third stage of construction, a layer of dark brown loess was deposited over stages one
and two on the west side, while the slope of stage one on the east was used as part of the mound
contour (see Fig. 6). Loading was again evident. This layer of fill was approximately 32 feet in length on
the east-west axis. Again, only an estimate is possible, since the western slope had been disturbed.
With this third layer, the mound had reached a height of 10 feet, the maximum height of the mound at
the time that it was found after its partial destruction.

An easterly addition comprised the fourth and final stage of mound construction (Fig. 6). This mantle
consists of a deposit of light brown loess,10 feet high and approximately 32 feet in length on the
east-west axis. No loading is visible at this stage. Two north-south cross sections of the mound are
shown in Figure 7 A-B.

.
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ARTIFACTS EXCAVATED FROM THE GRAND GULF MOUND

No features, other than those described in the section on mound construction, were encountered in
the excavation. As previously stated, no burials were found in the mound. When the site was first
visited by the Mississippi Department of Archives and History survey, a few fragments of bone were
found protruding from the mound, but by the time excavations had begun, these pieces had either
been washed away or removed by relic hunters.

Four vessels were discovered in the mound itself. Soil from the interior of each vessel was flotated,
but no material was found. Bone was not associated with any of these vessels, though it is possible
that the burials or cremations had disintegrated. The first vessel, a Baytown Plain, var. Marksvi//e base
(Plate 8 A, Table 12), was found sitting upright on stage two mound construction, where it had

TABLE 12

BAYTOWN PLAIN, VAR. MARKSVILLE
BASE MEASUREMENTS

Thic.kness: Body 6.0 mm
Base 5.0 mm

Diameter: Base 122.0 mm

probably been placed in connection with the third stage of mound construction. This polished, dark
brown vessel of clay tempered paste was found in square 0-CL at a depth of 2.3 feet below stake
0-5W. The upper portion of the vessel is missing, probsbly as a result of relic hunting. A large

, depression was noted in the earth just above it, and it appears that the upper portion of the vessel was
protruding from the edge of the pothole. The vesselis generally finer than the usual ware of this type.

The second ve,ssel (Plate 8 B, Table 13) was found lying on its side in square 0-10E at a depth of 6.63

TABLE 13

MARKSVILLE STAMPED, VAR. MARKSV/LLE
STRAIGHT JAR MEASUREMENTS

.

Height: 165.2 mm
Diameter: Base 69.0 m m

Rim 137.0 mm
Thickness: Base 8.0 m m

Rim 4.Q m m
Body 6.0 m m

feet below stake 0-5E, a situation which would place it in stage one of mound construction. The
darkened area over the primary platform was just below this vessel. No bone or other material was
associated with the pot, nor was a pit or any other feature evident. A straight jar of the type Marksville
Stamped, var. Marksvi//e, it is constructed of chalky paste, and its texture is like that of Marksville
Stamped as defined by Phillips (1970). Polishing, while present, is not of the quality exhibited on other
vessels from the mound. The vessel walls are also thicker than those of some of the finer vessels at
Grand Gulf.

Its design consists of two parallel incised lines encircling the rim just below the lip. Taking off from
these incised lines, and spaced evenly around the vessel, are nine triangles, each consisting of a plain
center triangle bordered by two incised lines separated by a space of approximately 0.5 inch filled with
dentate rocker stamping. A similar vessel from Utica Mound 6, grave 1-central pit, in Illinois, is

13
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illustrated by Henriksen (1965: Fig. 29a). The vessel from Utica was stamped with a cord-wrapped
stick, whereas at Grand Gulf a dentate rocker was used.

Several sherds which appear to belong to one vessel were located in this portion of the mound.
Apparently, they were unintentionally included along with the fill in this final stage of construction. The
vessel, of the type Baytown Plain, var. Marksvi//e, is well polished and has a slightly convex lower
portion with a round base (Plate 8 C-D, Table 14). One deep, U-shaped incised line encircles the vessel

TABLE 14

BAYTOWN PLAIN, VAR. MARKSV!LLE MEASUREMENTS

Diameter: Base 89.0 mm (approximate)

Thickness: Base 4.5 m m

Body 4.0 mm

Rim - 4.5 m m

just below the lip. These sherds were found in levels above and below an Indian Bay beaker, discussed
below.

The final ve= ' rom the excavation is a small Indian Bay Stamped, var. Indian Bay beaker (Plate 9,
Table 15), for * sting in an upright position in square 55-20E at a depth of 3.47 feet below stake

TABLE 15

INDIAN BAY STAMPED, VAR. IND/AN BAY
SMALL BEAKER MEASUREMENTS

Height: 84.0 mm
Thickness: Rim 4.0 mm
Diameter: Base 56.0 mm ,

Rim 97.0 mm

0-15E. No features were found in the vicinhy of this vessel, which was placed in the mound during the
final layer of mound construction. This vessel varies somewhat from the description of the type (Phillips
1970) in that its paste is more compact, its walls are thinner, and it has a good polish. Encircling the
vessel are three parallel bands of rocker stamping, beginning at the lip and separated by three
undecorated bands. The lower portion of the vessel is slightly convex and the base is circular.

-

O
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Materials recovered from the excavation show that the Grand Gulf Mound was constructed by
people participating in what has come to be known as the Hopewell Interaction Sphere. The copper
pieces, although possibly of forml manufacture, are certainly not of local origin. Since copper is a
diagnostic trait of Hopewellian mortuary practices, these pieces furnish us with our most important
piece of evidence for interaction. Along with the copper, the platform pipe from this mound is
considered a trade item. Artifacts such as these indicate that the Hopewellian mortuary system of the
mound interment of high ranking individuals with status oriented artifacts (sociofacts) was in effect at
Grand Gulf.

In making these assertions, the writer is in disagreement with Struever conceming his statement that
" raw materials and stylistic concepts, not finished goods" (Struever 1964:88) were being transported in
the interaction sphere. While this may be true in the case of the copper beads at Grand Gulf, it does
not seem to be the case v.;th the stone platform pipe at this site. A finished pipe would have a relatively

,

high value as a trading piece, but a stone cobble would have little or no value unless it were of exotic
material. Carrying this argument further, finished or semifinished goods would be easier to transport;
thus, increased profits would be derived from such trade.

An ethnographic example of the trading of finished articles is to be found in Downs's (1966) work.
The Washo in California traded with several other Indian tribes to obtain antelope and buffalo skin.
Frequently the Washo made long trips to the Pacific coast to obtain shellfish. These were eaten on the
spot, but the shells were transported back over the Sierra to the permanent camps to be made into
jewelry, which was then transported to other areas for trading purposes. It is readily apparent that
finished items played an important part in Washo trade. While this ethnographic account involves a
people many centuries and thousands of miles removed from Grand Gulf, it is significant in this
instance because most Marksville sites in the Yazoo Basin lack debitage and other by-products of the
manufacture of items from imported materials. The usual find is a finished artifact, not a core or a
waste fragment.

Struever indicates that participation in the interaction sphere was practiced by groups on different
levels of complexity (1964:88-89). This author agrees that the concept of an interaction sphere
embraces these regional differences or variations. Even these regional variations are included in the

,

interaction sphere as ideas and are sometimes found out of their own region, as in the instance of
typical Marksville burial platforms under Hopewell mounds at the Dickinson mound group in Illinois
(Walker 1952) and at the Wright mound group in Ohio (Shetrone 1924).

Ceramics from the Grand Gulf Mound show a variance from the Marksville norm. Marksville
ceramics are generally thought to have been derived from the preceding Tchefuncte Period. Vessel
paste from other early Marksville sites shows this continuity quite clearly, but not so at Grand Gulf.
Paste on most vessels from this site is harder, thinner, and more polished than average Marksville
wares. Toth (personal communication * ' J) has stated that parallels exist between this paste ar.d that
at both the Marksville and Crooks sites. Vessels of fine quality paste are in the minority at these two
Louisiana sites, however, while improved paste ceramics are in the majority at Grand Gulf. The
implication is that the majonty of the vessels are not only sociofacts, but sociofacts of a specitl order,
just as distinctive as the copper artifacts.

Concerning the mound's construction, it may be pointed out in summary that the mound was used
over a period of time and that several stages of mound construction are present. The construction of
the Grand Gulf Mound has parallels at Crooks and other early Marksville sites.

Placement of the mound on a terrace in the bluffs overlooking a river is viewed as a manifestation of
Hopeweilian influence. This situation is duplicated at Helena Crossing and is similar to the placement
of the Marksville site in Louisiana. Utilizing Struever's (1968) model of Woodland subsistence-settle-
ment systems. certain analogies are seen, even though his modelis based upon Illinois Valley-Hopew sll
and the discussion here concerns Mississippi Valley-Marksville. Settlement patterns for the Woodio..d
peoples in the, lower Mississippi Valley have not been discussed at length in any publication, largely

15 .
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because most excavations have been in burial mounds such as Grand Gulf. Another reason is that the
few survey reports published which show site distributions have been mainly concerned with
chronological sequencing.

The material north of the Grand Gulf Mound was entirely lithic. Because this area lacked any
diagnostic markers for a Marksville occupation (Hopewell blades, sherds, copper, for example), the
author was at first inclined to regard it as a small Archaic site. In an effort to refrain from making an
indefensible statement, it was simply suggested tnat the site could be a Marksville occupation. This, it
was thought, could be a temporary camp used for some specific activity, such as mound construction,
away from the base settlement. Struever (1968) states that such sites do occur in the Illinois Valley,
although, with the few artifacts we have from the area at Grand Gulf, it is impossible to say definitely
that this is such a site. Nevert,eless, with most Marksville sites in the alluvial plain of this area, the .

subsistence-sett'ement pattern is simi!st to that of Illinois Hopewell. If indeed the material from the area
north of the Grand Gulf Mound represents the remains of a short-term occupancy by peoples
associated with this mound, then we ht <e one more bit of evidence to link Marksville and Hopewell .

settlement patterns.
Phillips (1970: Fig. 444) reports a number of Marksville sites directly across the river from Grand Gulf,

to which he assigns the name Point Lake Phase. These sites seem to conform to Struever's model of
Woodland subsistence-settlement patterns. Tnth, however, does not think that Grand Gulf should be
assigned to the Point Lake Phase of Marksville, because its ceramics do not conform to those of the
Point Lake Phase sites. This difference in ceramics and the fact that only a single Marksville sherd has
been found in the rest of Claiborne County '. Browns Airport Site One,22-Cb-559, Brookes and inmon
1973:39-40) present a dilemma.

GraoJ Gulf, as far as the author knows, is the only example of a site within the Hopewell Interaction
Sphere to be recorded in the Natchez Bluffs District. Since the mound was constructed in several
separate stages, we know that its constructior apresents a series of events. Just where the activity of
this period was centered we do not know, but some mortuary activities culminated at the Grand Gulf
Mound. Future surveys in the Natchez Bluffs District may yield evidence of more sites which can be
related to the Grand Gulf Mound.

At this point, one site in the northern Yazoo Basin should be mentioned. The Martin #1 site
(22-Tu-533) in Tunica County is an early Marksville site with appropriate diagnostic ceramics. Lithic
debris literally covers the surface of the site, and recent analysis of some of this material has shown
that the lithic assemblage at Martin #1 nearly duplicates that at the Snyders site in Calhoun County,
Illinois, described by White (1963). This duplication of a Hopewell lithic assemblage would indicate that
certain technological systems were operative within both Hopewell and Marksville.

Thus, the Hopewell Interaction Sphere is in reality a much more complex phenomenon than a mere
exchange of ideas and artifacts. The proximity of the Grand Gulf site to the Mississippi River would
place it on the main axis of north-south interaction. Toth (personal communication ,1974)
feels that while vessels from the site were locally made, there were some individuals from the Illinois
Valley present in the population that constructed the mound. He does not mean to imply a mass
migration of peoples, but on the other hand, the evidence suggests more than simply a trade
relationship. At present we have parallels between Illinois Valley-Hopewell and Mississippi
Valley-Marksville not only in sociofacts and mortuary remains, with their implication of stratified
society, but also in utilitarian artifacts (technofacts) and in indications of technology in the form of
use-wear patterns. Already we have a suggestion o' similarity in settlement patterns relating directly tof
subsistence activities.

In essence, we believe the Grand Gulf Mound to be an early Marksville burial mound dating from
approximately A.D. 50 to A.D. 200. Artifacts found within the mound indicate that the builders of this
mound had trade and/or contact with peoples to the north, probably in the ljlinois Valley. The
Hopewell Interaction Sphere must be explained by further work on sites in the Mississippi Valley or it
will remain a nebulous term that obscures rather than elucidates prehistory.
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PREFACE

The archaeological survey of Claiborne County, Mississippi,
funded by the Mississippi Power and Light Company, was car-
ried out in two separate but interrelated phases. During phase
one, June 1,1972, to July 31,1972,' Samuel 0. Brookes and
Byron Inmon, Field Achaeologists, Mississippi Department
of Archives and History, intensively examined the proposed
2,200 acre site of the Grand Gulf Nu~ clear Generating Station
and the proposed power line routes in the county. The surveyors
then evaluated the significance of each site they located. The
team discovered only one site in the initial survey area which
is not archaelogically expendable. It is a Marksville burial
mound which the Mississippi Department of Archives and His-
tory began excavating November 1,1972.

During phase two, August 1,1972, to October 31, 1972,
Musrs. Brockes and Inmon attempted to locate as many archaeo-
logical sites in the remainder of Claiborne County as possible.
They recorded the location of each site, determined its cultural
affiliation, and attempted to evaluate its importance. No exca-
vations were carried out during the survey. The team limited
itself to surface collection, analysis of collections made by local
citizens, and interpretation of site configurations and intersite
relationships.

The Mississippi Department of Archives and History offers
its sincere thanks to the citizens of Port Gibson and Claiborne
County for their interest, assistance, and encouragement during
the survey of the county's numerous and often important archaeo-
logical sites. The Department wishes to tender special thanks
to Mr. Benny Cessna and Mr. Ben Mullen; without their invalu-
able assistance this study would be far less complete. Mr. Edgar
Crisler of the Port Gibson Reveille gave this project valuable
publicity on several occasions. We also wish to acknowledge
the contribution of Miss Judy Sparks, who patiently typed sev-
eral drafts of this manuscript.

James H. Stone
,

Project Supervisor

'
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CHAPTER I

PREVIOUS SURVEYS

Claiborne County has been formally surveyed twice in the
past. In 1939 the Natchez Trace Parkway Survey located eight
sites, and in 1966 the Big Black River Survey recorded fourteen
more. These previously known sites are listed below. The team
from the Mississippi Department of Archives and History visited

.

only three of these during the present survey.

THE NATCHEZ TRACE PARKWAY SURVEY,1939

Site Number and Name Nature

22-Cb-500 Two mounds and a village
Humphreys Place site.

22-Cb-501 Village site.
St. Albans

22-Cb-502 Two small conical mounds.
Dr. Wilson Mounds

22-Cb-503 Village site; originally
Berry Mound four mounds; two remain.

22-Cb-504 Large mound.
School Section Mound

.

22-Cb-505 Burial mound.
Watson Mound

22-Cb-506 Several mounds.
Clarke Creek Mound

22-Cb-507 Single mound.
Nanacheha Mound

BIG BLACK RIVER SURVEY,1966

Site Number and Name Nature

22-Cb-508 Group of large
Windsor Castle Lunds truncate mounds.

22-Cb-509 Pyramidal mound.
Bruinsburg

~5-
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22-Cb-510 Three mounds.
Petit Gulf

22-Cb-511 Several mounds.
Sand Creek 3Iounds

22-Cb-512 Village site.
Sand Creek Village One

22-Cb-513 Village site.
Sand Creek Village Two

22-Cb-514 Village site.
Sand Creek Village Three

22-Cb-515 Village site.
Section Thirty

22-Cb-516 No information.
Section Eight

22-Cb-517 Temple mound.
Section Nineteen

22-Cb-518 Temple mound.
Bayou Pierre 3Iound

22-Cb-519 Village site.
Section Fifty-four

22-Cb-520 Village site.
Section Twenty-two

22-Cb.521 No information.
Barland

22-Cb-501. ST. ALBANS. This site is located where U. S.
61 crosses the Big Black River. It is a village area, probably of
ilississippian origin.

22-Cb-508. WINDSOR CASTLE 310UNDS. This large site
consists of a group of four mounds. The largest is thirty feet
high. The others are roughly twenty, fifteen, and three feet high.
Trees cover three mounds. The authors found daub on the
mounds themselves, indicating that structures were once located
on top of them. Surface collections are similar to those from .
Bayou Pierre site (22-Cb-534). Robert S. Neitzel, noted author-

-6-
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ity on the Natchez indians, is of the opinion that Natchezan
peoples occupied the site, but later abandoned it as they moved
southward (Neitzel, personal communication). The site's prox-
imity to Windsor ruins and the fact that the Freeland Family
Cemetery is located on top of one of the mounds make it especially
interesting. The cultural deposit is fairly deep in some places.

WINDSOR CASTLE SIOUNDS ARTIFACT ASSE31BLAGE

Adzes
brown chert 3

Bifaces
brown chert I

red chert 1
yellow chert 1

total 3

Blade Cores
brown chert 1
yellow chert 1

total 2

Ceramics
Baytown Plain body sherds 75
Baytown Plain rim sherds 7.

L' eau Noire incised, variety Anna,
body sherds 3

- 31azique Incised, variety Kings Point,
body sherds 5

3fazique Incised, variety Kings Point,
rim sherds 4

*

31azique Incised, variety unspecified,
body sherds 2

31azique Incised, variety unspecified,
rim sherds 2

total 98
.

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 2
red chert 13
white chert 2
yellow chert 6

. total 23

-7-
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Flakes (worked)
brown chert 2
white chert 2

total 4

Quartzite Fragments 2

Unifacial Blades (unworked)
brown chert 1
white chert 1

total 2

Worked Cbar-

brown 2
dark gray 1

total 3

Site total 140

22-Cb 510. PETIT GULF SITE. This site is lecated approx-
imately eleven miles southwest of Port Gibson. Scattered refuse
is present on the road, and three mounds are associated with the
site.

.

0
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CHAPTER II

SITES ON THE 2,200 ACRE GRAND GULF
NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION PROPERTY

22-Cb-522. GRAND GULF 310UND. Unfortunately, a bull-
dozer destroyed half of this 3Iarksville burial mound in Decem-
ber, 1971. The only other site in the county which yielded
artifactual material similar to that from this site was Browns
Airport site one (22-Cb-559). The survey team located one sherd
of 31arksville Stamped pottery at the Airport site, but it is earlier
than the varieties of 3Iarksville pottery collected from the Grand
Gulf 31ound. Four projectile points taken from this site by a
local collector are illustrated in figure 1. See figure 5 for the
site location. A team from the 31ississippi Department of Ar-
chives and History began excavating the remaining portion
November 1,1972.

GRAND GULF 3IOUND SITE ARTIFACT ASSE31BLAGE

Pifaces
gray chert 1

Ceramics
Baytown Plain body sherds 11
Baytown Plain rim sherds 1
3Iarksville Incised, variety 3farksville,

body sherds 4
' 3Iarksville Incised, variety 3Iarksville,

Hopewell crosshatched rim sherds 2
31arksville Incised, variety 31arksville,

rim sherds I

unidentified incised rim sherds 1

total 20-

Drills
yellow chert 1

Fire-cracked Rock 2
.

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 5
quartzite 1

red chert 19
white chert 1
yellow chert 16.

total 42

-9-
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Scrapers -

yellow chert 1

Unifacial Blades (unworked) ~ '-

yellow chert 1

Unifacial Blades (worked)
brown chert 1

Worked Chert
red 2
yellow 4

total 6

Worked Quartzite 1

Site total 76

GRAND GULF MOUND, VILLAGE AREA,
ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGE

Bifaces 5

Flakes (unworked)
gray chert I

red chert 15
white chert 2
yellow chert 15

total 33

Flakes (worked)
gray chert i

red chert 5
yellow chert 6

total 12

Sandstone 1

Unifacial Blades (worked)
red chert 1
yellow chert . '1

-.

total 2

Worked Chert 17 -

Site total 70

- 10 -
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22-Cb-523. NELSON SITE. Encompassing a small area,
the Nelson site is in a plowed field just off the Grand Gulf Road.
See figure 5. The survey team recovered a total of thirty-one
field specimens predominantly flakes and fragments of fire-
cracked rock. The only diagnostic artifacts located on the site
were three small sherds of Baytown Plain pottery. While these
do not positively date the site, they suggest that it was occupied
sometime during the Woodland period,1000 B. C. to A. D. 700.

NELSON SITE ARTIFACT ASSE31BLAGE

Ceramics
Baytown Plain rim sherds 3

Fire-cracked Rock 18
,

Flakes (unworked)
yellow chert 10

Site total 31

22-Cb-524. 3100N SITE. This small site is located on a
ligging road cut into the woods just across from the pond on
Arnold Acres Farm. See figure 7. The survey team recovered
seventy-three field specimens here. The authors found nine
potsherds, all of the type Baytown Plain; one was a rim sherd
with the flattened rim so typical of the pottery in the entire
survey area. A date between 1000 B. C. and A. D. 700 is indi-
cated for this site.

3100N SITE ARTIFACT ASSE3IBLAGE

Ceramics
Baytown Plain body sherds 8
Baytown Plain rim sherds 1

total 9

Fire-cracked Rock 10

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert I

red chert 15
tan chert 16

13yellow chert '

* total 45

- 11 -
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Flakes (worked)
gray chert I
red chert 1

total 2

Worked Ctwrt 7

Site total 73

22-Cb-525. RIDGE SITE-LOCALITY ONE. This small
site is located on the loess bluffs at the proposed site of the Grand
Gulf Nuclear s;enerating Plant. See figure 6. The site is in the
area which ha.s been cleared in preparation for construction of
the power plant itself, and it extends into the woods in all direc-
tions. The density of the foliage precluded recovery of artifacts
in the wooded area. The survey team collected 586 field speci-
mens, mostly chert flakes, cobbles, and fire-cracked rock. Sev-
eral diagnostic artifacts were also found.

The surveyors recovered eleven unifacial blades on this site,
.

five of which were worked along both edges. Eight blades are
illustrated in figure 3, A-H. Projectile points from Locality One
include two red chert corner removed points. These are fairly
large and are illustrated in figure 2, A-B. These points do not
fit into any recognized category and consequently cannot be
assigned a date at this time. The same holds true for a badly
broken stemmed point of brown chert. The survey team recov-
ered one brown chert Alba point, illustrated in figure 2, C. Suhm
and Krieger (1954) suggest a date of A. D. I to A. D.1200 for
Alba points, but Bell (1958) states that radiocarbon samples
indicate a time span of A. D. 700 to A. D.1400. The authors
also fosnd two discoids. These are small, roughly flaked objects
with a circular shape. No use wear is present on either, and they
cannot be assigned to any particular period.

The toolinventory from Locality One includes four bifacially
flaked objects. These were probably intended to be finished as
projectile points, but they could have functioned as knives,
scrapers, or general purpose tools. One drill with evidence of
considerable wear along the edges and distal end was present.
Furthermore, the writers located two scrapers, two Deasonvi':e.

choppers, and three hammerstones which showed evidence of
use. The number and variety of artifacts on Locality One indi-
cate that it was probably a toolmaking station which served any
or all of the several village sites in the area.

- 12 -
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B'DGE SITE-LOCALITY ONE ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGE

Bifaces 4

Ceramics
Baytown Plain body sherds 12
Baytown Plain rim sherds 2

total 14'

Chert Discoids 2

Deasonville Choppers 2

Drills 1

Fire-cracked Rock 98

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 53
gray chert 6*

mottled white chert 7
pink chert 15
red chert 146
tan chert 47
white chert 5
yellow chert 122

total 401

Flakes (worked)
brown chert 7
red chert 4
yellow chert 8

total 19

Hammerstones
quartzite 2
sandstone 1

total 3*

Projectile Points
Alba, brown chert

.

1
,

corner remosed, red chert 2
stemmed, brown chert 1

.

total 4

- 13 -
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Scrapers - - 2

Unifacial Blades
brown chert 5^" ''

gray chert 2
pink chert I
white chert 1
yellow chert 2

total 11

Worked Chert 25

Site total 586

22-Cb-526. RIDGE SITE-LOCALITY TWO. Ridge site,
Locality Two, is immediately adjacent to Locality One. See fig-
ure 6. The rationale for designating Locality Two as a separate
site is that there is a distinct lack of cultural debris in the zone
between it and Locality One. Furthermore, in contrast to Lo-
cality One, this site produced no pottery.

On July 19,1972, a pecan tree, felled by lightning, destroyed
the survey team's Port Gibson laboratory and scattered the arti-
factual sample from Locality Two. The survey team returned
to the site and made further collections which indicate that
Locality Two is in many respects similar to Locality One. 3Iost
of the artifacts collected were chert flakes, but a yellow chert
biface, three fire-cracked rocks, a unifacial blade, and a quartz-
ite hammerstone were also present. The artifactual sample indi-
cates that Locality Two served as a workshop area.

RIDGE SITE-LOCALITY TWO ARTIFACT ASSE31BLAGE

Bifacial Blades
yellow chert 1

Fire-cracked Rock 3

Flakes (unworked).

brown chert 28
gray chert 1
pink chert I

red cher: 53
white chert 5-

yellow chert 34 ,

total 122

- 14 -
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Flakes (worked)
brown chert 1

Hammerstones
quartzite 1

Unifacial Blades
white chert 1

Worked Chert 14

Site total 143

22-Cb-527. RIDGE SITE-LOCALITY THREE. This site
is located a short distance east of Ridge sites, Localities One and
Two. See figure 6. Locality Three is much farther back on the
bluff terrace than the other two, but the similarity of artifactual
material indicates that it is a separate locality of the same site.
It is visible along short distances of three dirt roads on which
material has eroded from the loess surface.

The artifact assemblage is similar to that of the other two
Ridge Localities, except that a much larger percentage of pottery
is present. The most common find was chert debris or flakes
and fire-cracked rock. The survey team located one unifacial
scraper or adze which is similar to a specimen from Locality
One. The authors unearthed two hammerstones, one of sand-
stone and one of quartzite, as well as a yellow quartzite mano.
The writers also found a fragmentary projectile point, but, be.
cause the stem is missing, little can be determined about it except

- that it is similar in size and shape to the two large points from
Locality One. Refer to figure 2, A-B.

Of the 164 field specimens recovered from the site, thirty-
six are pMsherds. Twenty-eight are Baytown Plain body sherds.
Seven are Baytown Plain rim sherds, one of which has a single
incised line parallel to the lip. The remaining unclassified sherd
is a decorated cim sherd with four small punctuations near the
lip and two non-parallel incised lines which nearly meet under
the punctuations. .

RIDGE SITE-LOCALITY THREE ARTIFACT
ASSE3IBLAGE

Adzes 1

Ceramics
Baytown Plain body sherds 28

- 15 -
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Baytown Plain rim sherds 7
unclassified rim sherds 1

total 36

Fire cracked Rock 72

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 11
mottled white chert 1
pink chert I

red chert 13
yellow chert 18-

total 44

Flakes (worked)
brown chert 1
yellow chert 3

total 4

Hammerstones
quartzite 1
sandstone 1

_

total 2

Manos 1

Projectile Points (fragmentary) 1

Worked Chert 3
'

Site total 164

22-Cb-528. RODNEY SITE-LOCALITY A. This site is
situated on the edge of a bluff terrace in a small area recently
cleared by drillers. Refer to figure 7. The site is probably fairly
large. There is a distinct similarity between it and Rodney site,
Locality B. They could in fact be two sectors of the same large
site, but the underbrush between them is so thick that the survey
team located no artifacts there.

Of the 134 field specintens recovered, seventy-seven are
potsherds, a very high proportion in comparison to the three
itidge Localities. Seventy-one of the sherds are of the type Bay-
town Plain, and four are unclassified. The remaining two have

- 16 -
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triangular punctuations bordered by incised lines and fit the
type classifiertion of Avoyelles Punctuated. See figure 4, C D.
The surve,c.s found one large notched projectile point at the
site. See figure 4, B. Points of this general size and description
often occur on Archaic and Early Woodland sites. This point,
however, does not fit into any recognized category.

RODNEY SITE-LOCALITY A ARTIFACT ASSE3IBLAGE

Ceramics
Avoyelles Punctuated rim sherds 2
Baytown Plain body sherds 65
Baytown Plain rim sherds 5

unclassified sherds 4
.

total 77

Fire cracked Rock 8

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 5
gray chert 2
red chert 18
yellow chert 15

total 40

Projectile Points
large, notched 1

Worked Chert 8

Site total 134

22-Cb-529. RODNEY SITE-LOCALITY B. Rodney site,
Locality B, is near Rodney site, Locality A, and may be an exten-
sion of it. See figure 7. The ceramics collection includes thirty-
one Baytown Plain sherds as well as one rim sherd of the type
Coles Creek Incised, variety Hardy. The survey team recovered
one projectile poin6 at Locality B, illustrated in figure 4. A. It
is well made, with prominent shoulders and a long narrow stem.
The stem shows some cortex and is similar to stems of 31ulberry
Creek and Little Bear Creek points. The width of the blade,
however, tends to distinguish it from these two types.

- 17 -
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RODNEY SITE-LOCALITY B ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGE

Ceramics
Baytown Plain body sherds 30
Baytown Plain rim sherds 1
Coles Creek Incised, variety Hardy,

rim sherds 1
unclassified sherds 1

total 33

Fire-cracked Rock 24

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 3
gray chert 3
red chert 15
white chert 1
yellow chert 29

total 51

Projectile Points
stemmed 1

Scrapers
yellow chert 1

Worked Chert 4

Worked Quartzite 1-

Site total 115

.

e
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CHAPER III

OTHER SITES IN CLAIBORNE COUNTY

22-Cb-530. CASSEL SITE ONE. This is a village site on
an old terrace overlooking Bayou Pierre. The Lower 31ississippi
Survey group's collection from this site includes rich occupa-
tional evidence.

22-Cb-531. CASSEL SITE TWO. This small site is located
on a slight rise. The authors gathered scattered lithic material
and one Gary point. This site is eroding rapidly and is evidently
confined to the surface.

22-Cb-532. 31ILITARY PARK SITE. This site lies on a
ridge top near the forestry tower in the Grand Gulf 31111tary
State Park. According to the Lower 31ississippi Survey group,
the only artifactual material present is scattered refuse along
the ridge.

22-Cb-533. CATLEDGE SITE. The Catledge site is a Coles
r: reek mound triad. 3Iounds A, B, and C are twelve, seven, and
five feet high respectively. Cultivation has reduced the height
of 3Iounds A and B, which are aligned on an east-west axis
ninety feet apart. 31ound C is about 500 feet to the south, equi-
distant from 31ounds A and B (Lower 31ississippi Survey,1971).

22-Cb-534. BAYOU PIERRE SITE. The Bayou Pierre site
is comprised of four mounds, three of which have been reduced
greatly by plowing. The fourth is approximately sixteen feet
high; pothunters are presently digging into it. Artifacts are
plentitul on this site. 'Ihe pottery indicates an occupation during
the Coles Creek period. Some sherds are present, however, which
could be earlier. One sherd of L' eau Noire Incised points to a
later temporary occupation during the Plaquemine period.

BAYOU PIERRE SITE ARTIFACT ASSE31BLAGE

Abraders
quartzite 2

Bifaces 44

Ceramics
Avoyelles Punctuated, variety Avoyelles,

body sherds 1

Avoyelles Punctuated variety Avoyelles, -

rim sherds 1
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Baytown Plain body sherds 213
Baytown Plain rim sherds 16
Evansville Punctuated, variety Evansville,

body sherds 1
L' eau Noire Incised, variety Carter,

rim sherds 1
3fazique Incised, variety Kings Point,

body sherds 15
3Iazique Incised, variety Kings Point,

rim sherds 1
3fazique Incised, variety 3Ianchac,

body sherds 5
3Iazique Incised, variety unspecified,

body sherds 5
3Iazique Incised, variety unspecified,

rim sherds 1
3Iulberry Creek Cordmarked, variety Edwards,

body sherds 10
3Iulberry Creek Cordmarked, variety Edwards,

rim sherds 1

total 271

Fire-cracked Rock 5

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 13
gray chert 5
red chert 24-

white chert 1
yellow chert 51

total 94 -

Flakes (worked) -
2brown chert.

gray chert 2
red chert 5
yello.v chert 11

total 20

Hammerstones
chert 2
quartzite 2

total 4-

- 20 -
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Projectile Point Distal Ends
red chert 1

yellow chert 2

total 3

Projectile Point Proximal Ends
brown chert stemmed points 1

yellow chert stemmed points 1

total 2

Projectile Points
Collins 2

Quartzite Cobbles' 2

' Sandstone Fragments 1

Unifacial Blades (unworked)
brown chert 3

red chert 1

yellow chert 4

total 8

Unifacial Blades (worked)
brown chert 2
yellow chert 5

total 7

Worked Chert 49

Site total 514

22-Cb-535. BEESLEY SITE. This is a large earthen mound
which may be of aboriginal construction. Some pottery has been
found at the base of the mound (Lower 3fississippi Survey,
1971), but this is hardly conclusive evidence of human construc-
tion. Aboriginal peoples often occupied erosional remnants and
other natural formations.

22-Cb-536. S311THFIELD SITE. This site consists cf one
conical mound. Amateurs have engaged in some excavation here,
and from their descriptions it appears that the site is a burial
mound as suggested by the Lower 3Iississippi Survey group,
Peabody 31useum (1971). According to the amateurs, loading
of the mound is quite evident. Local collectors showed the sur-
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veyors examples of the following ceramic types fram the mound:
Coles Creek Incised, variety Coles Creek: French Fork Incised,
variety unspecified; and Mulberry Creek Cordmarked, variety
Smith Creek. The collectors also found stone plummets in the
vicinity of the mound. The mound appears to be Coles Creek
period.

22-Cb-537. CENTERS CREEK SITE. This is a single
mound located on an old terrace near Bayou Pierre, about one
mile from Nosi Tear site (22-Cb-548). Pottery and projectile-

point types at the Centers Creek site indicate that it is Coles
Creek period.

CENTERS CREEK SITE ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGE

Bifaces
brown chert 6
gray chert 2
red chert 3
white chert 1
yellow chert 4

total 16

Blades (unworked)
brown chert 1

Blades (worked)
white chert 1.

Ceramics
Baytown Plain body sherds 57
Baytown Plain rim sherds 4
Mulberry Creek Cordmarked, variety

Smith Creek, body sherds 10

total 71

Chert Cobbles 4

Fire-cracked Rock 7

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 29
gray chert 3

*

red chert 27
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white chert 4
yellow chert 23

total 86

Flakes (worked)
brown chert 1

Projectile Point Proximal Ends
Collins. gray chert 1
expanding stemmed, brown chert 1

total 2

Quartzite Cobbles 2

Scrapers
brown chert 1

Worked Chert
brown 8
gray 1
red 2
yellow 6

total 17

Site total 209

22-Cb-533. PLATFOR31S SITE. The Lower 3Iississippi
Survey group. Peabody 31useum, reported scattered refuse on
this site in 1971. -

.

22-Cb-539. BIG PERRY SITE. This is a village site, re-
ported by the Lower 311ssissippi Survey group, Peabody 31useum,
in 1971.

22-Cb-540. QUICKIE SITE. In 1971 the Lower 3Iississippi
Survey group, Peabody 31useum, reported aboriginal occupa-
tional debris on this ridge site.

22-Cb-541. WILLY SITE. The Lower 3Iississippi Survey
group, Peabody 31useum, designated this site as a small occu-
pational area in 1971.

.

22-Cb-542. JOHN NELSON SITE. This large Late Archaic
site covers approximately twelve acres. A midden deposit at
least fourteen inches deep and abundant lithic material make it
extremely promising for future archaeological research. The*
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large side-notched, spade-shaped points described by Gagliano
(1963) are present on the similar Vaughan site (22-Cb-566),
but are absent here, indicating that the John Nelson site dates
later than the Jones Creek assemblage.

JOHN NELSON SITE ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGE

Adzes
yellow-brown chert 3

Bifaces
brown chert 50
gray chert 3
red chert 23
white chert 3
white unidentified ' 1
yellow chert 85

total 165

Blade Cores
yellow chert 2

Ceramics
Baytown Plain body sherds 1
Coles Creek Incised rim sherds 1

total 2

Choppers
brown chert 1
yel%w chert 1

total 2

Fire-cracked Rock 6

Flakes (unworked)
black chert i
brown chert 13
gray chert 7
quartzite 1
red chert 38*

white chert 4
yellow chert 88-

,
,

tothl 152
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Flakes (worked)
black chert 1

brown chert 8
quartzite 1

red chert 9
white chert 3
yellow chert 27

total 49

Hammerstones 5

Knives
gray chert 1
yellow chert 3

total 4

Manos
quartzite 1

Metates
quartzite 1

Petrified Wood 2

Projectile Point Distal Ends
brown chert i
gray chert 4
red chert 3
white chert 1
yellow chert 3

total 11

Projectile Points (identified)
Little Bear Creek

yellow chert 1
Mulberry Creek

white chert 1

Palmillas
yellow chert 1

Shumla*

brown chert 1-

yellow chert 1.

.

total 5
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Projectile Points (unidentified)
brown chert I

red chert I

white chert 1
yellow chert 4

total 7

Scrapers.

yellow chert 1

Unifacial Blades (unworked)
brown chert 1
quartzite 1
red chert I

white chert 3
yellow chert 8

total 14

Unifacial Blades (worked)
brown chert 1
gray chert 2
red chert 3
white chert 1
yellow chert 4

total 11

Worked Chert
brown 4
red 15
yellow 41

total 60

Site total 503

22-Cb-543. STUCK SITE. This small occupational area,
studied in 1971 by the Lower 3Iisaissippi Survey group, Peabody
31useum,is Iccated on a creek s.outh of the Big Black River.

22-Cb-544. RELIEF SITE. In 1971 the Lower 3Iississippi
Survey group, Peabody 3Iuseum, described this site as a small
occupational area.
*

22-Cb-545. NEWS 03fE SITE. No informauon is available
on this site, which was recorded by the Lower 31ississippi Survey
group, Peabody 31useum, in 1971.
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22-Cb-546. BL'CKNER SITE. This is a ridge site on which
scattered lithic material is present. The Lower Mississippi Sur-
vey group, Peabody Museum, visited it in 1971.

22-Cb-547. LITTLE PERRY SITE. In 1971 the Lower Mis-
sissippi Survey group, Peabody Museum, reported scattered
occupational debris on this site, which is located on a ridge top.

22-Cb-548. NOSI TEAR SITE. This small site is located
on an old terrace near Bayou Pierre. Despite the presence of
Baytown Plain pottery, the site appears to be Late Archaic.

NOSI TEAR SITE ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGE

Bifaces
brown chert 3
red chert 6
yellow chert 8

total 17

Ceramics
Baytown Plain body sherds 2

Fire-cracked Rock 4

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 10

3gray chert
-

8red chert .

yellow chert 30

total 51

Flakes (worked)
brown chert 2
gray chert I

red chert 1
yt;llow chert 7

total 11

Hammerstones-

quartzite . 1

Projectile Point Distal Ends
yellow chert 2
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Projectile Points
stemmed, yellow chert 2

Unifacial Blades ' unworked)
brown chert 1

Unifacial Blades (worked)
brown chert 1
yellow chert 2

total 3

Worked Chert 15,

Site total 109
.

22-Cb-549. CASSEL SITE THREE. The only artifactual
material on this site is scattered lithic debris. Like Cassel site
two (22-Cb-531), it shows little evidence of depth, and the arti-
factual assemblages of the two sites are similar.

22-Cb-550. STEVES SITE ONE. This site is located along
a bluff overlooking Bayou Pierre. Artifactual material is pres-
ent on the crest and slope of the bluff in an area of approximately
200 acres, making this the largest known site in the survey area.
3 Irs. Rose Steves donated a large collection of artifacts from
the site. This collection and the one made by the authors yielded
a total of 3,445 field specimens. The projectile points indicate
several separate occupations from the Paleo-Indian period to
the Coles Creek period. This long-term occupation contributed
to the abundance of artifactual material; abundance in this case
is not necessarily an indicator of village size or aboriginal popu.
lation density at any given point in time.

Evidence for the existence of a Paleo-Indian occupation is
based on six projectile points and five end scrapers. The oldest
point is a Plainview, illustrated in figure 8. A. Bell assigns
these points a date of approximately 7000 B. C. The Plainview
site in Texas yielded a date of 9110 = 500 B. P. (Bell,1958).
31rs. Steves found three San Patrice points on the site. The
surveyors classified two of these (figure 8 C-D) as variety
St. Johns, and the other as variety Hope. It is possible that
the untyped lanceolate point shown in figure 8 B is part of the
San Patrice complex. Webb contends that there is evidence to
indicate that the San Patrice complex is no later than 4000 B. C.
and possibly as early as 6000 B. C. (Webb,1971). The Paleo-
Indian assemblage also includes a specimen illustrated in fig-
gure 9, F. It is similar to early forms common in north 3Iissis-
sippi.
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The collection includes five finely made unifacial blado end
scrapers of a type not present on other sites in the survey area.
The fact that these scrapers have not been reported in the
rest of the county and the fact that they are associated with
Paleo-Indian and Early Archaic sites in the eastern United States
lead the authors to believe that they are representative of the
earliest components of Steves site one.

Following the Paleo-Indian period, the site was occupied
by Archaic peoples, known to us only through their varied and'

often complex artifactual assemblages. One such assemblage
is the Jones Creek, based on artifacts from Louisiana, defined
by Gagliano in 1963. Projectile points form the main criteria for
the Jones Creek assemblage. Gagliano lists Kirk, heavy spade-
shaped, San Patrice, Plainview, Shumla, Evans, Gary, Williams,
Palmillas, and Kent points. Tools of the Jones Creek assemblage
include unifacial blade scrapers, oval knives, and adzes. Gag-
liano evidently recognized the enormous temporal sequence
represented in his Jones Creek assemblage and did not promote
it to the status of a phase (Gaglism 1963).

Gagliano's projectile points seem to vary slightly from pub-
lished descriptions of the types. The authors assigned type
names only when all diagnostic criteria were met. With two
exceptions, all of the points Gagliano lists in his publication
are present at Steves site one. The survey team did not find
Kent points, but many asymmetrical stemmed points, which
are similar to Gagliano's Kent points, were recovered. The
authors found no Williams points, although the specimen illus-
trated in figure 9, D is identical to those Gagliano called Wil-
llams. This corner notched form is the dominant untyped point *

found at Steves site one. Shumla points (figure 9, C), heavy
spade-shaped points (figure 9, E), Palmillas points (figure 9.
G), and Gary points (figure 9, H-1) all occur on Steves site one.
Figure 16, A-F illustrates a new variety of stemmed points
which occurs on Steves site one and on the Cessna House site
(22-Cb-553) .

The authora separated the Evans points from Steves site
one into several established varieties. There are, however,
several Evans points which lack the traditional side notches.
See figure 11. A-E. Furthermore, several other points, not of*

the Evans type, had these side notches cut into the blade. See
figure 12, A-F. The authors concluded that the presence or
absence of the notches should be treated as a mode rather than
an attribute. This makes it possible to crosscut types and-

varieties and establish relationships between points which are
otherwise lumped into a single category and simply called Evans.

The authors have established a new variety of Evans point
based on the examples collected at Steves site one. These points
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have contracting stems with rounded bases and barbed shoulders.
The flaking is large but carefully done. One or twc flakes are
removed from each side of the point to form the notches just
below the shoulders. See figure 10, A.E.

The notching is simply a mode. It appears on the estab-
lished variety of Evans point, on the new Evans variety from
Steves site one (figure 10, A-E), and on several non-Evans
points from this site. Because notching does not occur on one
variety of Evans point from Steves site one, it is no longer an
absolute criterion for the type, but simply a mode which occurs
on most points of the general type. Points which the writers
consider to be good examples of the new unnotched Evans
variety are illustrated in figure 11, A-E. Thase points have the
same attributes as the new notched Evans variety except that
they lack the notched blade mode.

Figure 12, A-E shows five unnamed points with notched
blades which differ from the variety of Evans points found at
Steves site one. These points have expanding stems and rounded
shoulders. They are not flaked as carefully as the Evans variety,
and they are narrower in outline and thicker in cross section.
The notched blade mode, however, is present. There is also a
variety of this unnamed point type which lacks the notched blade
mode. Otherwise they are identical to the specimens in figure
12, A-E. Finally, figure 12, F shows a point which fits into
none of the above varieties but has the notched blade mode. The
stem shows no evidence of reworking and is smaller and narrower
than that of any of the other points. .

Projectile points not found in Gagliano's Jones Creek as-
semblage, but present at Steves site one, are Possum Bayou*

(figure 9, A-B), Castroville (figure 13, B-C), 31ulberry Creek
(figure 13, A), and Little Bear Creek (figure 13, D-F). 3Iul-
berry Creek and Little Bear Creek points are fairly common in
Claiborne County; Possum Bayou points are found on a few
3Iiddle Archaic sites; and Castroville points are rare throughout
the county.

The Amite River phase defined by Gagliano in 1963 appears
to be a valid phase of the Sliddle to Late Archaic period. The
only date available for this phase is 2488 = 260 B. C., based on
radiocarbon samples from Avery Island, Louisiana. A portion
of the Steves site one Archaic material conforms to Gagliano's
later Amite River phase. Typical projectile points are Kent,
Shumla, Almagre (figure 14. E-G), 3Iorhiss (figure 14, H.J),
and Webb. The points frona Steves site one shown in figure 14,
A-D are similar to those Gagliano labelled Wells, but they appear
to have intentionally fractured bases.
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In summary, the earliest residents of Steves site one were
Paleo-Indians who used Plainview points and lived about 7000
B. C. The San Patrice complex represents the next culture at
this site, dating prior to 4000 B. C. Later, various Archaic
cultures intensively occupied Steves site one. To some of these
occupations, the authors ascribe the name Jones Creek assem-
blage. The Jones Creek assemblage from Steves site one dates
from about 4000 B. C. to 1000 B. C. and, in actuality, represents
the artifactual remains of several Archaic cultures. The Amite
River phase is present on the site after 2000 B. C. This, too, is
an artifact assemblage containing 3Iiddle to Late Archaic ma-
terials. Scattered finds of Collins points and clay tempered
sherds attest to the presence of Coles Creek peoples. Whether
these few artifacts represent the remains of a long-term occu-
pancy or merely a temporary campsite is impossible to determine
at this time. The site is literally covereml with artifactual debris,
but plowing and erosien have left little to make excavation
feasible.

STEVES SITE ONE ARTIFACT ASSE31BLAGE
.

Abrading Stones 2

Adzes
brown chert 4
gray chert I
red chert 2
white chert 1
yellow chert 6

total 14

Bifaces
brown chert 470
gray chert 105
petrified palm wood 2
quartzite 5
red chert 413
white chert 31
yellow chert 545

total 1,571-

Blade Cores
yellow chert 2

,

Ceramics
Alligator Incised, variety Alligator,

body sherds 1
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Baytown Plain body sherds 13

total 14

Chisels
brown chert I

red chert 5

,
total 6

Choppers
brown chert I

red chert 4
yellow chert 5

total 10

Cobbles
yellow chert 2

Drills
brown chert 8
gray chert I

red chert 9
white chert 1
yellow chert 7

total 26

End Scrapers
petrified palm wood 1
red chert I

white chert 1
yellow chert 2

total 5

Fire-cracked Rock 39

Flakes (unworked)*

brown chert 137
chalcedony 2
gray chert 50
petrified palm wood 2'

petrified wood 4
quartzite 7
red chert 212
unidentified, translucent red 1
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white chert 55
yellow chert 202

total 672

Flakes (worked)
brown chert 35
gray chert 8
red chert 41
white chert 14
yellow chert 38

total 136

Hammerstones 19

Knives
brown chert 2

Oval Knives
brown chert 2
yellow chert 2

total 4

Petrified Wood 29

Projectile Point Distal Ends-

brown chert 54
gray chert 16
quartzite 1
red chert 41
white chert 12
yellow chert 46

total 170

Projectile Points (classified)
Castroville 3
Collins 2

.

Evans and points with notched blades 18
Gary 17
Kays 1

Little Bear Creek 71
Lost Lake 1
Mulberry Creek 13
Palmillas 4
Plainview 1
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Possum Bayou 6
. San Patrice, variety Hope 1
San Patrice, variety St. Johns 2
Shumla 6

total 146

Projectile Points (unclassified)
contracting stemmed 42
corner notched 56
fractured base 20
straight stemmed 180
triangular 6

total 304 .

Quartz Fragments 3

Sandstone
burned 1
unburned 4

total 5

Scrapers
brown chert 3
red chert I
white chert 1
yellow chert 7

total 12

Unfinished Stone Beads 1

Unifacial Blades (unworked)
black chert 1
brown chert 13
gray chert 2
red chert 13
white chert 1
yellow chert 26

total 56

Unifacial Blades (worked)
brown chert 8
gray chert I

red chert 10
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white chert 1

yellow chert 17

total 37

Worked Stone
brown chert 45
gray chert 9
petrified wood 10
quartzite 4
red chert 50
white chert 5
yellow chert 35

total 158

Site total 3,445

22-Cb-551. 31ULE SITE ONE. This small site is on a ridge
just south of the Big Black River. It is presently planted in pine,
and artifactual material is scarce. A 311ddle Woodland occupa-
tion is indicated.

31ULE SITE ONE ARTIFACT ASSE3fBLAGE

Ceramics
Baytown Plain body sherds 1

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 3

Projectile Point Proximal Ends
stemmed, yellow chert 1-

Worked Chert 1

Site total 6

.

22-Cb-552. 31ULE SITE TWO. 31ule site two is located
approximately one mile northwest of 31ule site one. The survey
team recovered one Late Archaic projectile point and scattered
chert debris. -
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MULE SITE TWO ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGE

Fire-cracked Rock 1

Flakes (unworked)
red chert 2
yellow chert 3

total 5

Projectile Point Proximal Ends
unfinished, stemmed, red chert 1

Worked Chert 2

Site total 9

22-Cb-553. CESSNA HOUSE SITE. This is a fairly large
Archaic campsite. Most of the artifacts in the collection of the
site's owner, Mr. Benny Cessna, indicate a Middle to Late

*

Archaic occupation (ca. 3000-1000 B. C.). Mr. Cessna also found
the ground basal end of a lanceolate point (ca. 6000 B. C.) and a
small sherd of shell tempered pottery (ca. A. D.1000).

CESSNA HOUSE SITE PROJECTILE POINT ASSEMBLAGE

Indentified Types
Almagre 1
Collins 1
Denton (?) 2
Gary 9
Kays 1
Little Bear Creek

ground stemmed 9
Pontchartrain-like 8
typical 25
wide 2

Mabin 2
Pontchartrain 1
Possum Bayou 4
Shumla 11

-

total 76
'

Unidentified Types 76

Cessna collection total 152
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22-Cb-554. BURNED HOUSE SITE ONE. This is a small
Archaic site located on a ridge. The authors found projectile
points and chert flakes scattered over the ridge top area.

BURNED HOUSE SITE ONE ARTIFACT ASSE3IBLAGE

Bifaces
red chert 4
yellow chert 7

total 11

Flakes (unworked)
red chert 21
white chert 4
yellow chert 24

total 49

Flakes (worked)-

red chert 5

white chert 2
yellow chert 2

total 9

Hammerstones
yellow chert 1

Projectile Points
corner notched, red chert 3
stemmed, red chert i

stemmed, yellow chert 4

total 8

Projectile Point Distal Ends
red chert 1
yellow chert 1

.

total 2

Sandstone Fragments
burned 1-

unburned 1
.

total 2
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Unifacial Blades (unworked)
brown chert 1

Unifacial Blades (worked)
white chert 1
yellow chert 1

total 2

Site total 85

22-Cb-555. BURNED HOUSE SITE TWO. The second
Burned House site is located east of 22-Cb-554. It, too, is a small
Archaic campsite.

22-Cb-556. BURNED HOUSE SITE THREE. A few chert
flakes are present on this site, located on a ridge east of 22-Cb-
554 and 22-Cb-555. Its proximity and similarity to the first
two Burned House sites indicate that it, too, is an Archaic camp-
site.

22-Cb-557. ROCKY SPRINGS SITE. The Rocky Springs
site assemblage consists of scattered lithic debris found on a
road. The survey team located no diagnostic artifacts of any
type on this site.

ROCKY SPRINGS SITE ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGE

Fire-cracked Rock 5

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 3
red chert 11
yellow chert 14

total 28

Flakes (worked)
yellow chert 1

Worked Chert 1

Site total 35

22-Cb-558. DEER SITE. The Deer site is a fairly large
Archaic campsite located on land owned by Claiborne County.
There are numerous artifacts eroding from the surface, but the
midden deposit is extremely shallow.
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DEER SITE ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGE

Bifaces
red chert 2
yellow chert 3

total 5

- Drills
yellow chert 1

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert I

red chert 18
white chert 4
yellow chert 39

total 62

Flakes (worked)
yellow chert 2

Projectile Points
yellow chert 1

Scrapers
yellow chert 1

Worked Chert -

mottled gray and white 5
red 8
yellow 10

total 23

Site total 95

22-Cb-559. BROWNS AIRPORT SITE ONE. Located on
the west bank of Little Bayou Pierre, Browns Airport site one
is at the end of the airport runway. Part of the site is planted
in cotton and has been plowed and graded. Nevertheless, the
midden deposit is still deep in some places, and excavation would
be profitable. Collections from the site include Archaic, Marks-
ville, Baytown, and Coles Creek materials. It is possible that
the site formerly included at least one mound, but that struct'ure
has been destroyed. Cultural debris is plentiful on this site.
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BROWNS AIRPORT SITE ONE ARTIFACT ASSE3IBLAGE

Bifaces
brown chert 14
dark gray chert 1
red chert 9
red quartzite 1
yellow chert 10

total 35

Ceramics
Baytown Plain body sherds 79
Baytown Plain rim sherds 1
Coles Creek Incised, variety Coles

Creek, rim sherds 1

Larto Red Filmed rim sherds 1
3Iarksville Stamped, variety unspecified,

body sherds 1
31ulberry Creek Cordmarked, variety

Edwards, body sherds 25

total 108

Cobbles 2

Drills
red chert 1
yellow chert 1

'

total 2.

Fire-cracked Rock 5

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 40
dark gray chert 5
red chert 77
red quartzite 2
yellow chert 113
yellow quartzite 1

total 238
.

Flakes (worked)
brown chert 2
dark gray chert 1
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red chert 3
yellow chert 2

total 8

Hammerstones
brcan sandstone 1

Knives
red chert 1
yellow chert 2

total 3

Projectile Point Distal Ends
brown chert 4
dark gray diert I

red chert 3
yellow chert 5

total 13

Projectile Points
Collins

yellow chert 3
Gary

yellow chert 1
Little Bear Creek

dark gray chert i

red chert i

long triangular -

3brown chert
Pontchartrain

red chert 1
straight stemmed

brown chert 1

total 11

Quartz Crystals 1

Sandstone 2

Scrapers-

brown chert 2
red chert 1

total 3
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Unifacial Blades (unworked)
red chert 2
yellow chert 1

total 3

Unifacial Blades (worked)
red chert 3

Worked Chert
brown 16
red 12
yellow 24

total 52

Site total 490

22-Cb-560. BROWNS AIRPORT SITE TWO. This site lies
on a ridge just west of Little Bayoa Pierre. Chert debris is
plentiful on the surface, but pottery is entirely lacking. The
site is eroding and has little depth.

BROWNS AIRPORT SITE TWO ARTIFACT ASSE31BLAGE

Cobbles 2

Fire-cracked Rock 9-

Flakes (unworked)
light gray chert i

red chert 21-
yellow chert 26

total 48

Flakes (worked)
yellow chert 3

*

Projectile Points
fractured base, yellow chert i

unfinished, stemmed, yellow chert 1

total 2

Projectile Point Distal Ends
yellow chert 1
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Unifacial Blades (worked)
red chert 1

Worked Chert
brown 1
yellow 6

total 7

Worked Quartz 1

Site total 74

22-Cb-561. BROWNS AIRPORT SITE THREE. This site
is on a small ridge southwest of 22-Cb-560. The authors located
scattered lithic material on this Archaic occupational site.

BROWNS AIRPORT SITE THREE ARTIFACT
ASSEMBLAGE

Adzes
yellow chert 2

Bifaces
red chert 1

~

Fire-cracked Rock 7

Flakes (unworked)
red chert 4
yellow chert 1

total 6

Worked Chert 1

Site total 16

22-Cb-562. BROWNS AIRPORT SITE FOUR. This is a
small site on the west bank of Little Bayou Pierre, across the
road from 22-Cb-559. Artifactual material is similar to 22-Cb-

*

560 and 22-Cb-561, indicating an Archaic occupation.
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BROWNS AIRPORT SITE FOUR ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGE

Bifaces (with use wear)
brown chert 1
yellow chert 1

total 2

Bifaces (without use wear)
brown chert 2
red chert 2
yellow chert 5

total 9

Fire-cracked Rock 15

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 5
dark gray chert 2
red chert 33
white chert 1
yellow chert 54

total 96

Flakes (worked)
red chert 2
white chert 1
yellow chert 6

total 9

Unifacial Blades (unworked)
yellow chert 1

Unifacial Blades (worked)
yellow chert 1

Worked Chert 26

Worked Quartzite 2

Site total 160
.

22-Cb-563. BRADY MOUND. This is a small conical mound
located at the' base of a ridge. The location is unusual, and dig-
ging by amateurs revealed no artifacts or evidence of loading.
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It is probably an erosional remnant, but it warrants testing.
No artifacts were recovered from the mound itself, but the
authors did locate a finely worked, basally notched projectile
point on the ridge overlooking the mound.

22-Cb-564. JAMES BEESLEY SITE. The survey team
found five sherds of Baytown Plain pottery and several frag-
ments of deer bone eroding from the surface here. It is a Wood-
land period site which evidences more depth than most of the
other sites surveyed.

22-Cb-565. STEVES SITE TWO. Almost all classes of arti-
facts from this site are also present on the larger Steves site one.
Projectile point types located on the two sites are nearly identical.
There is a deeper midden here than on Steves site one because
this site is situated on level ground. Consequently, it has suf-
fered less from erosion over the years than Steves site one, a
ridge location. Although the survey team located no Paleo-
Indian artifacts at this site, specimens from the Jones Creek
assemblage and the Amite River phase are numerous. Pottery
from the Baytown and Coles Creek cultures is also present.,

STEVES SITE TWO ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGE

Adzes
brown chert 2

Bifaces
brown chert 11
red chert 8
yellow chert 9

total 23

Ceramics
Baytown Plain body sherds 32
Hardy Incised body sherds 1

total 33
.

Choppers
red chert 1

.

Cobbles 1

Fire-cracked Rock 12
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Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 14
dark gray chert I
red chert 34
red quartzite 1
white chert 6
yellow chert 34

total so

Flakes (worked)
brown chert 1
dark gray chert I
red chert I
white chert 1
yellow chert 2

total 6

Projectile Points (identified)
Evans

white chert 1

Projectile Points (unidentified)
contracting stemmed

red chert 1
brown chert 1

corner notched .

red chert 2
expanding stemmed

brown _ chert 1
fractured base.

brown chert I
long triangular

yellow chert I
square stemmed

red chert 1
white chert 1
yellow chert 1

total 10

* Projectile Point Distal Ends
red chert 1

Sandstone 2
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Scrapers
red chert 2
yellow chert 2

total 4

Unifacial Blades (unworked)
.

yellow chert 2

Unifacial Blades (worked)
yellow chert 1

Worked Chert 30

Site total 224

22-Cb-566. VAUGHAN SITE. Located on a ridge, the
Vaughan site covers nearly forty acres. 31ost of the artifactual
material is unfinished. The projectile points indicate a 311ddle
to Late Archaic occupation. 31any large side notched points,
simildr to those Gagliano (1963) called broad spade-shaped,
occur on this site. Possum Bayou, Gary, White Springs, and
Paint Rock Valley points are also present. Plowing has disturbed
the shallow midden.

VAUGHAN SITE ARTIFACT ASSE31BLAGE

Adzes
yellow chert 2

Bifaces
quartzite 1
red chert 13
yellow chert 91

total 105

Cobblen
chert 5
quartzite 1

.

total 6

Fire-cracked Rock 16
.

Flakes (unworked)
brown chert 7-

gray chert 2
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red chert 37
white chert 8
yellow chert 131

total 185

Flakes (worked)
brown chert 2
gray chert 4
red chert 17
white chert 5
yellow chert 38

total 66

Hammerstones
chert 1
quartzite 2

total 3

Metates
quartzite 1

Petrified Wood 1

Projectile Points (classified)
Gary

yellow chert 3
Paint Rock Valley -

gray chert 1
Possum Bayou (ground base)

yellow chert 1
White Springs

brown chert I

total 6

Projectile Points (unclassified)
corner notched

brown chert i

red chert 3
white chert 1
yellow chert 2

square stemmed
white chert 1

total 8
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Scrapers
yellow chert 1

Unifacial Blades (unworked)
brown chert 3
red chert 3
white chert 2
yellow chert 13

total 21

Unifacial Blades (worked)
gray chert i

red chert 3
white chert 1
yellow chert 11

total 16

Worked Chert
gray 1

red 12
yellow 73

total 86

Site total 523

22-Cb-567. HENDRICK MOUND. This conical mound is
situated on the edge of a modern cemetery. Recent digging ex-
posed a layer of bricks at the base of the mound; the origin of the
bricks is unknown. The shape of this mound is unusual, but its
location on a ridge eliminates the possibility of its being an
erosional remnant.

.

22-Cb-568. KINNEBREW SITE. This is a village area,
encompassing approximately four acres. The authors found no
artifactual material on the site, but loedl sources indicate that
projectile points are plentiful in the area.

22-Cb-569. HUTCHINS SITE. Erosional remnants suc'h*

as this are a common topographical feature in Claiborne County.
The survey team collected scattered lithic material on the slope
of the remnant but located no diagnostic artifacts.

22-Cb-570. CAPERS PLACE SITE. Covering nearly forty
acres, the Capers Place site is typical of the Archaic sites in
Claiborne County. Although the writers made no collection,
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amateur archaeologists supplied enough information to indicate
that the site was occupied during the Middle and Late Archaic
periods.

22-Cb-571. CHAMBERLAIN HUNT SITE. Situated near
Chamberlain Hunt Academy, this site yielded many Late Archaic
materials. Collectors have found Pontchartrain points in great
numbers, but no clay objects or other artifacts that would asso-
ciate this site with the Poverty Point culture have been located.

22-Cb-572. McCAA SITE. The authors made no collections
at this site, which was covered with lush grass at the time of
the survey. Local collectors described their findings, which
indicate a small Late Archaic site.

22-Cb-573. LEE VAUGHAN SITE. This small site is lo-
cated on a ridge in Mr. Robert Vaughan's back yard. A few
chert flakes and pieces of fire-cracked rock make up the artifact
inventory. It is now in poor condition due to the fact that it
has been graded.

22-Cb-574. ROCK FALLS SITE. This is a Woodland site .
with abundant artifactual material on the surface. The survey
team made no collections, but amateur archaeologists supplied
detailed information concerning the site's artifact assemblage.

22-Cb-575. MILSAPS SITE. Situated near Mangum Mound
(22-Cb-584), this site consists of flint debris scattered along a
ridge. There is no evidence to suggest any cultural relationship
between it and Mangum Mound.

22-Cb-576. MOUNT L.AUREL SITE. This is the most un-
usual site the survey team located. The mound rises fifteen feet
above the surrounding terrain and covers approximately two
and one-half acres. Rather than having the usual domed or
pyramidal configuration, it la circular at the base and has three
distinct terraces. The survey team cculd not determine whether
the mound is man-made or an erosional remnant. If the latter
is true, the terraces might still be man-made. The site is in a
dense hardwood forest, and the survey surface collection was
confined to cultural debris dug out of the mound by armadillos.
An unusual jasper effigy bead found near the site is illustrated
in figure 16, G.

22-Cb-577. CARLISLE MOUND. This site consists of a.

single conical mound. The authors recovered no artifactual
material, but local collectors reported material found here years
ago.
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22-Cb-578. BEECII GROVE 310UND. This 'small conical
mound is located east of the Beech Grove Baptist Church. Dense
vegetation made surface collection impossible.

, ,

22-Cb-579. BEN 31ULLEN 310UND. The owner of this
site reports that during the leveling cf a small rise, several
cultural features were exposed. Judging from his description,
these were wall trenches. Clay tempered pottery and numerous
Archaic and Woodland period projectile points are present at
the site.

22-Cb-580. COLLINS 3IOUND. The resemblance between
this mound and Brady Mound is striking. Both are unusually
located, and both have symmetrical conical shapes which re-
semble Adena burial mounds. It is possible, however, that the
Collins 3Iound is an erosional remnant. Dense foliage prevented
the authors from collecting material here. Amateurs have dug
into the mound, but they have done little damage.

22-Cb-581. SEGRIST 310UND. This is a small conical
mound reported by a local collector. Because of its location in
a dense hardwood forest, surface collection was impossible.

22-Cb 582. MERCIER SITE. This is a small village site
located near Segrist 3Iound (22-Cb-581). It is a Woodland site
with an earlier Archaic component. It could be associated with
the Segrist Mound.

22-Cb-583. LENNON SITE. This site consists of two
conical Woodland period burial mounds. The survey team re-
covered no diagnostic artifacts from the mounds and could not
assign them to a specific culture.

22-Cb-584. MANGUM SITE. The Mangum site, or Mangum
Mound as it is more commonly known, is located on the Natchez
Trace Parkway approximately five miles from Port Gibson.
It is presently the only archaeological site in the county listed in
The National Register of Historic Places. The site is actually a
knoll which rises sharply above the surrounding land surface,
not a man-made mound. The Natchez Trace Parkway Survey
excavated several burials here in 1951. Pots of the Coles Creek
and Plaquemine periods were associated with the burials. In
1926 the owner of the site made the most interesting find, three
large copper plates embossed with designs similar to those found
on copper' plates from Southern Ceremonial Cult sites. The
Mangum site is, however, much earlier than the classic period
of the Southern Ceremonial Cult. It demonstrates that art motifs
similar to those used in the Southern Cult were present in the-

Southeast as early as Plaquemine times (Cotter,1952).
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22-Cb-585. WOODS SITE. This is 8 4 Archaic site with
abundant surface material. The survey tea.n was unable to visit
it but examined materials collected by amateur archaeologists.
Several projectile points from the site are outlined in figure 15.
The size and shape correspond to the heavy spade-shaped points
Gagliano listed as part of the Jones Creek assemblage in 1963.

.

9

e
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary purpose of this survey was to record and recom-
mend procedures for sites to be affected by the construction of
the Grand Gulf Nuclear Generating Station and its power lines.
A total of eight sites are on or near the proposed plant site.
Only one, the Grand Gulf Mound, is important enough to be
excavated. The Mississippi Department of Archives and History
began excavating this site November 1,1972, with funds pro-
vided by the Mississippi Power and Light Company.

A total of eighty-six sites in Claiborne County are now
recorded at the Mississippi Department of Archives and History.
These sites date from about 7000 B. C. to well past A. D.1000.
There are, of course, many more sites in Claiborne County. Be-
cause of dense foliage, many sites could not be located, and, of
course, there are probably many more that the authors simply
did not hear about.

The following sites are recommended for inclusion in The
National Register of Historic Places:

22-Cb-508, Windsor Castle Mounds;
22-Cb-522, Grand Gulf Mound;
22-Cb-533, Catledge Site;
22-Cb-534, Bayou Pierre Site;
22-Cb-536, Smithfield Site;
22-Cb-537, Centers Creek Site;
22-Cb-532, John Nelson Site.

.
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APPENDIX

- THF, CLAIBORNE COUNTY BULLFROG PIPE

Slaves belonging to a 31r. Parks plowed up a large stone
pipe in southern Claiborne County in 1831. The Parks family
used it as a doorstop at their home for over fifty years. There-
after,31r. Daniel Smith of Port Gibson acquired the pipe and
put it on exhibit (Goodspeed Publishing Company,1891). Some-
time prior to 1926, the pipe was taken froni Claiborne County
and placed in the 31useum of the American Indian, Heye Founda-
tion, New York City. Calvin S. Brown illustrated the pipe in his

Fundaburk and ForemanArchaeology of Mississippi (1926):
pictured it in their Sun Circles and Human Hands (1957).

The bowl of this pipe is located on the frog's back, and the
stem is at the rear. Although the pipe is somewhat weathered,
it is in good condition. It measures eleven and seven-tenths
inches in length and approximately eight inches in hs.g.9 it ..

weighs nineteen pounds (Brown,1926). Other frog pipes of
this genera 1 sty!e and size have been found on hiississippian
culture sites in the Southeastern United States.
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INDEX
Abraders .19 Cassel site Three . 28
Abrading stones 31 Catledge site . . . .19,53
Adena burial mounds .51 Centers Creek site . . 22, 53
Adzes 7,15,24,31,43,45,47 Ceramics 7,9,11,13,15,17,18,
Amite River Pham .30-31, 45 19, 22, 24, 27, 31-32, 35, 40, 45
Archaeology of 3fississippi . 71 Cessna, Benny .3,36
Archaic period .23, 27, 30-31, 36, Cessna House site . 36-38

47,49,50,51,52 Chamberlain Hunt site . 50
Arnold Acres Farm . .11 Chert cobbles .22
Avery Island, Louisiana . .30 Chert discoids . 13
Barland site 6 Chisels 32
Bayou Pierre 3found . 6 Choppers . .24,43,45
Bayou Pierre site . .19,53 Deasonville .13
Baytown Plain pottery . .11,45 Claiborne County bullfrog pipe . . 71
Beech Grove 31ound .51 Clarke Creek 5found . .5
Beesley site . .21 Cobbles . .._.. 32,40,42,45,47
Beesley, James, site . 45 Coles Creek
See also James Beesley site culture .45
Ben 31ullen 31ound .51 period . .19,22,28,31,51

See also 31ullen, Ben, Stound Collins 5found
Berry 3:aund 5 Crisler, Edgar

..-.. 51
3Bifaces. .7,9,10,13,19,22 Deer site

.
24, 27, 31, 37, 39, 40, 43, 45 ..38-39

Drills . .9,13,32,39,40with use wear . .44 Evans points . .29-30without use wear . .44
Fire-cracked rock . 9, 11, 13, 14,Bifacial blades . .14 16,17,18,20,22,24,27,32Big Black River Survey 5

36, 38, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47Big Perry sito .23
Blades gg

unworked .7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14,unworked . .22
worked .22 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 24, 27,

Blade cores . . 7, 24, 31, 44-45 32-33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39,
Brady 3found .51 40, 42, 43, 44, 46, 47-48
Brookes, Samuel O., archaeologist. 3 worked. 8,10,12,13,15,16,20,
Brown, Calvin S. . 71 23,25,27,33,37,38,39,
Browns Airport site One . .9,39-42 40-41, 42,44,46, 48
Browns Airport site Two . .42-43 Freeland Family Cemetery 7
Browns Airport site Three . 43 Fundaburk & Foreman .71
Browns Airport site Four . .43-44 Gagliano, Sherwood 31, 24, 29-30,
Bruinsburg Stound 5 . 47,52
Buckner site 27 Grand Gulf 5filitary State Park .19
Burned House site One .37-38 Grand Gulf 3found . .9,53
Burned House site Two . 38 Grar.d Gulf Nuclear Generating
Burned House site Three . 38 Plant .3, 12, 53
Capers Place site .49-50 Hammerstones .13, 15; 16, 20, 25,
Carlisle 5found . 50 27, 33, 37, 41, 48
Cassel site One . .19 Hendrick 5found .49
Cassel site Two .19 Humphreys Place site 5

,
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Hutchins site 49 Petrified wood . .25,33,48

aqwmine {riod .Inmon, Byron, archaeologist . .3
f , ,g

James Beesley site .45 Poverty Point culture . . . _ . ._.. . 50

See also Beesley, James, site Projectile points . .13,17,18,21,
John Nelson site . 23-26, 53 28,37,39,41,42

See also Nelson, John, site identified . 25, 33-34, 36, 46, 48
Jones Creek assemblage . 24, 29 distal ends . .21,25,27,33,

31, 45, 52 37,41,42,46

Kinnebrew site .49 fragmentary . ._.. . 16

Knives . .25,33,41 Proximal ends . 21,23,35,36

oval. .33 unidentified . .26, 34, 36, 46, 48

Lee Vaughan site .50 Quartz
See also Vaughan, Lee, site crystals 41

lennon site . .51 fragments . . . . .. 34

Little Perry site . . 27 Quartzite
cobbles .21,23

3fcCaa site 50 fragments .8
hiangum Mound . . 50, 51

Quickie site . 23
Manos . .16,25

Marksville, burial mound . . 3, 9 Relief site . .. 26
pottery . 9 Reveille, Port Gibson . .3

Mercier site .51 Ridge site-Iocality One . .12
Metates . . 25, 48 Ridge site-Locality Two .14
Military Park site .19 Ridge site-Iecality Three . 15
Milsaps site . .50 Rock Falls site . .50
Mississippi Power and Light Rocky Springs site .33

Company, grant .3,53 Rodney site-Locality A . .16
Moon site .11 Rodney site-Locality B 17
Mount Laurel site . .50
Mule site One . . 35 Saint Albans site . .5, 6

Mule site Two .35-36 Sand Creek Mounds . 6

Mullen, Ben 3 Sand Creek Village One ... .. .6

mound .51 Sand Creek Village Two . .6

See also Ben Mullen Mound Sand Creek Village Three . .6

Museum of the American Indian . 71 Sandstone .10,34,41,46

Nanccheha Mound 5 fragments . . 21, 37-

Natchez Trace Parkway School Section Mound . .5

Survey . .5,51 Scrapers. .10,14,18,23,
26,34,41,47,49

National Register of Historie end .. 32
Places. .... 51,53 Section Eight site . 6

Neitzel, Robert S. 6 Section Fifty-four site 6
Nelson site .11* Section Nineteen Mound 6
Nelson, John, site 23-26, 53 Section Thirty site 6

See also John Nelson site Section Twenty-two site . 6
Newsome site .26 Segrist Mound 51.

Nosi Tear site 27-28 Smith, Daniel .71
Paleo-Indian period .28-29, 31 Smithfield site . 21, 53

Petit Gulf Mound . 6, 8 Southern Ceremonial Cult . .51
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Sparks, Judy. .3 Vaughan, Robert . . 50
Steves, Rose . .28 Vaughan site . .47-49
Steves site One . .28-35

Watson 5found . 5Steves site Two , 45-47 Willy site . . 23E*"* * * *
.'' .71 Wilson 5found? (Dr.) . 5Sun Circles and lluman Hands

Windsor Castle 5 founds . .5,6,7,53
Unifacial blades .14, 15 Woodland period . . 11,35,45,50,51

unworked . .8,10,21,26,28. Woods site . .52
34,08,42,44,47,49 Worked chert . 8,10,12,14,15,

worked. .10, 21, 26, 28, 34-35, 16, 17, 18, 21, 23, 26, 28, 35,
38,42,43,44,47,49 36, 38, 39, 42, 43, 44, 47, 49

Unfinished stone beads . 34 Worked quartzite .10,18
Vaughan, Lee, site . 50 32,43,44

See also Lee Vaughan site Worked stone . 35
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Contents introduction .
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Acknowledgments 2 This work is a by-pfoduct of an extensive environmental study
introduction 3- ,

undertaken by the Mississippi Power and Light Company in
1 Guide to the Styles 5 connection with the construction of the Grand Gulf Nuclear
2 Photograph Album 7 Generating Station near Grand Gulf, Claiborne County, Missis-
3 Architectural inventory, Part i 19 sippi. The Mississippi Department of Archives and History
4 Architectural Inventory, Part 11 69 contracted with MP&L to perform the research for the portion
5 Architectural inventory, Part lli 79 of the overall environmental statement dealing with archae-

Selected Bibliography 105 otogical and historic resources in the county. The Department
index 107 assembled a four-man team in its Division of Historic Sites

and Archaeology to perform the research: James H. Stone,
project supervisor and historian; Samuel O. Brookes and Byron
Inmon, field archaeologists; and Ed Polk Douglas, consulting
architectural historian. This work represents half of the De-
partment's contribution; the archaeological survey has been
published separately.

This study is primarily a survey of the existing architectural
resources of Claiborne County. It is not a history, nor does
it attempt to be exhaustive or complete. Inevitably, there are
errors and omissions. It is hoped, however, that this work will
stimulate preservation efforts, particularly for those buildings
presently in danger.

Chapter one of the Guide briefly outlines local architectural
development in the context of national trends. For a more
complete picture of national stylistic development, one may
consult Samuel Green's American Art-A Historical Survey
(1966) and Marcus Whiffen's American Architecture since

. 7 780: A Guide to the Styles (1969). Chapter two is composed
of photographs of non-extant Claiborne County structures. It
is disconcerting to realire that the county has probably lost
more significant structures than any comparable area in the
state. For some of these buildings, photographs remain; for

3



. .

others, nothing. It is hoped that these old photographs, gath- ever, the structures are visible from public roads.
ered with some effort from a variety of sources, will encourage Each extant structure included in the Guide has been eval-
local historians to search for others. uated as to its architectural importance. Buildings are rated

The architectural inventory itself is divided into three parts. as being of national significance, major significance, local
Chapter three discusses the structures within the corporate significance, or as being valuable as part of the local scene.
limits of Port Gibson. These are arranged alphabetically by Those with national significance are either important works
street name and numerically by street address. Although this by nationally famous architects, are included in The National
system of classification will be somewhat unfamiliar to resi- Register of Historic Ptaces because of their architectural quali-
dents of Port Gibson, who know most of the buildings by the ties, or are unique examples illustrating the architectural de-
names of the families associated with them, it is the most velopment of the United States. Buildings with major signifi-
effective method in a guide such as this. Chapter four deals cance are either outstanding examples of the work of important
with buildings in the immediate vicinity of Port G hson, and architects or builders, unique or exceptionally fine examples
chapter five is concerned with the structures in rural Claiborne of a particular style or period, or important exampfes of con-
County. In chapters four and five, the structures ele listed struction techniques. Those of local significance are important
alphabetically by their common names. When r J name is examples of the architectural styles which make the greatest
commonly associated with a building, it is listed under the contribution to the overall character of their surroundings, or
heading of the nearest community. buildings which best show local developments in style and

in chapters three to five, photography is used liberally. Pho- change of taste. The buildings judged valuable as part of the
tographs are included of almost all of the structures discussed, local scene are not in themselves examples of distinguished
along with pictures of special architectural details. For com- architecture, but are, nonetheless,important elements in their
parison purposes, reproductions of early photographs of some , environment because of style, material, scale, and increasing
of the buildings are included. Maps are also provided, and age. Of the 119 properties discussed in the Guide, three have
in chapters four and five approximate directions are furnished national significance, thirty-nine have major importance, fifty-
using the existing road network. If a building is open to the five are of local significance, and twenty-two are valuable as
public, this fact is noted. Otherwise, it is privately owned, and part of the local scene. It should be noted that some of the

its inclusion in this study does not in any way make it available structures of major and local significance may be worthy of
to the general public without permission. In most cases, how. nomination to The National Register of Historic Places.

.
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11 GUllDIE TO THIE STYlLIES

.

THE FEDERAL STYLE THE GREEK '1EVIVAL

Dates: 1780-1829; in Claiborne County, 1800-40. Dates: (1798) 1818-60; in Claiborne County, 1830-60.
Origin: England, the work of the Adam brothers, 1760-80. In Ongin: England,1758. In the United States this style had a

the United States the first appearance of this style was the premature origin in 1798 with the construction of Benjamin
'

ceiling design of Mount Vernon,1775; the first building was Latrobe's Bank of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia; the popular
The Woodlands (ca.1780), Philadelphia, William Hamilton, origin was in 1818 with William Stnckland's design of the
owner / architect (?). Second Bank of the United States in Philadelphia.

Architects of note: Charles Bulfinch, Samue! McIntire, William Architects of note: Benjamin Latrobe, William Stricidand, Rob-
Thornton, and Gabriel Manigault, ett Mills. Thomas U. Walter, Ithiel Town, A. J. Davis, Alex-

National examples: Massachusetts State House (1795-98), Bos- ander Parris, James Gallier, and Henry Howard.
ton; Pingree House (1804-05), Salem, Massachusetts; Lemon National examples: Philadelph4 Exchange (1836); Andalusia
Hill (1790s) Philadelphia; Octagon House (1798), Washing- (ca.1832), Philadelphia; Berry Hill (1835-40), Halifax County,
ton; Nathaniel Russell House (1809), Charleston. Virginia; Treasury Building (1836-42), Washington; Tennes-

Mississippi examples: The Briers (ca.1815), Natchez; Arlington see State Capitol (1845-59), Nashville.
(1816-20), Natchez; Linden (1818 part). Natchez. Mississippi examples: Richmond (1832 part). Natchez; Old

Characteristics: lightness and delicacy; attenuation of classical Capitol (1839), Jackson; Governor's Mansion (1842), Jack-
order when used; delicate low relief; use of geometrical son; D'Evereux (1840), Natchez; Melrose (1845), Natchez;
forms; boxy structures, sometimes incorporatmg curved or Waverley (1856), near Columbus.
Octagonal projections for contrast; free use of curves. Characteristics: use of an order, usually Greek; bilateral sym-

metry; simple, rectangular buildings; use of the classical
temple form with portico and pediment; smooth wall sur-
faces; low roofs; formalism; addiction to admired forms with-
out functional considerations; trabeated door and window
openings; use of anthemion and Greek fret as primary orna-
ment; little exterior ornament on smaller buildings; usually
painted wnste.

5



.

THE GOTHIC REVIVAL THE ITALIANATE REVIVAL-THE " VILLA", STYLE -

Dates: (1799) 1820-60; in Claiborne County, 1849-60. Dates: 1837-60; in Claiborne County, late 1850s.
Origin: England,1760s. In the United States this style had a Origin: England,1802. In the United States.the Italianate Reviv-

premature origin at Benjamin Latrobe's Sedgeley (1799), al originated with John Notman's Riverside (1836-37), Bur-
near Philadelphia. There were several other isolated designs lington, New Jersey.
prior to 1820, but the movement became popular after 1830. Architects of note: John Notman, Richard Upjohn, A. J. Davis,

#
Architects of note: James Renwick, Richard Upjohn, A. J. Calvert Vaux, and John Austin.

Davis, and Jolin Notman. National examples: Morse-Libby House (1859), Portland
National examples: Lyndhurst (1838,1850s), Tarrytown, New Maine; King House (1845-47), Newport, Rhode Island, Oam- *

York: Trinity Church (1839-46), New York; Old State Capitol den (1857), Port Royal, Virginia; Carlisle House (ca.1855),
(1849), Baton Rouge. Marion, Alabama.

Mississippi examples: Airliewood (1850s), Holly Springs; St. Mississippi examples: Ammadelle (1859), Oxford; Mount Holly
Mary's Cathedral (1842), Natchez; Glenfield (1850 part). Nat- (late 1850s). Lake Washington vicinity.
chez; Chapel of the Cross (1850-52). Mannsdale. Characteristics: buildings are usually well defined rectilinear

Characteristics: use of the pointed arch, pinnacles, battle- blocks asymmetrically arranged; possible use of towers or
ments, and window tracery; use of basilican plan with pro- octagonal projections; smooth, uniform wall surfaces; fre-
jecting tower for churches (cruciform plans with central quent use of round-headed windows, sometimes with orna-
towers were also built); steep gables with vergeboard mental lintels, arcaded loggias, or verane*4s; overhanging
tracery or similar decoration; towers or battlements on eaves supported by brackets; roofs of jot pitch, either
gander houses; emphasis on the picturesque. hipped or gabled, or both.

THE ROMANESQUE REVIVAL SOME OTHER NINETEENTH CENTURY STYLES

Dates: 1845-67; in Claiborne County, 1858-60.
Origin: Germany,1830. In the United States the Romanesque High Victorian Gothic: nationally, 1856-90, in Claiborne

Revival criginated with Richard Upjohn's Church of the Pil- County,1 G70-90.
grims (1844-46), Brooklyn. High Victorian Italianate: nationally, 1860-80; in Claiborne

Architects of note: Richard Upjohr., James Renwick, Thomas County, 1870-90.
Tefft, and John Notman. Stick Style: nationally, 1851-70; in Claiborne County,1885-

National examples: Holy Trinity Church fj857), Philadelphia; 1900.
Smithsonian Institution (1846-55), Washington. Queen Anne Style: nationally, 1874-90; in Claiborne County,

Mississippi examples: First Presbyterian Church (late 1850s), 1880-1910.
Holly Springs. Shingle Style: nationally, 1880-1895; in Claiborne County,

Characteristics: use of the round arch for all openings and oc- 1880-1910.
casionally where there are no openings; intersecting arches; Beaux-Arts Classicism: nationally, 1890-1915; in Claiborne
arcaded or psotruding corbel tables; use of buttresses; County, 1900-15.
towers topped with parapets, spires, or low pyramidal roofs; Neoclassical Revival: nationally, 1890-1915; in Claiborne
broad, str.ooth wall surfaces. County, 1900-15.

6
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This view is from the roof of the Claiborne County Courthouse looking foreground resembles a building in Natchez known as Lawyer's Row.
south along Market Street, ca 1906. The Fair Street intersection is near now demolished. Along the tree line at the left the spire? .f the Metbo-
the center of the photograph. Most of the basildings on the eastern (left) dist and Catholic churches are visible. Photograp courtesy of
side of Market Street immediately south of the intersection are stiff James U. Affen.
standing The one-story brick building with fqur chimneys in the left
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The Rayou Pierre steel suspension bridge, among the first of its type
'

in this part of the counta y, was located at the north end of Farmer Street.
In December,1848, the Claiborne County Board of Police hired James
Carothers to construct the bridge which he completed in 1849. The*

*tne Person Building, demolished in the late 1960s or early 1970s, was cables, welded on the site, were composed of fourteen layers of flat
. located on the northwest corner of Market and Walnut in Port Gibson. Swedish stui, % inch wide and % inch thick. The bridge fell into the

It was important both for its architecture and for the role it played in bayou in 1941. Photograph courtesy of James U. Allen.
its urban surroundings. It served as the focal point of a group of high
quality mid-nineteenth century buildings of several styles. Needless to
say, the parking lot on its site is no substitute.

e.

C3
o
be)

The Opera House, later known as the Trace Theatre, is. .
' " ~. d' ' s located on the corner of Market and Carrolin Port Gibson. k-M

3Jdy
_ ,, Q-JfMI Although it is of little architectural interest, this building pg

#

has a long list of socio-cultural associations. As con- g,
,

, - structed, it was the typical small town music hall; later
(% git was remodeled into a motion picture theatre. It burned,

in 1968, but the ruins, an eyesore and safety hazard, are VM. i standing.
. : -- > +. -~.sWF M, p. a

,a * ' . s

# -

', ,13A
. ~ .u . - - - , . . . . ,.
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- . f This view is from th Cia t t County Ccurthouse prior
' '

-

to 1906, obviously taken to r v.ord the tugh waters of
M Bayou Pierre. The Claiborne County Jail, the targe Greek

,
~~ ' #

,.

Revival structure in the right foregr.ound, was built in the, , ,

7i mid-1840s. Its architect, T. Weldon, was probably one ofi r

' the Weldon brothers who constructed the courthouses
M ' "e in Raymond and Vicksburg. The jail was demolished in_ .. s

1906, and a portion of its site is now occupied by the-

b , r .,

) c - , , , - '~7 I g-- 'b midground and the Confederate Monument at the junction
'

_ *'lO I g of Market and Orange. Note also the large late Federal
' style house with the colonnetted front gallery to *.he left.

- - Photograph courtesy of James U. Allen.
,

- g
,

-s ,-

-
r:> -- - ~ ~ f 7

.

The Briscoe House, once located in the 500 block of Fair Street, was a very interesting
example of the typical Port Gibson Greek Revival cottage which incorporated some
characteristics of earlier Federal style structures. Its destruction is regrettable. Pho-
tograph courtesy of James U. Allen.

.
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Oak Square, Port Gibson's most lavish domestic essay in the Gothic This photograph was taken before 1906. The locale is unidentified, but
Revival style, bu.ned in 1905. Note the incongruous round-arched win- it is north of the courthouse in Port Gibson. The building on the lef t *

dows. Houses in the Gothic Revival style are unusual in this area, and is a very sophisticated Greek Revival cottage using the Ionic order,
the destruction of this example was unfortunate. It was located at 1207 while the house on the right resembles an early nineteenth century
Church Street, where a large Neoclassical house now stands. Pho- Louisiana raised cottage. Photograph courtesy of James U. Allen.
tograph courtesy of James U. Allen.

= s

_
g(\ ' "

;

g-

' I 8 11 -
31 II* ", T'

b- ff.I. . . . . . . . . , , .

This Greek Revival structure, tentatively identified as the
Thomas house, was an extremely large cottage with an
interesting Italianate dormer.
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The-Martin House, once located on the northeast cornerp
of College and Coffee in Port Gibson, was without ques-g 7
tion the finest structure in the Queen Anne style in C%i-

_ j '.
borne County. It had the irregularity of plan and massi..g.--

-

*- and the variety of color, material, and texture charac-
:b. , teristic of the style. Interestingly, the landscaping was.j
h minimal, quite a contrast to the complexity of the archi-

'{ [, j tecture. The house burned
88 7Efs IEtItttU NM

~

]);*jn 4N*

tu m.w

, C
,

'N<m_
The Taliaferro House, once located on the southeast corner of College e e

and China, war one of a group of large Queen Anne style houses built
in this part of Port Gibson in the 1890s. This home is particularly notable
for the unusual second-story porch with its horseshoe arches and ogee
roof. Perhaps a mid-nineteenth century gazebo served as a model for d

the perch. This exotic touch is typical of the Queen Anne style. Unfortu-
_ j78 |-

nately, the house burned. Photograph courtesy of Julia Van Hook. Tg |B3
-- '+

9 *!
. ,

'
.

I-

n< . .,
-

-

pcs,+=t t., - , , , , ,

This photograph of the Redus House, lo-
cated on U. S. 61 across from Chamber-
lain-Hunt Academy, was taken before the
structure was extensively remodeled It was
once an interesting combination of motifs

M from the Queen Anne and Shingle styles.
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The Presbyterian Session House, pictured here with the Presby-
' *'

'

U E . a m a . M M- . S M _|.
T'g

.
terian Church, once stood between 601 and 609 Church Street.

C'e "Oinr
'n was dem hshe a. MM Ph t raph courtesy of-

- m.,-~ -- -m ,

The Bridewell House, once located on Bridewell Lane in Port Gibson. -

was an example of the late Greek Revival style, with the Italianate
influence apparent in the bracketed cornice. Notice the cistern

house to the right.
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This view of St. James Episcopal Church was taken about 1890. prior have been changed. The low vine-covered structure visible to the left
to the addition of the tower. Notice the exposed framing in the gabte of the church was moved to 411 Jackson Street and subsequently
on the left and the small wooden entry porch. Both of these details remodeled. Photograph courtesy of Mary Taylor.
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Anchuka, or the Archer House, was located on the outskirts of Port i
Gibson. Greek Revival in style, it was constructed in the late 1830s.
Unusual features of the home included a tight spiral stairway within ,

the wall between the library and the dining room and an indoor an N*
bathroom with a sunken marble tub. Following its demolition in the i * j.r . 7, Q3,

1940s, some of the materials and fittings were used in the construction Wr~ v9g?_. ; % hof the building in Vicksburg now known as Grey Oaks. The photograph .s

of the interior of Grey Oaks shows one of the two white marble mantels
~

L Jibh .j--

' * - - ' - " " , p
'M *7from the parlors at Anchuka. The trim around the doorways is possibly

, nyhf -i.- | | ^ ;*-
. 2 ,

. from it also, and the plaster ceiling medallion reflected in the mirror -

is probably a reproduction made from a cast of the original at Anchuka. P ; D gy ;"e -

' ' , . , '
"

,,

The medallion is similar to those at Colhna and at 1002 Church Street i

in Port Gibson. The two exterior photographs of Anchuka are courtesy '
gj d #" ' ' ~ ~ ^ ~g_ m_ 1

3g7
,

bg/{f { ' -of the Historic American Buildings Survey. '8
,
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Vaucluse, named for Petrarch's adopted home town in southeastern .

) France, was located between Port Gibson and Pattison. Although similar
in form to many other Claiborne County houses, this building was much

g - - more weighty, having a definite heavy monumentality because of itss

stress on the horizontal rather than the vertical. Nonetheless, Vaucluse

h) Whitehall, located near Port Gibson, was a very interesting transitional was the most mature expression of the Greek Revival style used on

Q] structure showing both t'ederal and Greek Revival characteristics. The this type of house in the county. It was probably constructed in the
' form of the house was Federal and relates to the houses at 602 and late 1840s; it burned in 1968. Photograph courtesy of Edgar Crisler,

1002 Church Street. Although the order was rather delicate (a Federal J r.
characteristic), it was based on Greek Revival prototypes. Notice the
large exterior end chimney at the extreme left and the curve of the . - . - g
gallery roof as it joins the main body of the house. Whitehall probably sf/' N ' , . q c. , ..

'
L

jdated from the early 1830s. It succumbed to fire in the early twentieth 'q. e *g ,

/,century. Photograph courtesy of Elizabeth S. McLendon. f. y W . d..' -

[. h
_ ,

'
.

I
'

Glensade was located on the west side of U. S. 61 north of Port Gibson. Greenwood, which was located in the Pattison vicinity, was a typical
its site is now a very lovely residential section; no doubt Glensade was '>ut substantial planter house in the local Greek Revivat vernacular. Here
beautifulin that location. In form, it was the typical Greek Revival planter Port Gibson poet Irwin Russell wrote " Christmas Night in the Quarters **
structure, similar to Vaucluse and the house at 1302 Church Street, his best known work. The house was three rooms wide and two deep.

Pcit Gibson. It had, however, fine decorative plasterwork and marble with an ell on the right rear. It was possibly an early (ca.1830) structure
mantels on the interior. It was built about 1850 and burned in the late that was extended and remodeled in the late 1840s it burned Pho-
1930s. Photograph courtesy of Kate Guthrie. tograph. courtesy of Martha Brady Lum.
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31 Highland, or the Hamtiton House, was built in 1856 between
,,g Port Gibson and Grand Gun. Basicany Greek Revival, this''

,

3 superb house borrowed many of its architecturaldetaats from Q
g"g4 other sources and was thus typical of mid-nineteenth century g'**

* * '* ' - " ' eclecticism. Its interior detail, which included line woodwork.1 .,
s .

I ? %} $ TM tt decorative plaster, and marble mantels, was particularly lav-'' ~~ '

j, ish. The photograph of the double parlors was made prior4 ;

( to 1900. The cesting medattion design was based on Plate4i
4*, 21 of Minard Lalever's Beautres of Atodern ArcMecture,

' I

9
?

~
(1835) The small rear court formed by the wings was even--.

tually enclosed to form a large summer living room. The c,

house burned in 1929. Photographs courtesy of Mary Lee
Trimble.,, ,

y. p'

_

.
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Part 1: Port Gibson -
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"t 2. 212-14 Carrol. Ca.1840. Greek Revival Commercial / Residential. Major.

84Y,,*...-
~- The typical eighteenth century gable-toward-the-street form. the most efficient way

to construct and roof a building in a long narrow space is here interpreted as a
great. albeit simple, pediment above a pilastered facade. The center doorway opens
to a stairhall which leads to the residence area uostairs. On either side of this stairhall

1. 208-10 Carrol. Ca.1900. Queen Anne. Com. are situated the spaces once used for commerc al purposes. This is one of the finest
mercial. Valuable. commercial / residential buildings from this era standing in Mississixi today. Its preser-

Built as a plumbing equipment store, this building valion is emperative.

is a simplified exampleof the Queen Anne style used
in a commercial structure. In an effort to harmonize
this building with its immediate neighbor at 212-14
Carrol, the builders employed a similar door treat-
ment and simplified pilaster 3. In spite of some re-

modeling, the variety of textures typical of the
Queen Anne style is still evident in the facade treat-
ment.

.
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f 4. 222 Carrol. da.1875. High Victorian Italianate. Commercial. Valuable.
__

- _ . _ , -..e

3. 220 Carrol.Ca.1875.HighVic'c anitalianate. Commercial. Valuable. The ground floor of this building has always been utikzed for commercial
purposes, and the great arched windows on the second floor hghted a large'MA very simple version of this . ,, this small brick building is typical

of many constructed throughout the country for a variety of commercial room used for municipal and private social gatherings. The exterior was once -

purposes. It could be adapted easily for present-day use without de- a fine example of the High Victorian Italianate style adapted for a commercial .j
stroying its character. structure. Regrettably. recent alterations have changed its once elegant char- 9

]acter.
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.. 6. 410 Carrol.Ca.1850.ltalianateRevival. Residential / Religious. Local.

5. 406 Carrol. Ca.1880. Queen Anne. Residential. Valuable. Unfortunately, alterations have considerably changed the original character
of this Italianate townhouse. It is basically Greek Revival in form. but theThis house consists of basically square rooms to either side of a center
bracketed cornice at the roofline and on the one-story porch (now destroyed)hall, but the asymmetrical massing and the octagonal bay show an

attempt to break out of the box-hke designs of the Greek Revival period. is indicative of the Itali, anate influence. Such houses are common in the
eastern and north central states but are somewhat rare in this area. Local
tradition has it that the materials used in the home were shipped downriver
from Cincinnati. When the barge arrived at Grand Gulf, it sank. and it was
several years before the materials were salvaged and used.
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M'w** 8. 602 Carrol. Ca.1845. Greek Revival. Residential. Valuable.
Of This small cottage has been considerably modified by later additions.

The porch. which was no doubt included in the design to give a note; .. ..

% * .s , , ' , .g , * - - { " cf style to an otherwise simple structure. has the square modified Tuscan
columns typical of the area.

7. 601 Carrol. Ca.1845. Greek Revival. Residential. Major.
A primary goal in the design of the Greek Revival house. both cottage

and mansion. was the freestanding columned portico surmounted by a
pediment. The easiest solution was to apply the portico to the narrow end
of the structure and to use a dressed-up roof gable as the pediment. Making

/g *

an elaborate frontispiece of the entrance facade. however. usually made
the long sides seem rather dull by comparison. Nevertheless, this was
accepted as the result of combining style and practical requirements-put- t
ting a house into the form of a classical temple.

In plan, the home consists of four square rooms flanking a long side
hall. The parlor windows open via.gib doors onto the portico, which has
four square modified Tuscan columns. The second room har, an exterbs
doorway between two windows. It probably opened to a smail side pe ch pThe interior woodwork is well executed but simple and the house once
boasted marble mantels. Throughout the house, one senses the presence
of both a talented designer and a fine craftsman. a combination which
produced a sophisticated result.

.
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9. Chinquepin, North Side, Beyond Marginal. Ca.1840. Greek Revival. ]~ 4
i i;t * 3 I

-
- v' ,)' 4' <i- *Residential. Major.

' - ,-- , f"tI T[% ]~- .f, * P-Q

"

-
7 '- f I

'

The facade of this home, one of the most accomplished in Claiborne
( #(i .

..

County,is somewhat obscured by awninged double galleries Two windows
' ~ ~ ' " " ~

flank a center doorway on each floor, and four two-story lonic pilasters f L
I M'are placed a' the corners and to either side of the doors. The square-tran- , g

somed first-floor doorway is a variation of a design which appeared in -

t

Asher Benjamin's Practice of Architecture (1833), while the doorway on | .

,

the second floor boasts a fanlight with a prominent vermiculated keystone. p g
, s p jjThe present porch replaces one built in the 1880s ,

' 4 IThe interior is particularly notable for its fine woodwork. Two large ooms -,

with fireplaces flank the front hall which contains the delicate stair Two L |
smaller rooms without mantels are located to either side of the back hall ,f f; ,I; .. s

||||||
Later additions have replaced the one-story gallery at the rear This house

4 's one of the most academic expressions remaining in Claiborne County. |., ,

Obviously, its designer / builder was familiar with some of the contemporary i .. . _ . f''

^|architectural handbooks, but, unfortunately, very little is known of the %
r.p ,

house's origin + -- - Q f> ^ wg , 7g.
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sex 11. 507 Church. Ca.1845. Greek Revival. Residential. Local-

A {a'' the use of awnings and later windows, it represents a once common
Though the character of this simple cottage has been changed byi

- J
.

' - -
,

form. On the entablature of this home and on the one at 910 College
.' hhp

-c.

~ ' ! is an interesting and no doubt less expensive version of the dentil work
- ' -Igg 4 'fgg f0 E; seen in its mot cademic form at 509 Church.i

i
,

I !: - -, n
~

' =~--;
; Ei i !- i

~

.|- f

.

- 9
"10. 409 Church. Ca.1885. High Victorian Gothic. Religious. Valuable.

The AME Church with its low spite serves as an effective counterpoint
to the faller Presbyterian and Methodist churches. This building is a
simplified version of the High Victorian Gottuc style popular in the United
States in the latter half of the nineteenth century. When built in wood,
as in this case, the coarse heaviness frequently found in masonry .

examples is usually absent.
,

e
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12. 509 Church. Ca.1850. Greek Revival. Residential. Major. the other being taken from the Choragic Monument of Lysicrates. Both
in bas c form, this house is of a type common in the area: wood differ somewhat from the Roman Corinthian order from the Pantheon

construction, one-and-a-half stories with a flanking gable roof, a simple which is used at nearby Windsor.
plan conststing of two square rooms to either side of a center hall, Modified Tuscan pilasters join the porch to the house and flank either
and a full gallery (now changed) at the rear. In this case, however, end of the front elevation. Thinner pilasters are located on each side
the builder lavished more than the usual attention upon the front f acade of the door and window openings. The interior woodwork is well done,
and created one of the architectural highpoints of the area. particularly the mantels which are more elaborate versions of the com-

The four-columned portico treatment is properly called distyle in antis. mon pilaster-entablature type. The roof dormers and an arch, which
meaning the use of two round columns between two square ones. The visually divides the center hall, are Federal period features which were
order used is commonly called Tower of the Winds Corinthian because updated and reused d la mode grec. The small stair which leads to

. It was modeled after the Tower of the Winds in Athens. It ts one of the half story does not play a segmficant role in the intenor design.
two popular Greek Corinthian orders used in the Greek Revival period.
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13. 601 Church. Ca.1845. Greek Revival. ~
;
'- '

. 1Residential. Local. g {'

,

This generously proportioned one-and-a-half story cot- '

tage with its four-columned portico of the square Tuscan
order is noteworthy for its fine woodwork. The present -. a ,. .

owner has added 1900 vintage mantels in the two large '

$
'

'

,t - _r -,,

square rooms which flank the front hall. Two smaller ' g C ,f'f.;.'i.* - '. C%:;4yp;. -_ wg _ .-
'

4
rooms flank the rear hall, which has an insignificant stair

.

.g , @j*.
_

E
within the wall at the lef t. Many later modifications have ..

'd
. ;

'- '~
-a. -- -

,

is obscured by heavy planting. -
~"""""",y~~

~~~

++e"
'

' ' 'yMchanged the house at the rear, and the fine front facade P~~'''"' - '

.

--- -- - ' - ^ * '

14. 602 Church. Ca.1830 (?); Ca.1855 (?); Ca.1900. Federal / Greek Revivat.
Residential. Major.

E'A4}. ,,e

'' "p f Family tradition asserts that the brick dependency and the main portion of this finey' ^-
#

%,y 'y . home-two rooms and a stairhall on each floor, fronted with a double gallery of modified'-

' p Tuscan colonnettes-were erected in 1850 and that the dining room addition was added
19 to the main house about twenty years later. Stylistically, however, the main house is indicative
kj of the late Federal mode, which was most popular in Claiborne County from 1820-35. The

'e.
L;a r i dining room addition, with its high ceiling, large windows with gib doors, and marbleized
hi$ d b y y cast iron mantel, seems typical of the mid-1850s. The dependency is possibly contemporary

J;y with this addition or perhaps slightly earlier; an 1850 date seems logicat. The two mantels
L in the upper rooms of the dependency are similar to one in the bedroom above the parlor.

L
. _ ! They probably came from the rooms on the left side of the main house where the old

mantels were replaced with new ones in about 1900 when the chimney was completely
rebuilt. The fine mantel in the parlor is similar to the ones at 1002 Church Street and at'

the President's House at Alcorn State University. Because this home, one of two of this
$._Q Q ~ ""

once popular type remaining in Claiborne County, is of major architectural interest. detailed__w
research should be undertaken to determine the actual dates of construction.
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' " ~ 15. 609 Church. 1859-60. Romanesque Revival. Religious. National.
* Z . . . . 7 \g. With the exception of the ruins of Windsor, the Port Gibson Presby-

' ' ,' ''

terian Church is Claiborne County's most famous building. The church,
with the hand pointing toward heaven atop its steeple, is certainly Missis-
sipps's most photographed religious structure. The present Romanesque

.. or Norman Gothic style building is the third religious edifice to cccupy
this site. The cornerstone was laid November 29,1859, and the structure
was completed in late 1860. James Jones, the architect, was probably
a local man; his wife was listed as a member of this church in 1859 The

form, an aisteless nave / auditorium with a vestibule and tower at the front,. .

~ ~~ h is quite traditional and remains popular today. The Romanesque Revivatb " a style was very fashionable in 1859; it was possibiv the most popular mode
/\ for constructing churches and public buildings at the time in the United' '

j [N G p States. The chief characteristic of this style, which should not be confused
| 4 . with the later Romanesque Revival initiated by H. H. Richardson in the

, ,T 1870s, is the use of the round arch. The Port Gibson Methodist Church,* *,=
4 built 1858-60, is another variation of the style.

[ - p Daniel Foley, sculptor son of architect Michael Foley who built St. Jo-
-

'

seph's Catholic Church, carved the original gilded wooden hand for the
e steeple. The hand became so worn, or, as local tradition has it, full of

''J .=-5 woodpecker holes, that it was replaced by the present metal one in the, ,.

1890s. Several churches in the United States have at one time or another,,

had such a feature, but its exact meaning is still disputed. In this particular
case, however, the hand pointing toward heaven seems to bc associated

..
.

- . with a well known gesture of the church's long-time pastor Zebulon Butler,
.
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~'
whose funeral was, ironically, the first formal service held in the new
structure.

The interior is simple but impressive. The particularly fine decorative z.[' ~
,

plasterwork which exemplifies the florid Italianate mode is attributed to .L-
William English. The glass in the sanctuary windows dates from the late M ' ' H- - W

'

.u

nineteenth century. The chandeliers were installed in the 1880s, a gift of
, , , , ,

the William Parker family, which owned an interest in the steamboat Robert j gg g9;a, 5
E. Lee. The Parkers acquired these from the boat when the Robert E. g .. ,; .
Lee's chandeliers were replaced with new ones. Contrary to widely held U .-M *
belief, however, the figure in the center of each chandelier does not . f'J- .represent General Lee. The present rose-colored stucco replaces a dark i

Igrey which was scored to imitate stone. Basically, the structure presents g,
much the same picture it did when completed, and it remains the focal k
point it has been since 1860. ( ,, .
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16. 701 Church. Ca.1825. Federal. Resi. are replacements. The original plan consisted Port Gibson. The builder / designer of the
dential. Major, of four rooms, no center hall, front and back Church Street house was possibly Horatio

Ti ough unfortunately altered m this century, galleries, and inside fireplaces on the wall Nelson Spencer, a native of Connecticut whot
some of the style and basic form of this Federal parallel to the front porch. A later wing at the seems to have had more than the usual ex.
cottage remains. A door and two windows right seems to date from the 1840s. Very httle posure to architecture. The house as originally
open into each of the front rooms, and four of the interior detail remains; it was probably constructed exhibited a high degree of so-

slender colonnettes support the lanlighted similar to that in the Sillers House which still phistication.
pediment Both the fanhght and the pediment stands on the Windsor-Rodney Road west of

is
T$,.
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17. 702 Church. 1817;1851. Federal / Greekpg
Revival. Residential. Major. . - - ' ' ' '

q This simple one-and-a-half story house with its prominent end chimneys
is one of the oldest extant buildings in Claiborne County. When the home>

was constructed about 1817. Church Street, then known as Cotton Street,
~

N[ ,[7ft,,[ ]QC 'lp-
was quite suburban. Port Gibson lay between the site of the present *7 . ~ 4* N.

g g courthouse and the bayou. This building's rather unornamented form was S 5 '*
primarify a response to traditional building modes of the Eastern Seaboard E *~f

4[? > '' 77%N ''
.%;

adapted to the specific requirements of this area. No doubt the house U f'

g

, [{)[; / A ]~ ~ T.' YM once had galleries with simple posts or colonnettes at the front and back. g --n

. g']g g The parents of Cor* stance Cary, one of the young ladies involved in

.,gs;i..~ g~ g {}{ jd
making the first Confederate battle flags, owned this home early in its I it ;_, ..

[] history. The house is probably her birthplace. In 1850 the Williams family n |m 7 ..

purchased the home, making several changes and additions in 1851, '

ey;;?., & j
including the wing at the rear, the front porch, and the small formal garden g 'g if p-

remaining in Port Gibson. ,
~d ' ~g *at the north side. Unfortunately, the garden is the only one of its type

"
..c.

k~

The plan of the original portion is rather simple, two rooms wide and
~

'

one-and-a-half rooms deep with a small stair rising from the back haff *
to the two bedroo'ns under the roof. When the Wilhams family added the

. ' ' " - ~

-

bedroom wing in the 1850s, several of the mantels in the main part of
'

f.;,.

the house were changed. The two ca.1850 mante's in the upstairs bed- Q'rooms retain their magnificent marbleizing. Throughout the main part of ;- - .

the house, much of the simple Federal architectural detail remains un-
'

changed. ,- -
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18. 703 Church. Ca.1840 (?); . s **h ba.:t . Nt2 e * *
.

* ~ - -Ca.1860; 1880s. Greek Revival / 1^6'4_ '
---

19. 706 Church. 1891-92. Victorian#Italianate. Residential. Local. "

Moro-Byzantine Revival. Religious. }' ''' ['~'[ 7 [
"

4 4, '

This one-story frame house has Major. 1 *;
* *

,.

grown in all directions There was */ The choice of an appropriate style has | . ,
^

.
*sw,

a house on this site in the early . * always been a major problem in the design i x .** *1830s, but it is not known if the ' ,

of a Jewish temple. The architects of Tem- F, - ~~.

of this structure. The earliest part
, /

pie Gemiluth Chassed, which means "gif t ;
,, ", ,

r2present building socorporates any * *
,

s'
to the oghteous " admirably succeeded in - " iof the present building probably e,. f combining various Moonsh, Byzantine, and ' *

, ,

g ,, y'g''| N#1. .
dates from the early 1840s. The a # Romanesque elements to produce a build- (front portion, vaguely Italianate ( ing unique in Mississippi. The builder,

,,

f
. ( w,' [.1C y *'

. ,

with its long windows and protrud- * J. F. Barnes, was from Greenville, Mississip- , , 1".m3
i gf$ g.V a jg ", ;ling bay, is typical of houses built '

pi. The architects Bartlett and Budemeyer, "o 1 .;just before the Civil War. The mar- g

v are thought to have been from St. Louis. % ''
''h . * ^ [y 7 9 ..?fbleized cast iron mantels are simi- ~ '

3The horseshoe-arched entry leads to a M ' 2*"
lar to others used in or added to small corndor flanked by a classroom on . .\

^ '* I y,many Claiborne County houses in the left and the rabbi's study on the pght. ] '' ", , *the 1850s. The mteresting and un- ,

The corridor opens into the auditorium, < -

which has the Ark under an elaborate '

.; ; { 'r
'

usual etched glass panel io the ;

p (. g.front door depicts a pelican $ . {,'t: j

horseshoe arch as its focal point. Mrs. Isi- |?" ~# r
dore Newman of New Orleans, a native of 1 '. "-i~{

'
-

7{%
*

.

Port Gibson, donated the unusual chan- | >
s

g /) deliers and the Torah regalia when the tem- ;
, .

pie was under construction. When the s' - -
' '

(f g building was dedicated on January 4,1892,
, (;

'
e

-4
the congregation included about thirty 1 - '

sg families. Today, however, there are only
L*

* ,
' ,"

," ', . oG four families, and services are therefore . *
,

held infrequently. ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ''-
,, , 7 ,,,A

J d
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2.'"** # 7 21. 807 Church. Ca.1840; Ca.1850; Ca.1880. Greek Revival /Oueen
. 4 ..t... 4 w.

Anne. Residential. Local.20. 805 Church. Ca.1845. Greek Revivat. Residential. Valuable.
The typical square columns of this small Greek Revival cottage support After the original house on this site burned in the late 1840s, a two-room

a slim entablature and flanking gable roof. The dormers and larger window, wooden structure was moved from the back of the tot to the present site.
panes are additions which detract from the original character of the struc- This structure was transformed into the principal portion of the present
fure. house with the addition of a hall. front and rear galleries, and another

room. In the 1880s the owners added a two-room wing to the north at
the front. In later years. this wing became one spacious music room when
the interior doorway was enlarged. The thin square columns of the front
porch, with their decorative pieced work. are the only Port Gibson example
of a type extremely popular in nearby Vicksburg in the 1850s.
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22. 808 Church. 1884-85; Ca.1897 (?). High Victorian Gothic. Religious.
Major.

.

,

St James Episcopal Church is basically a Victonan Gothic structure,
but the influence of both the Queen Anne and the Shingle style is evident. t v.g ,

it is an example of the synthetic eclecticism typical of the late nineteenth i
century. The cornerstone was laid on October 30,1884, and the building - -_

,,

*
- - .-

was completed in 1885. Prior to 1900, the prominent belltower was added M ' '

<

to the northeast corner. Because the congregation was small in the nine- -

"~i
teenth century, it is probable that this belltower was a part of the original
plan that was not constructed until adequate funds were accumulated.
In any case, the addition of the belltower was most skillfully done, and g, _ s . ,
it seems to be an integral part of the design of the building. The architect, , / T- + '*

.-gf M t. eW. P. Wentworth, was from Boston, and the entire structure reflects con-
.

7 g.temporary developments in architecture its Massachusetts rather than in g !4* $ ,,1 . ; ; r ' ,,

he interior of the build:ng is simple but effective, the most impressive ,{, i,M {'h [sf i=' ' '
'

feature being the exposed beam ceiling. The colored glass is noteworthy
but plain. The present entrance porch is a replacement of the original
wooden one, and, regrettably, the exposed beams in the gable end on
the south side have been removed. With these exceptions, this delightful
structure retains much of its onginal character. The largest of the three
photographs is courtesy of James U. Allen.

,

, c
b-
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h23. 901 Church. 1858-60; 1896; 1907. Romanesque ==
Revival. Religious. Major. E"

. . ,

The Port Gibson Methodist Church, buit.1in the Romanesque EE 3
Revival sty!e and dedicated July 8.1860. was constructed on * , -

, /,. M - the site of a church which burned in 1858. The exterior details,
''

,

*

I,,N " I such as the frequent use of the arch motif, are typical of this ""

"! style. Its round arches contrast with the pointed arches used j''./
. . . . . ,- _ in Gothic buildings such as St. Joseph's Catholic Church.

The auditorium is raised above a high basement which is
used for classrooms. The principal floor was originally reached
by a pair of stairways which rose to either side of the tower 16
in the vestibule. In 1896 the colored glass and a steel ceiling .. E
with an interesting sunburst centerpiece were added. Eleven -- ~

years later, the long tower window was shortened, and the *[, '',,*

present stair leading from the small front vestibule to the sanc-
tuary was constructed. At the same time, the origina, ground
floor entrance vestibule under the tower was enclosed, and

.
,.

the inside stairways were removed. The original stairway leading +,

from the auditorium vestibule on the principal floor to the bal-

cony remains. g .

.. . .. . . . , , ,

h
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24. 905 Church. Ca.182C (?); Ca.1835-40 (?). Greek Revival.
'

'

Residential. Major. ,; g-
,1

According to family tradition, this frame Greek Revival cottage dates 45.M * ^ J
to 1825. Its interior and exterior details, however, indicate that it was

.

s-

either constructed or extensively remodeled in the late 1830s. The house , , .
*'is probably a replacement of an earlier structure on the same site. Its ,

'

'[lsimple plan is typical of the era. There are two rooms to either side '
;

,

of a center hall with a dimng/ service wing at the rear. A widow's walk ii
, J '

once topped the hip roof.
_

e, . 6,,
. .'P!

'
8

,

y; 1
'

b /
'

1
-

a
|- '

,

ow m & . - a

||||||""M 9E5.S.er;.[M.yc@3.1is.~4 _ . & s .- - . ,..;.;. f g p' g ' Z sg h. Qesepi- ..s- t ~&
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_ _ . .
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25. 909 Church. 1850-51. Gothic Revival. Religious. Major.
Michael Foley of St. Louis, the architect of St. Joseph's Catholic Church.

created one of the exceptional examples of the Gothic Revival style in Mississippi
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by using fine interior features and a simple, traditional form-an aisieless nave f i

with an attached tower. The superbly carved altar rail. depicting symbols of i my ,+m. y ~ , - " r. rma e
" Ey 1 ;mthe Passion, was the work of the architect's sixteen-year-old son Daniel, who y

^ *

-_,.n,7
.,

y t ,W ' ]jlater carved the original wooden hand on the Presbyterian Church. The cr ved !
. ,& . .. , w 4 $

,
beams and the High Altar reflect the design abi:ity of Michael and Danie' F , ley. ! . , , .. J

The family lived in Port Gibson until at least 1865. but no other works by father !,l .) - t '$ "4
or son have been documented. Daniel n Oy served in the Civil War and after- El = --- E1 ~' ' .. ec :H- "J -

wards studied in Flome, but he seems to have died at an early age.
Above the altar is a large canvas depicting the Crucifixion. painted by Thomas

Healy. Healy and his family lived for a time near '.lermanville, east of Port Gibson.
p and he painted several portraits of local citizens during the 1845-75 period.

He was an accomplished artist, but he did not receive the it.ternational acclaim
accorded his brother. George P. A. Heaty. Aside from the recent addition of
the statues, the blue glass. and the Stations of the Cross. St. Joseph's remains
much as it was when completed in 1851.

>
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26. 1002 Church. 1830s. Federal. Residential. Major. h

This large two-and a-half story frame house, one of the itnest remaining } .y' g g | Q.

an Claiborne County, was probably erected in the early 1830s. Its archi- 1 * *' '

,

itectural details are typical of the late Federal style. The double galleries u -
''

,,
at the front have the sum Tuscan colonnettes which are simstart, employe.J 1A -- ~ - -**
at 602 Church Street. The back galleries'have been enclosed On the

.

..

ground floor a pair of rooms connected by shdmg doors are located to g
,

ea(.h sute of the wide center hall. Two superb black marble mantets of - (the type popular from Maine to New Orlea,is dunng the 1P'0-40 period 1,

are situated in the rooms to the right In the rooms to the left of the hall,
wooden mantels duphcate the basic design of the marble ones. The use \ cm*

of panes which contain folding shutters, possibly for sun control. visibly
( 7g-

widens the smgte south window in both of the left rooms. The chandebers.
1
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taken from the steamboat Robert E. Lee, were installed in the 1880s and
~

g--

'

were once suspended from plaster medallions similar to the one in the --@ ..

h<,center halt. ',
,

'N'
_

A curved stair, the home's most noted feature, rises two flights to the . (r
' .

- -
i

attic from the rear of the center hall. Though almost completely unor. [ .F __ -N

namented, the stair is beautifully designed and executed; it is d flinitely p? :- 7- F [ j

-

. (/the work of a master builder. Similar stairways are not particularly rare,
but this is the only example in Claiborne County. In the execution of the f^p$[z T - j
stair and other interior finishes, one sees evidence of the attention and - g; ;j -w

care lavished on this structure by the original owner and the builder. No ;qs
doubt both were familiar with other houses of similar scate and with con- ,

temporary architectural handbooks. Unfortunately, little is known about ?' f
''."-the origin of this fine building. j''
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naa m w- S27. 1006 Church. Ca.1900. Queen Anne. Residential. Valuable.
This cottage is a charming example of the Queen Anne style as in- 28. 1008 Church. Ca.1885. Queen Anne. Residential. Valuable.

terpreted for the smaller house. The stained glass transom in the large Larger than its immediate neighbor to the north, this typical one-and-a-
window of the protruding bay is characteristic of the use of that medium half story Queen Anne style house has particularly nice details. At the
at the turn of the century, as as the use of the decorative woodwork in time this home was built, one of the desired goals was to obtain as much
the gable. In its time, the Queen Anne style was called Free Classic and picturesqueness as possible. This house, even though it is quite simple
used many classically inspired forms and details. The classicism of this in des >gn. has succeeded admirably. Fortunately, the exterior remains much
house differs greatly, however, from that of its neighbor at 1002 Church as it was when constructed.
Street.
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29. 1009 Church.1850s (7): 1880s. Queen Anne. Residential. Local.
' ' "#

J j;, 43It is possible that some of the fabric of a house built on this site in u _:p ,. - - y .A p .y.
, b.,[, , J.,sithe 1850s is contained within the present structure. The visible interior - .;* -

.

,,

.

and exterior, however, date from the 1880s. The house is noteworthy for
30. 1102 Church. Ca. 1835-40. Greek Revival. Residential.Its lavish 6 splay of stained glass on the front facade which, when lighted

from within at night creates a striking view. TI.e asymmetrical form typical *

of the Queen Anne era is somewhat obscured by the regular elevation Although this house has been almost completely changed by later
with its unusual portico at the front. The builder employed a strange free peyahons. Hs front faca@ retains its o@nal des @n. De faca@
classic Corinthian order, a seeming compromise between waning Victorian is samdar in form to the one on the Federat style house at 701 Church

reet, t% Mls, sud as me s@are columns and h hea@ideas and the Neoclassical Revival which was soon to become popular
under the impetus of the 1893 World's Fair in Chicago. pediment, are definitely Greek Revival. The glassed semi-circular

pediment window is a Federal motif which retained its popularity
during later periods. The door and window arrangement, two doors
between three windows, approaches a formality of sorts but is not

/ related to the spaces formed by the columns. The photograph of
e the house taken before it was altered is courtesy of James U. Atten.,

S
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31. 1103 Church. 1830-31. Greek Revival. Residential. Local. 1
This house was built as the Presbyterian Manse and still serves that 32. 1107 Church. Ca.1830 (?); Ca.1875 (?); Later Changes. Queenpurpose. The individual elements of the facade, including the fanlighted Anne / Modern. Residential. Valuable,

doorway, the fluted Tuscan columns. the full entablature. and the large Whether there remains any of the fabric of a house built on this spotpediment, are quite sophisticated Their proportions, however, are not as in the early 1830s is questionable in any case, a large one-and-a-halfgood as Iney should be, and the resulting combination is not completely story cottage with side wings and much gingerbread was standing in thesuccessful A major problem was created by placmg the pediment immeds- 1880s This structure was later remodeled into the present house Unfortu-ately in front of the flanking-gable roof and atop only four of the six nately. these alterations greatly changed its character The cast iron fencecolumns. The original interior arrangement consisted of two rooms on erected dunng the ca 1875 remodehng is outstanding. It was wisely re-either side of a center hall tained.
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33. 1108 Church.1830st 1840s em-
#' . * * . _ . .g%$ . !(?); 1850s (?). Greek

Revival. Besidential. Major. .#

Although this house presents a
very pleasing and uncomplicated
face to the outside, its architectural .

development is very puzzling. The .

original portion appears to consist ~-
-

of the area now occupied by the I y
center hall and the large room to -

its right. In the mid-1840s,it seems
'

that a large connecting parlor and _ [. ,,; s , _ - un.AJff.LYMiRg 34. 1202 Church. Ca.1890. Silck Style Residential. Local.
With its tall proportions, irregular silhouttle, projecting eaves, and ex-dining room were added at the lef t. posed framing in the gabfes, this house is an interesting example of theand the front tacade was finished symmetricatty. In addition, the woodwork Stick Style. It tooks today very much as it did in the 1890s. Local traditionin the original part was changed to match the new construction, and wings maintains that the owner of 1208 Church Street built this house specifically

were added to both sides of the house. The Greek Revival woodwork in for sale after building his own home. It seems that he miscalculated whenthe parlor and the dining room is among the finest in Claiborne County. buying rnaterials and had enough left over to begin construction of this
,

It appears that the house underwent additional changes in the 1850s. building. It is true that originally the two houses had many similarities,
but they were by no means duplicates.
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35. 1207 Church.1906, Neoclassic Revival. Residential. Local. "I %

Oak Square, Port Gibson's most impressive Neoclassical Revival house,
~

was built in 1906 on the site of an interesting Gothic Revival house which
,. __y a b. .; i

burned. It is an obvious attempt, successful in some ways, to rival the -

--s , - -

grandeur of antebellum days. The entrance facade is closer to antebellum ;- .

precedents than many contemporary attempts in other parts of the country,
but its design coherence falls apart at the roofline The entablature is much of this country's most monumental structures. Most, however, were banks,
too thin for the height of the columns, the gable extending over the porch museums, libraries, and government buildings. The style had great influ-
(an attempt at a pediment)is extremely awkward, and the semi-Palladian ence on domestic architecture only in the South. Domestic architecture -

window in the gable adds to the confusion. On the interior, however, much on the East Coast was experiencing its own Georgian Colo-
of the scale and spaciousness of the Greek Revival style has been success- nial/Adamsesque Revival at the time. The pnmary factor which distm-
fully imitated by the use of large rooms and sliding doors. The rear of guishes the nineteenth century Greek Revival from the twentieth century
the house, with its double gallery and asymmetacally placed wings, is more Neoclassical Revival is that the latter tends toward an elaborate academi-
successful than the facade. cism, substituting the Ionic and Connthian orders for the simpler Donc

The Neoclassical Revival of the early twentieth century gave us many and Tuscan.
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cy .i 37. 1302 Church. Ca. 1840; 1880s. Greek' Revival. Residential,w+ ;4g ~- -

it-. e 'J Local.t , fd7 - t <
..

This house is one of several similar local examples eliustrating
if5 36. 1208 Church. Ca.1890; Ca.1935. the popular solution to the problem of designing a simple, practical

[I ~
Queen Anne / Victorian Gothic / house with some hint of contemporary style Wide galteries once
Neoclassic Revival. Residential. Local. shaded the front and rear; the rear gattery has been changed.

{ M.t O As originally constructed about 1890, Two large rooms. with chimneys on the outside wall, lie to either
this house was an interesting example side of a central hall The rooms on the right, connected by a

-I'
.. $ i of the stylestic mixture possible and de- large doorway, served as parlor and dining room; those on the

sirable in the late nineteenth century. left were bedrooms. The originat kitchen was housed in a separate

y W1 '

j Although the talichimneys, the scalloped building to the rear;it was probably connected to the main house
r woodwork along the gables. and the by a covered passageway. One reaches the half-story, containing

* form f the house remain the same, the two bedrooms, via a small stair leading from what was formerlyI$ Y h' *5 J addition of an enclosed sonpt ch and the back gallery. The interior woodwork, in the simplified Greek
a Neoclassic double gallery in the mid- Revival mode, ternains unchanged The wooden man;ets are of
1930s changed the hot:5e's appearance the popular pilaster-entablature type, the easiest stylish design
drasticalty. The fine f 850 vintage marble at the time. Additions were constructed to either side of the original
mantels are also twentieth century addi. house at the rear in the 1880s.
tions. .
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39. 700 Block of Coffee, Eastern pgg .38. 1402 Chia -h. Ca.1895. Neoclassic Revival. Residential. Local. End. Mid-1850s. Religious. Local. - "f.

_-dThis late nineteenth century Neoclassic Revivat structure makes Although the Roman Catholic
.

Mg/,%' Uf ,an interesting comparison with its prototypes and with the house Cemetery is much smaller than Win- '

at 1009 Church Street. The general composition is rather successful. tergreen Cemetery,it nonetheless has *W
sts elongated proportions and overly decorative details are unmis- severalimp ressive monu ments. Those 7 'i

f. /-M-- q +jp*((;
takable signs of the waning Queen Anne style. This building is a of John Taylor Moore and his con- ra,

focal point at the southern end of Church Street, where it plays an nections are particularly noteworthy. 'd . .:.

N'.g ;iMg
'

.t *y
important part in setting the mood for what is to follow as the visitor Because Moore and his wife were ^3
progresses northward through town. responsible for the construction of St.

,

-/'' % y
fd7_'t hJoseph's Roman Catholic Church and ''

7.
the priest's residence, it is probable .Q4h i ''i

*that they also acquired this land for i'
.,_

the Roman Catholic Cemetery. Unfor- . ~ . -' ~{ %* i
tunately, the Roman Catholic con- gj.:.,, ,f* p Q

' , *. I y,gregation has dwindled over the
* g;.. Q,. ,4 -

.k
'a, nyears, and the cemetery is now some- - 9.

M. ,'what ill-kempt. U$'

ib $fstdh'"kN3. ,
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40. 511 College. Ca.1850. Gothic Revival. Residential. Major. ' - * * ' w -a : - --
In basic form, this house is the locatty popular one-and-a-half story Greek 41. 605 College. Ca.1825 (?). Federal. Residential. Valuable.

Revival cottage, but the owner, no doubt influenced by an architectural Despite modifications, the style of this simplo cottage is still evident.
pattern book, chose Gothic details for the front facade. The result, albeit A door and two flanking windows in each of the front rooms opened onto
simple, is Claiborne County's only extant domestic example of the Gothic the front gallery, which originally had four slim colonnettes. A chimney was
Revival style. The predecessor to the present Neoclassic structure at 1207 probably located between the front rooms. Smaller rooms at the rear
Church Street was a grander example of this style, but it burned in 1905. opened onto a back gallery.
Gothic Revival architecture was not as popular in the South as in the rest
of the country because southerners tended to cling to their white columns.
It was, however, deemed appropriate for structures with snme religious
connection and this home possibly served originally as the Methodist

. Parsonage. Michael Foley, the architect of St. Joseph's Roman Catholic
Church, was. quite possibly, the builder.

When comparing this structure to a fully Greek Revival house, such as
the one at 1302 Church Street, note that the character of the building
is completely changed by the substitution of Gothic details, which include
the hood or drip moulds above the openings, the arched inset panels in
the otherwise typical square columns, and the grooving of the matched
boards to imitate masonry. This latter touch was included because Gothic
was, after all, a stone style.
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42. 701 College. Ca.1840. Greek Revival. Residential. Local. 43. 705 College. Ca.1825 (?). Federal. Residential. Local.
Located near the back of its lot arid almost obscured by vegetation. This simple house is typical of the earliest buildings in Port Gibson which

this cottage is either an early structurs sedone in the Greek Revival style had any pretense of style. The front gallery sports typical. shm Federal
or one built from the matcrials of an earlier house At any rate, some of era colonnettes and especially fine entenor woodwork. The originat intenor
its woodwork is Federal ia style. The square modified Tuscan columns plan consisted of Iwo pairs of back-to-back rooms and two additional rooms
on the front gallery are typical of the area- upstairs in the half-story.
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# ~ ~ ~ '44. 901 College. Ca.1830 (?); Mid-1840s (?). Federal / Greek .

~ T, , , , , -
.4

Flevival. Residential. Local ;gd *

'

The original portion of this house probably dates from the early 1830s. - ' y-
with later additions from the 1840s. In plan. it is three rooms wide and ''

,

,y ' 'two deep, with a gallery front and back. At a later date, portions of both 6

galleries were enclosed The front gallery uses typical square columns. (#
The dormers. if' original, have been greatly modified or completely rebuilt. $ (, . [i t,C-

-...

'

) , } 't r 3 ".g ,

45. 906 College. Ca.1885. High Victorian
.

Italianate. Residential. Valuable.
This house is an example of the synthetic eclecticism

rampant in the late nineteenth century. Its decorative
motifs are derived from a variety of academic sources,
but their combination reflects no particular past style.
Many parts of the house were made in a factory and

' assembled on the site. The original plan consisted of three
rooms and a stairhall forming, basically, a square. Later

,g additions were made at the rear. This building is being
p demolished as this report is being written _
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46. 910 College. Ca.1851. Greek Revival. Residential. Local.
This Greek Revival house, located just behind St. Joseph's

. , -..
2 %g _ ,m,- v

-

Catholic Church, was built originally as the priest's residence. t * " d , *. , s
g h* 4.M*',' ," 4 7 f p' )' ,:;7, g[J * i , Q

*" N iUnfortunately, recent changes have detracted greatly from its ,w( d 7e t
'

"" 3M g<b. ; ; jJ.original character. The most regrettable modifications were the !g '. P -

d~FJfp - A* b-#,b
'

.4 (? f g
substitution of rather tasteless ironwork supports for the square i . l{40*

n - Q[M [J
modified Tuscan columns and the lowenng of the large outside 44 $. y.A

g' ," _8 1
i.'; %1end chimneys. Notice the ettect of the vernacular use of the y

k|j[,f%M,(g[f#.' #
, ~hg <

<

'
toothed board in the architrave; perhaps this touch would have h ' kg*cT ~ L dr,

O.'M LX lbeen more successfulif it had been applied just below the cornice. I '~
.c

" . f 'i I ;*The doorway, with its broad undecorated jambs, triangdiar lintel, , d. .M [ ' ~

and croisettes (also called Greek ears or keys),is typically Greek , h? 4 ' S*
w

bJ[ * 1
Reveval. SjW kTN* f d

^

Q!> p

d.

- = *

|': . ?? f $UR ' ' T. ''' ~
' W'

47. 1005 College.1842. Greek Revival. Civic. Major.
The Irwin Russell Memorial, with its simple plan, basic rectangular form.,, .,

! * * , *'

wide taalls, and large rooms, has been adapted to a variety of educational.+
*

civic, and governmental uses over the years. It now houses the itwin Russell*

Memorial Room, the town hall, the mayor's office, and the 6tarriette Person
Memorial Library. The building was constructed in 1842 for use as an

I educationalinstitution on land once owned by Samuel Gibson, Port Gits
' | gg ; son's founder; his home, presumably, was located on this site, in 1854,

-j ( after being privately owned and occupied since 1849, it became the Port* 'j g g ,

. di 1930s et served as the Port Gibson Female College. Dunng this time a

*

Gibson Collegiate Academy under Methodist control. From 1881 to the.-

B, 5 % i

'' '' b g chapel and two large, galleried buildings were part of the campus; now@~ '

- %
. |||||{{||| .h 'MO" lNul demolished these three buildings were all possibly antebellum. Regretta.-

bly, the original square cupola has been removed from the Irwin Russell
Memorial.
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^'48. 1101 College.1896. Queen- *Anne. Residential. Major. ,-

; in spite of its basically simple - - -

. architectural details and its re- "'"7 {- 'T1 fAstraint m the use of textural variety
'

, , ~E'

b f and color, this house is a very fine -

b ] ---j - J $
_

| example of the Queen Anne style.
The irregularity of plan and mass.

~ ' - -

,- _._ a ._.;. g '.3
~

-

^~
the use of multiple roofs, the su-

,
;. _

'; ' .' ~ ~ ~ ; '-perbly sited corner turret, and the
. y.

-

" M) 1:.,.

,

wide shadowy porches all contrib- f. # 4
"

:*
ute to the picturesque effect which g.?'b , ! ffe'

< 9h ;p?2 ', * ; I f - [[i ykwas one of the primary goals. This

the style in Claiborne County. ,{g g. ,

h' ,,
:IcJ jhouse and the one at 216 Walnut

-
~ Street are the hnest examples of ;. - -- - +

- ,

49. 1108 College. 1905-06. Neoclassic Revival. Residential. Local.
Although the style of this house is a variant of the Neoclassic Revival.

its interior plan is surprisingly similar to that of the Queen Anne style house^

[/ at 216 Walnut Street. This i' rjpical of the nineteenth century. One codid

@ pick a plan and an ex%cbr style, and the architect could usually produce
a satisfactory result bet ause the two elements were not actually derndentp on each other. Thus this house and the one at 216 Walnut Street haveg the same basic plan with strikingly different exterior styles.

8 The interior is arranged around a large L-shaped stairhaft. To either side
at the front are square parlors which connect to the entrance hall via sliding
doors. Behind the left parlor is the dining room which balances the room-like
stairhall on the right. A service wing extends from the left rear, and a
porte-cochdre is located on the right side of the house. This spacious*

,

50 - plan is ideal for entertaining.
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50. 1209 College. Ca. 1850 (?); 1880s. Greek Revival. Residential. J '
.

.

,,, , , ,

Valuable. 'e , s. a '
-

E ' ;p . .The form and simplicity of this typical Greek Revival house indicates Y;$ , $h / D.' f% t

, -i*
. .

an antebellum origin. Though this home was very much in the country g'*-

when built. Port Gibson expanded 'out to it in the late nmeteenth e , , qb 7[ h2 Ret
;; * f.. .

, , , , ,and early twentieth century. The builders of the large Queen Anne
,

, . S g'
, Q M@g,' '*.s". ,

,7

*' 'a
and Neoclassic houses in the neighborhood must have considered ^ - '

].

i
, .

5it terribly old-tashioned.
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51. 1301 College. Mid-1840s; 1890; Ca.1920. Queen Anne.
Residential. Local.-

The oldest portion of this house is a three-room, ona-story wing
at the southeast corner. The Queen Anne addition, constructed in
1890, became the main kving area. Its prominent extenor features
are a large semi-octagonal bay and double galleries On the inlenor,
the parlor and the dining room are located to the nght of the center
hall; the library and the bedroom are to the left. The stair occupies
the widened rear hall In the early 1920s, the partition separating
the hbrary and the front hall was removed, and the location of the
front door was changed. Unfortunately, the interesting treatment of
the original door was not retained. The iron fence is noteworthy.
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:o')' . 53. 509 Farmer. Ca.1840.*;.a.. * *

,# Greek Revival.. . . - .. s

52, 1407 College. Ca.1840 (?). Federal / Greek Revival. Residential. Commercial / Residential.
.

- Local.Valuable. '

Little is known about the origin of this sn.all house. except that it is Unf ortunately. stucco
hides the fine brickwork ofthe oldest extant structure in this part of Port Gibson. <a

, j,
,.

this building. which was
,

'*
constructed for both com-p ,,[ ,f{ mercial and residential use,b g'"

I
a around 1840 The small wing,

* ) . ._ _\..
at the northeast corner over.

' E &__-
"^

looking the large yard has a
D".- ~ a_'h m s y late eighteenth century

,y ,~----.__, ,w- ' character.

. $y
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54. 7n5 Farmer. 1810-20 (?); 1840s (?); 1880s. Fedecal/ Queen 55. 709-11 Farmer.1830s. Greek Revival. Commercial. Local.
Anne. Residential. Local. This commercial building, which dates from the 1830s has been admira.

The unck portion of this house, to ttie right of the'octagonalbay, psobably bly adapted for a present-day store its design is extremely sample, but
dates from the early niaeteenth century 11 so.11 is one of the oldest nonetheless it has a certain monumental quahty enhanced by its good
buildings in Port Gibson When first constructed. it served as a residence proportions and large wmdows The large second-floor room served as
and place of busmess At that time, the use of mascory for commercial an armory for many years The Carrol Street elevauon would be more
buildings was common. but wood was the preferred medium for houses ettective it the white paint were removed
The interior of this house is now greatly changed A bock dependency.
now destroyed. Once stood to the rear.
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56. 902 Farmer. Ca.1850. Greek Revival. Residential. 'O .d1% *
g.f . f. q j 1

g . ,h. 3,15g
,. ,.-

," *

.,n
'

Valuable. ."i- 7.. w N
,gys. i -t !&fUnfortunately, this simple but interesting Greek Revival - gy

- 3- , ancottage is now abandoned and will, no doubt, soon suc- g , , , ,i /& y ,

b. .,g( , ..; * *'cumb to the elements. It has large rooms on the front
_ _

-

- . . ;
.

D g, % * e 'gi
:,,*,.. ;to either side of an entrance hall and woodwork typical

,
---s. (- .

W/, {of the period. y
"*

. 'A "*** -

, .

* '

<.

r.
. . . , . ' "5*%.5? .,;... . .

,. ,.c.;

,; W. m~..,.
'

x . , . . v s . -- , , .,
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h',f . '' i ,,. )
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. %
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58. Greenwood Street, Eastern End. 1807. Religious. Major.
~

'""
>

' '

Wintergreen Cemetery is one of the most beautifulin the state. Originally the f amily burying{g ,

-~
-.g ,; ground of Samuel Gibson and his connections. Wintergreen later expanded and became

( 9 -

...A W tne principal cemetery in Claiborne County. Although established earlier than such park-like
,

East Coast cemeteries as Mt. Auburn (1831)in Cambridge. Massachusetts, and Laurel Hill4 ;r ;^ ~' .J (1836) in Philadelphia. Wintergreen's mid-nineteenth century plannmg and planting were

57. 908 Farmer. Ca.1845 (?). Greek Revival. Residential. obviously influenced by these examples. Wintergreen produces 'much the same effect.
except that the topographical variety of these eastern examples is missing The numberValuable. of large. finely carved monuments is astounding. and the amount of superb cast iron plotThis one-and-a-half story house was originally erected fencing is unusual particularly when one considers the small size of Port Gibson in an-in Grand Gutt in the 1840s. Later it was dismantled and lebellum days. Happily, the cemetery is well kept.

,

reerected at its present location. where, at first. it faced
Market Street it onginally looked much like the house
at 1302 Church Street but subsequent changes have
modified its character considerably The variety of column
size seen here is unusual
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M L 60. 410 Jackson. Ca.1850. Greek Revival. Residential. Local.
59. 302 Jackson.1827; Ca.1840 (?); 1927. Federal / Greek Revival. This cottage has the details of the fully developed socal version of the
Residential. Majer. Greek Revival style, but its plan is reminiscent of earber houses of the

The eartiast ',ortion of this house, now a large rear living room. was Federal era. There is no center halt, and the two pairs of rooms opened
part of a sma" structure built facing Farmer Street in 1827. Family tradition onginally to the front and rear gallenes. The center door opens to the
states that the front portion was erected in 1840 and that the shm modified small enclosed stair which leads to the half-story. A dining / service wing
Tuscan columns of the porches came from the slave gallery of the Presby- stretches to the west at the rear. Little remains of the flower garden which
terian Church. Presumably, the Presbyterian Church referred to is the one once surrounded this home. It was similar to the one at 702 Church Street
whose destruction preceded the building of the present structure in 1859; and no doubt added much to the total composition. These simple formal
it'so, one wonders why the columns were removed from the slave gallery gardens were common in antebellum days, but few have survived.
in 1840.

On the interior of the front part, the woodwork is in the : ate Federal
style, but the detaila m Oee suun. in the wing are characteristic of the 1850s
The house as a whole presents a very sophichrated appearance. The
proportions are good, and the details are well exec.4ted. It is difficult to
imagine that the facade was a piecemeal construction rather than a very
thoughtful creation. d
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-t. .\T , ^. .- 62. 900 Block of Marginal. East Side. 1870. Rellglous. Local.
A-- *# Although Jewish families have played an important role in Port Gibson~,, s

- - life since the 1830s, there was no temple or burying ground until the
E '" '"~ second half of the nineteenth century. Prior to this time, burials were made'

in the Jewish cemetery in Natchez. The Port Gibson Jewish Cemetery is
beautifully kept and has many interesting and imp essive monuments.- ' -
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61. 411 Jackson. Early 1830s (?). Federal. Residential / $4
Commercial. Local.

"
In the late nineteenth century. this simple cottage, the birthplace

of poet Irwin Russell, was moved from its lot adjoining St. James
Episcopal Church. Since then. it has lost much of its character.
Originally it had six colonnettes across the front. t he present ar-

,

e

rangement could lead one to believe that there were eight. The
form of the house was very popular during the Greek Revival era.
1302 Church Street, for example. has the same basic plan. The .

old photograph of this building is courtesy of James U. Allen.
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W5 h iE % phMS h- y" g-gi',k S -- . 64. 405 Market. 1810-20s 4

_ (?); Mid-Nineteenth Cen-
.,

. tury. Federal. Residential. ;.. -
*

Major. 1 %.p.

63. 311 Market. Ca.1840. Greek Revival. Residential. Local. Tradition has it that a Span- _' ' unThis small Greek Revival house is one of the few structures in ish gentleman erected this gthis part of Port Gibson which survived from the mid-nmeteenth large bnck structure, now
-

PLA g
century when this was the most populous area of town. Fire destroyed known as the Planter's Hotel, '

,much of this section in 1839, but it was soon rebuilt. As late as the for his bride. She disl 6ked it
early twentieth century most of the buildings were antebellum, but, and forced him to sellit The ,..)'

unfortunately, tb ar preservation was not deemed necessary. exact construction date is .
,

not known, but the building .
certainly dates to the second ~

,,.
decade of the nineteenth
century. The form is eigh-

,

teenth century, but not par-
ticularly Spanish. The mid-

_

nineteenth century cast iron ,[ .Ae g gd yg,fg,
balcony on the facade, the
building's most decorative
feature, was no doubt im-

ported from a Cincinnati, St.
Louis, or New Orleans fac-

,

tory. The Planter's Hotel is
located in a prominent spot
relative to the early center of,

Port Gibson. Its present poor
i

state of preservation is re-
'

grettable. The old pho-
tographof thePlanter'sHotel
iscourtesyof JamesU. Allen.
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65, Market Street at Orange. 1845; 1903; tanterned dome was placed atop the tall octago-
1951. Beaux-Arts Classicism. Governmental. nal drum. -

Local. The Confederate Monument, in the neutral
The present Claiborne County Courthouse is ground formed by the triangular junction of *

a greatty remodeled and enlarged version of a Orange and Market, occupies a small portion of.

Greek Revival building constructed in 1845. The the site of the monumental Greek Revivat jail, S $
two-story brick structure, built in 1845, was basi- demolished ca.1906. This building was a T-
cally square. One-story porches with square col- shaped structure of stucco-covered brick con- .

__

Q,

umns were at each entrance, and an octagonal structed by T. Weldon. He was probably one of
cupola topped the hipped roof. It resembled the the Weldon brothers who built the courthouses _. - t

| |building at 1005 Cottege Street presently known at Raymond and Vicksburg. The Weldons were g j 3

as the Irwin Russell Memorial. In 1903, while also the engineers responsible for a bridge at 'y _,_,r,- -

retaining the basic square form, extensions were Grindstone Ford in the northern part of Claiborne ,f
_

made to each side; a classically inspired, pedi- County. The present | ail, a large, vaguely Italian-
mented frontrspiece was added on the east side; ate building, is located to the rear of the court- 4

the height of the building was increased; and a house. 4 _

d'W~ '| ?{
.

. ,7
~
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66. 600 Block of Market East Side. Ca. 1828-40; Later |
: Additions. Federal / Greek Revival. Commercial. Major. (

,. 'y **'."
With one unfortunate modern exception, the east side of the q600 block of Market Street displays a group of commercial -4, - t, ,

( buildings which date back at least to the early 1840s The design-p , p,,

s,
,

of each building is simple and functional, with commercial
_

1 3 - .J- space on the groun(1 floor and either storage or living space
,

:= L -
'

-

g--v r~ .. - above Through the years the buildings have been modified
|

' '

f
- - many times. but much of the onginal fabnc remains. Considered -

I
*

separately, their importance is not great, but, because they {lremain as a group, their preservation and adaptive restosation'y,

is imperative In addition to these buildings, there are three* s
i 1 major antebe!!um commercial structures on the west side of

_

the same block and the exquisite Greek Revival bank building; ,
~

on the corner of the next block Thus there is a complex of'

j buildings in a small area with a potential unnvaled an the area
1mmediate action must be taken to preserve this complex.*

, j}, ,g
,

Recently a major antebellum commercial structure was demol- -c g , [. ., _

.g
,

, ,s
_ , O )j .* ished to provide space for a small parking lot at the north-

.

. cf'

,j,

' . !
'

western corner of Market and Walnut, destroying a considerable
, T_, ~

#

[h-y3 gj
I - - >

amount of the urban area's character. Equally destructive to gg-

the area's charm was the erection of the modern building at .

.h - .C.%*'$-t 611-15 Market which houses a clothing shop and the Western M-,m .
*d Auto Store; it was constructed with complete disregard for itsg

_ ~~ 1 2 mid-nineteenth century neighbors.
__

, - g
-

_

The structure at 601-09 Market now houses, among other
things, the City Cafe it was formerly a hotel and dates from
the late 1820s or early 1830s h es one of the few survivors
of the disastrous fire which swept the Port Gibson business

_

district in June,1839. The' modern structure at 611-15 ments . . .-y
'- --

- no comment 617, now unoccupied, closely resembles its origs- *
-

-

J .-""
~ ~~. Q q q =" nal appearance 619 and 621 have had new facades added ,%j ,{ U ,g g ALLE 5- % r O-u in the twentieth century. 623 Market, now the Value Mait, once

Uf had five bays Now as has three, and, of course, the ground -
-

e( ) _

- ''

floor has undergone several changes '

k N
,_#, -

_ ~fjl||.
The architectural highlight of the group ss the presently unoc-*-* ,' s.i

g' (' a - cupied corner structure at 625-27 Market which most recently
_p

-

.,

,
'

housed the Meyer-Marx Drugstore and Auto-Lec it has suffered % ..g
,

some modifications, but the original character is still much in
b3 .

, evidence. It is onst of "he finest remaimng Federal style buildings
3pg in Mississippi. Its etchitectural details indicate a construction

, T
. date of 1830. making it another survivor of the great fare of .

-
6-

['
- far: lighted triple msyjow are particularly fine. If this was the . h

1839 The delicate keystones above the windows and the large t
f

Only antebetNm structure surviving in downtown Port Gibson, li'

r'_M
- .

sts preservaticn would still be imperative. [As this work goes
,

10 press, the e'.jitor has received notice that this fine building*
,

,

has been demolished to make way for a one-story dime store 1 -

t
=-.

b . h M .,ty '
~

J- %'nLR r

- . .
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67. 600 Block of Market West Side. a ''

. L ,\Ca.1840: Later Additions. Greek Revival. 3. .

'Cf i~e

*

~

Commercial. Major.
~

-c,T** D'. ~

( - - ,

s

On the west sede of the 600 block of
Market there are three large commercial -

-

'f
% ybuildings at 606-08. 610. and 614 which 'I i C ' ~~ ,.

.,
8-

were bustt emmediately after the 1839 fire i* I!I 'd?S-3 '

,

--~f.The ground floor elevation of each building T"##
I

ig , ' ' % -f-

has been changed, but the upper floors and EN w e.*.rnotimes remain as constructed. All three ]
are in the common Greek Revival vernac- 4 ' S
utar used for commercial structures Both -d -

.
3

-

610 (Patterson's Furniture Company) and <? . . _.
'g' ' '. . '

<

614 (Carpenter's Store) once had trying 'J'' 44 y ,j,
quarters above the ground floor. Some et !/ - i

the tuttings, includsng woodwork and man- *
;

tels, remain mtact y
Considered individually. the importance

of the three buildings is not great but as
a group their value increases it is regretta-
ble that later construchon an thes block has -

disregarded the character of the earlier
~

structures. Oitterent owners and builders
erected the three 1840 era buildings. but

. .

they are compatible and have stylistic uncty
This awareness of one's environment when
constructing a new build <ng was prevatent k

'

in the mid nineteenth century, but it es un- )
tottunately absent today. The old pho-

'

,tographs are courtesy of James U Atten;
the targa snows, from lett lo nght. 614. G10
and 606-08 Market '

.

.
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This photograph was taken in 1906 at the corner of Market and Walnut Market Street. Unfortunately, the fine commercial structure on the corner
in Port Gibson. At the extreme left the Port Gibson Bank is visible. In was demolished to make way for a small parking lot The others remain.
the background are the buildings on the west side of the 600 block of Photograph courtesy of James U. Allen
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68. 702 Market.1840. Greek Revival. < h M T' &
Commercial. Major. ^ f f gag.'M

_ f , ,.i."'f U " * '
The irrpress.ve Port Gibson Bank, with Ti .

, g. 7 i
.

.

its hexastyle portico of unfluted Doric col- gi ( 3g,N ? e } | [

,

,
,umns. is a fine example of the smalfer but

'

* 13 1nonetheless heroically conceived Greek, Y .. L4 iv> '

; {
c -

*

,

. i

4Reveval commercial structure. The buildmg 4 . '-

,

*i1 . i
was constructed as a banking and business #4 -

|ILiI
|

house soon after the 1839 fire. It closed - - N -- - - , '3 4- -- . -

*
1

''
1

its doors during the Civil War but reopened
-

gg ' ' '

-
'

soon afterwards as a hotel Since 1896, it .
..

'

-

has been used for its original purpose The
. .1 ? - ,W '

,

interior has experienced some modife- ,s!'
cations but the farge banking room is much .

<
k -

;,3

*

n . e4 + c,

; y(
' - <

. - .i
.L>

. 1 , _"'the same as it was in 1840. The decorative ' .Y pg' ,, '

plasterwork on the ceilmg. a reproduction / r'..J - :- s. ) '...

of the original wnich crumbled during res-
.

', 4% g- *

}

i ', " - ;;
~ '

. -
*

toration, is the finest of its type in Port _

y ., " ""* ~w !

Gibson The exterior has undergone some . . . - _ . * * - .~"

minor changas which detract from its char- phyA + jg gdgacter, including the removalof the shutters.
, ..? 7[h k h 6qpthe use of lettering on the entablature, the - . ,

eddition of protective ironwork, and the
substitution of plate glass in the doors and ,

windows Nevertheless. itis oneof thefinest )
Greek Revival buildings remaining in Clai- u. ,
borne County. The old photograph is cour- '

tesy of James U. Allen

dQ
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E *s- -
- - 71. 709 Vine. Ca.1835. Federal. Residential. Valuable.

69. 708 Market. Ca.1830 (?). Federal. Commercial. Local. This sample cottage is typical of many early Port Gibson residences which

This long narrow Federal style building. always used for commercial have not survived. The originalintenor plan consisted of two pairs of rooms

purposes, probably dates from the early 1830s. If so, it is a survivor of opening onto two porches. The remaining porch has four slim Tuscan
the 1839 tire. It now houses the Port Gibson Reveille. colonnettes.

70. 710 Market. Ca.1840 (?); Later Changes. Greek Revival.
Commercial. Valuable.

This simple commercial structure has undergone many changes since
its construction it was formerly two stones and had a gallery extending
over the sidewalk. In the twentieth century the gallery was removed and
replaced by a smaller balcony. In 1968, a major fire damaged the building. '5

and it was rebuilt without the second story. The corner of this building
,

as visible to the left of 708 Market in the photograph above.

83
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72. 805 Vine. Ca.1855. Gothic Revival. Residential. Local. 73. 809 Vine. Ca.1845. Greek Revival. Residential. Local.
The simple form of this small house relates to the local vernacular of This home is a fine example of the simple but mature Greek Revival

the ms' nineteenth century. but the scalloped boards around the eaves home appropriate for either town or plantation. .Two rooms are situated
and the board-and-batten construction show the influence of Andrew on both sides of a center hall, and a galleried dining / service wing stretches
Jackson Downing's writings. Down ing was the author of several popular to the rear at the left. The four columns of the pedimented portico are
mid-nineteenth century books on norticultu.e and architecture. Among in the locally popular and easily constructed square modified Tuscan order.
Other things. he originated a styta for small houses which he called the The two windows flanking the doorway have functional gib doors. This
Bracketed Mode. The style is characterized by board-and-batten construc- house is in many ways similar to the one at 601 Carrot, they were possibly
ton. openness of plan, little exterior or interior ornamentation and a designed and/or built by the same person.
relation to the environment. This home is similar to Design X in Downing's
Architecture of Country Houses (1850). the builder, however, added a
decoratrve note with the scalloping at the rooftine. This touch relates to
the Gothic designs with their decorative bargel cards which were described
in the same book. Although many cottages in the Bracketed Mode have
survived, they are not common in Mississippi. Hopefully, this example can
be preserved.
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'75. 210 Walnut.1872; Later Additions.,,

High Victorian Italianate. Commercial.
g '

g,&i . Major.,

This building is an interesting example"~ p
-

,of the High Victorian llalianate style popular-r
~

in the United States between 1860 and--

pg- % B
___."!

1880. The style is characterized by the use_,we N.L .s E of segmental or straight-sided arches and2

' ' 'M 7 g ' ~m- - -

5
']i are seen here. The window lintels, store

O elaborate classically inspired detail Both
- _ _ .

4
'

p , , n.4
s cl N 55 M f;$.M j g [ .

.

i
' front, and roof cornice are prefabricatedm

74. 208 Walnut.1899. Commercial Style- cast iron. The elaborate interior fittings re-
main, even though the structure is no.Commercial. Major. E.l ''

Excepting the classically inspired cornice, the longer in use. Hopefully, an adaptive use
essentially plain facade of this building is typical of can be found for this fine buildmg.
what is now called the Commercial style. Most of At the rear is the banking office, a later
the commercial structures built between 1875 and addition. In 1901 this department became
1915 which are not Richarcisonian Romanesque. the Mississippi National Bank and moved
Revivalist, or Sullivanesque are so classified. In this to more appropriate quarters at 215 Walnut.
example, ornamentation is subordinated, but much To the extreme rear is a large two-story
use is made of grouped windows. glass, and plain building which served as the cotton ex-
surfaces. change. It probably dates from the 1880s.

Though presently in poor condition, this
structure also retains its original furnish.
ings. including sorting tables. [As this work
goes to press, the cotton exchange is being

, demolished.]
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76, 215 Walnut.1901. Beaux-Arts Classicism. Commercial, Major.

*Beaux-Arts Classicism, which combines a variety of Classical, Flenaissance, and Baroque details into
a symmetrical but picturesque composition, is well-known because of its use in many large public and (t.
semipublic buildings. This delightful structure, built originally as the Mississippi National Bank, exemplifies

remtniscent of the Victorian Gothic and the Queen Anne styles. Untortunately, the interior no longer
' " . gthe pictorialism characteristic of the style. The polychrome effect of the facade is not typical; it is more ,

#p
has its original fittings. .c _ _ , , ,m

O[ ~̂
>
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5 77. 216 Walnut.1901. Queen Anne, Residential. q;
Major, d

Jacob Bernheimer had this largo house con- p. -

[$[
'structed as his residence in 1901. It replaced an * mesisuse "

j{| |earlier home which had been General U. S.
Grant's Port Gibson headquarters in 1863. Unfor- |tunately, this structure burned. 216 Walnut is the JI,

,.,,.4 last building, chronologically, of the Bernhenner _

Complex. The others, in order of construction., , ,.
are 210 Walnut, 208 Walnut, and 215 Walnut

, . ,

Jacob Bernheimer constructed all of these build-
ings as his business interests expanded. The
structures form an unusual grouping of consecu-
tively constructed buildings reliecting various late
nineteenth century architectural styles. Because n..
few similar groups exist in Mississippi, the pres.

78. 407 Walnut.1857. Greek Revival. {oervation of this complex is imperative. Religious / Educational. Local.
p .. The house itself exhibits the picturesque ir- Q,;

z BB regulanty of plan and massing and the variety
Ig3 g p of matenals and textures so typical of the Queen east of the Port Gibson Presbyterian Church fC]s

s

Anne style. Unfortunately, the original variety of was erected in 1857 as the Brashear Academy

BER , Mr et m M M m W mcolor is no longer apparent; its replacement
I em h Wed m M

In Te er rposaoa h vn ae Y, ?E /d * 3, l n ussel Memor i Af er the Civil Wary which contains the main stair. The rooms are;g g ,g,
.

large, and the use of sliding doors allows the main Brashear Academy became Chamberlain-Hunt,

*f' ' '

A,. floor to remain essentially one space. The house Academy, the successor to Oakland Collegey J

emi e W h hs
DL

_ _ . _ . . . _ ,
..

. t uc ion' on the campus; only this one survives. Cham- = '

berlain-Hunt is now situated on a newer
campus south of Port Gibson, and this struc-

ture, with its slightly projecting tower, is used
. by the congregation of the Port Gibson Pres- h

'

byterian Church.
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4 AIRClHilflflEOnL RAll IINVlEOfOlRY
Part II: Port Gibson Vicinity
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1. Albena. Ca.1840. Greek Revival. Residential. Local. Going south '

;y
from Port Gibson on U. S. 61 take Old Colony Road; go 17 miles: '

house on right; pnvate. , L _' .\ y 'O.

Albena is a variant of the locally popular one-and-a-half story Greek
Revival planter house. At the front is a hexastyle colonnade with square
pillars. The rectangular-transomed doorway, with sidelights that almost
reach to the floor, is similar to the doorways at Anchuka. which has been
destroyed On the interscr, the center hall is flanked by square rooms of gvarying sizes. The woodwork, including the mantels is particularly nice.
An eli extends from the rear on the left, and the back gallery is now
enclosed. The house has a full basement. /g

4

/s, '
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, , 3. Cabinwood. Ca.1820 (7): Ca.1835 (?): Later Additions. Greek
4rn .

-
- X Y | W t*W N W h- Revival. Residential. Local. From U. S. 61. take Mississippi S47 out

Wheb.CAha~?~ hM L . ;* .'.,5. 's 3 -; of Port Gibson for 12 miles; turn right on gravel road and go 1.6 miles;'

" ' ' " " ' " ' N " # #'9 N' '
2. Brannon House. Ca.1870 (?). High Victorian Italianate. Residential.

* * ' ' 9' '## * " "'' ' ""*Y "' "'
Local. Take the Rodney Road out of Port Grbson; house on vi ht puzzling. There seems to have been a house constructed here between9
at corporate limits; private. 1810 and 1820. but the architectural details of the present house indicate

This delightful cottage has just enough decorative detail to make it a date of around 1835. An earlier cabin, from which the plantation takes
interesting, and its simple form. good proportions, and large chimney its name, was once situated on the lawn at the front.
stacks add a note of monumentality. Unfortunately, the present color in form. the house is a typical one-and-a-half story Greek Revival planter
scheme is rather dour- house, with a center hall and four rooms on the main floor. The stair once

rose from the hall. but it has been changed. A wing has been added at
the rear, and the exterior end chimneys have been emoved. The front
door treatment, with no transom. is rather interesting. The woodwork on
the interior is of a simple Greek Revival type.
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4. Chambertain-Hunt Academy, McComb Building. 1900; 1924; Later -

fChanges. Queen Anne. Educational. Local. Located at the junction of
U. S. 61 and Masssssippi 547 south of Port Gibson.

A gift by J. J. McComb of New York, an alumnus, made the construction i
of the McComb Building possible. Prior to suffenng massive fire damage in 1924, 3

'

it was one of the most interesting Queen Anne style structures in Mississippi.
Although it was basically symmetrical, the building achieved a most picturesque
appearance by having a turret and a clock tower of different heights prominently ?

placed on the front facade The high roof was covered with dormers and tall
chimneys, and the building boasted a variety of architectural details and materi- N

als. Unfortunately, when it was renovated after the 1924 fire, many of the more [h f7sinteresting architectural details were omitted. The large structure just south of g' j - 2
,

the McComb Building was also erected in 1900, as was the frame house immedi- k, I q y* 1
qt

y { gIh
'ately to the southwest. The latter served for many years as the president's r 'gg

l' __ ! "residence. L tp gg,

. -
h'
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5. Claremont. Ca.1826; Ca.1837. Federal. Residential. Major..

**U * .% % Immediately south of the junction of U. S. 6f and Mississippi 547,
"_ - <s fake the gravellane leading west; house at the end of the lane;

private,
~

* ' " ' ^

N Judge Joshua G. Clark built Claremont, one of the first of the larger__ A m _ _, & k - - f
' F__ ) houses constructed near Port Gibson, about 1826. It is one of the

IXI~. p : rp- -- -...._a - bd finest Federal style homes in Mississippi, having undergone very few
. . .e., _ _ , . , %gr r w. ,'; modifications. The pedimented porch at the front, with its square col-

- b
'[ .f.[iu --

'N' '

j liv | umns, may be a replacement, it seems much heavier than the type3 bd
' 4j pf popular when the building was constructed.-4

-

;) };
0

'

r; g b .|4
The h,ouse plan is simple. The principal floor is rait,ed above a higtv;

,

t.. _
t 2 # basement. On each side of the center hatt there are large rooms at

]Nh I i
TQ,

*
par h d'n the front and smaller ones behind, each pair sharing an inside chimney.

. i 2' f
r

At the rear, in the space normally reserved for a rear gallery, are two
!

gg! t 7 7 : _ __ _

additional rooms with exterior chimneys. The area between these twoi
' rooms, ostensibly a back hall. was originally open and served as ar*

;2 j [* l ! '
#*

m- t summer living room. The dormered half-story contains a large hall and'

;~ y, two rooms. The extension on the right side of th'e house originally served
-'

,

as a pantry, and the outside brick kitchen is the only surviving service
building.

The woodwork is particularly fme, especially the front and rear prin-/f) cipal dootways. Their design, based on a Palladian window, is uncom-
f mon in the area The mantels are of wood except for the black marble

examples in the parlor and the dining room which are typical of the
late 1830s. These marble mantels were probably added when the present

7 owner's family acquired the house in 1837.
/ The stairway rises in a straight run from the rear of the main hall,

and the enclosed area underneath is used as a closet. The space
^~'? occupied by the stair is taken from tile room at the left, but the stair

is open to the hatt, which remains as a large unencumbered space.
This stair treatment is similarly executed at Hollyrood, Vernalia. and

7p Woodbourn.
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h''f, 6. Collina. Ca. 1840; 1880s. Greek Revival. Residential. Major. Located
.'i ? at the western end of Greenwood Street, Port Gibson; private. {\r ) '

'' '' C Beautifully situated atop the httle hill for which it is named. Collina is a C

h]
j fine example of the smaller but nonetheless substantial frame Greek Revival 7ML

-

..

h(q/ house popular in Claiborne County. At the front, the one-and-a-half story c, ,{ j .,7?
- -

% s' 6 home has a hne tetrastyle pedimented portico supported by square modified
7[3

; . , ,, ,

'gD MI
4 1

d b.d L*.s -|F Tuscan columns. The balustrade, composed of a vaguely Gothic arch motif,
' *"

4 ,

' -Q
- ' ' ' ' '

'

adds an interesting decorative touch. At the rear, the right side of thelhouse
# is lengthened by a dining room and a pantry. The L-shaped back gallery

- once had a covered walk which led to the two-story bnck kitchen / service
dependency. Unfortunately, the dependency is no longer standing. In the

, y g. 1880s, additional rooms were added to both sides at the rear..t i. . .

')' On the interior, a pair of rooms is located to each side of the centerjk. , ,' _

hall. Those on the lef t were originally the double parlors, connected by sliding
_g j.,'h

*

(, doors. In the late nineteenth century the doors were removed, and the backg, parlor was divided into a small bedroom and a bath. The wood and plaster de-,.

k .' Igg ~ g g gi .
tails are as well executed as any in the county. The original plaster medalkon=

in the front parlor remains. It is similar to the one in the Port Gibson Bank.

,MI6='* h The plaster medallion in the hall is similar to the one at 1002 Church Street.y
. and to the one at Anchuka. The la'ter has been destroyed.* - * ' ~

t- .
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7. The Hill, or The Manse. Ca.1830. Federal, Residential. National.,,R7 .W-* - f -t** * 4 Frorn U. S. 61 in Port Gibson, take Mississippi 547 for .3 rniles; turn,. ._

lett and go one block; turn left again and go 'to the end of the
c' p* }*' - "n '/ ': * street; turn right into gravellane; house on left; private...

|
# .d in an area where most houses, large and small, were constructed ofU 'd M * ..

' '

o; - $ .} V wood, this massive two-and-a-half * tory masonry structure is somethingg b','a- '

b' '

- himself in the Port Gibson area as a merchant and lawyer, built the house
of a rarity. Peter A. Vandorn, a New Jersey native who had established:

/F y around 1830. His son Earl, who gained national fame in both the United
f States and the Confederate armies, claimed this as his childhood home.

,

.* A'
'

:J' The house is situated in extensive grounds which were once landscaped;j. t '

* '
p the remains of terraces are still visible on the north side. The house itself'

,

1 F $- [h exhibits some unusual features. The front facade of the L-shaped structure.-
5 y has five bays, but the other long side has six. The brick on these two

lQ elevations is laid in Flemish bond, while the other elevations are laid in<
i

' ' f. M Ma ~
, 4 - the common running band. One-story pedimented porches with paired

--
' Tuscan colonnettes once sheltered the doorways on the east facade, while

*
d. - a similar porch stood in front of the principal doorway on the north. In

y. ' . x , . ,,' '', h. %
'

| the late nineteenth century, the rear gallery was enclosed for utilitarian*'

' * * -d - a purposes. A two-story brick dependency, which once served as the kitchen,! |
g

( , 3
.c . ,4.? ' ,/ d , ,W '. .

'

stands at the rear of the house; it is presently crumbling.. |

The interior consists of a central hall which contains the stair, and three

large rooms on each floor. All of the large windows had permanently
louvered open spaces at the top for ventilation. A former resident noted
that this was practical in warm months but unpleasant in the winter. The
interior woodwork, now greatly damaged, is in a simple Federal style The
Hill is included in The National Register of Historic Places. The house is
now the property of the state of Mississippi, and it will be restored in the
near future. The old photograph is courtesy of Myrtie Smith.
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8. Hollyrood. Ca. IP"36, Greek Revival. Residential. Local. TaAe
Mississippi 547 out of Port Gsbson for .5 miles; turn right and go .6
intles; house on left; pnvate: include the rather delicate pediment with the butiseye window, the stairway

arrangement which is similar to the treatment at Claremont. and the use
H. N. Spencer built Hollyrood, one of the most interesting and visually of dormers which, incidentally, have Greek Revival details. The interior

pleasing houses in Claiborne County, for his brother Israel Spencer was plan consists of a pair of large rooms to either side of the center hall
not an architect by profession, but he obviously had consnterable knowl- and a dining /servic. wing stretching from the rear of the house on theedge of the discipline. He also busit several other homes near Port Gibson- south side. Extra rooms are located in the half-story. The woodwork is

in form, the house is similar to Colhna, but, because it is earlier, Hollyrood in a very simple Greet Revival style.has several architecturat detants ctiaracteristic of the Federal period. These

e
o t
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9. Idlewild. Late 1840s. Greek Revival. Residential. Major. Go

( north on U. S. 61. 3 miles past the junction with Mississippi 547; turn left' ~~

,,

?[ , ,
and go one block; house on left; penodically open to the public.

,9
/ Although Idlewild is not by any means a mansion. it nevertheless has a

"I '.
*.h .

I - :D' ? f' / graciousness of scale and proportion that impresses even the most casual
- .

O'*
~

hw
M ' 'g', m

{g[
observer. The form of the house is much more common in Louisiana than*r

!' +

.t in Mississippi. In plan. Idlewild is almost identical to Collina. The low pyramidal
,

j
roof and hexastyle portico at Idlewild, however. creates a completely different'

. ,

| exterior effect than does the high gable roof and tetrastyle pedimented portico
_ I ~ g ggq ' at Collina. Idlewild's interior is noted for the extreme height and narrowness

'I
: E R i. I of its doorways. which are twelve feet high. The woodwork is in an interesting'

4 g 3 I i - 'I '1 Greek Revival vernacular style. Unfortunately, the marble mantels which once'
.

G Q, U * 3 graced this house have been removed.
,

! Nf '
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10. McGregor. Ca.1845. Greek Revival. Residential. Local. Go east *

flor. Port Gibson .7 miles on M:ssissippi 547; house on right; private.
Peter A. Vandorn built this commodious Greek Revival planter house for

his daughter Emily about 1845. It has the typical front and rear galleries;
the latter is now enclosed. The basic plan is also typical-two pairs of rooms
flanking a center hall The wing on the west side contains addit?onal bedrooms.
The interior woodwork and mantels are in the local Greek Revival vernacular
style. The remains of several outbuildings are visible in the rear.

c.

e
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5 ARCHXTECTllRAll XXVENTORY
Part lil: Claiborne County
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1. Adams.Gillespie-Hubbard House. Ca.1850. Gothic Revival. '

w
|

. -,

YResidential. Locat. Adjoining Alcorn State Universsty, Alcorn; private. t ''

lhes simple cottage, which shows the influence of the wntings of y, ,

Andrew Jackson Downing, is one of the most delightful small houses
g

in Claiborne County. In its original form, it was little more than a - .4
cabin, with a largo room and an exposed chimney to either side % I"
of a hall it is of board-and-batten construction and has scalloped "W',.

edging around the roof. Dowrung recommended the former highly, .,

',
and the latter was the economical substitute for the more elaborate
tracery-like edging called vergeboard or bargeboard, which appeared
on the Gothic designs in Downing's books.

This house form is rare in Mississippi, but, interestingly, there is
a similar building at 805 Vine Street in Port Gibson. One wonders
il their similarity results only from the common influence of Downing's
writings, or if there is a closer connection. Unfortunately, the charac-
ter of the Adams-Gillespie-Hubbard House has been changed by later
additions, but the original green and white paint remains on the right
side. Alcorn State University now owns the structure. Hopefully, it
tvill be preserved.
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2. Alcorn State University. Af Alcorn.
The state of Mississippi founded Alcorn A & M in 1871 after pur- ; .

chasing the grounds and buildings of Oakland College for $42,500.
Dr. Jeremiah Chamberlain of Pennsylvania founded Oakland College /

'
. - 'in 1830 under the aegis of the Presbyterian Church. The school came -e

'

under the control of the Presbyterian Synod of Mississippi in 1839.
'

.-
-

and it soon became a leader in the field of higher education in the -

southwestern part of the state. After the vicissitudes of the Civil War,
the campus was sold, and Oakland College reorganized as Cham- q
berlain-Hunt Academy in Port Gibson. Alcorn State University remains 3

a leader in higher education for Mississippi's Negro youth. The -

campus boasts several architecturally interesting features which are ,
.7,

discussed individually. ,

I >

! i

2A. Belles i.ettres Building, Alcorn State University. Ca.1873 (?).
p Neoclassic Revival. Educational. Local.j The origin of this structure is uncertain. It is generally assumed to be

one of the two buildings completed in 1851 for use by a campus literary
society. The dimensions of these buildings, taken when they were still

'' standing in 1873, were fifty by eighty feet, while this one measures only
O. / forty by sixty. Also, its architecture is more properly called Neoclassic

Revival; it does not have the same feeling as the Greek Revival chapel
and dormitory buildings, and its details are characteristic of the 1870s.
Though it could possibly be one of the 1851 buildings greatly remodeled,
the visual evidence indicates that it was constructed in the early 1870s.
Its present derelict condition makes it a fire and safety ha?ard. It is impera-
tive that it be repaired in the near future. The building has considerable
charheter and is located on a prominent spot; it could become a campus
focal point.

.
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, a 1
- D 28. Chapel, Alcorn State University. 1840-51. Greek Revival. E,,

7 cational. Major. Lp!
_

'r *

& This building, known as the Chapel adjoins the President's Ma O=4

! fy sion at Alcorn State University. It is impressively situated on the cre
of the hill upon which the main portion of the campus is locate
and it easily dominates its surroundings. The structure, one of th

"- finest in the Greek Revival style remaining in Mississippi, was begu 7
in 1840 and completed in 1851. Unfortunately, the name of the arch' '^;2

_

tect has not survived.
The Chapel is in the familiar Greek temple form. Its two princip - - - - ,

floors are raised above a high basement, a nonclassical but function,-

arrangement which provides additional classroom space. The pedi-- --

, . .

- :7 mented portico cf six unfluted Doric columns is truly monumental.
~

Although the proportions of the portico are good, it seems slightly-- -
. -

( awkward placed atop the tall ground floor piers. This height does,%
.

+ -

,
E however, provide a showcase for the mov.ificent cast iron stair which

- - was donated to the college after Windsor burned in 1890. The six
cast iron balustrade panels are also from Windsor.

The root gable is topped by a tower. Because there was no Greek
precedent for a tower or steeple atop a temple, such a feature was
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a major problem in the design of a temple-type building, such as character. Neither the clockfaces nor the small ventilation panels

a church, where a tower or steeple was appropriate. The root of were a part of the original design; only the center bay on each side
the problem is the fact that the steeple or tower is a vertical form had a rectangular opening. It should also be noted that the order
inherited from Gothic architecture, while Greek architecture is essen- used on the tower has fluted Doric columns, triglyphs, and metopes.
tially horizontal. l? the Greek idiom is to be retained, the architect On the interior, the ground floor is bisected by a center hall with
must use horizon al forms vertically, one on top of the other, until a range of rectangular rooms to either side. On the two principal
the desired height M reached. Naturally, the results vary. Some are floors above, a stairhall flanked by two large rooms opens onto the
highly ingenious; c'hers are extremely awkward. portico. The remaining large portion of the building is occupied by

One of the more popular and successful solutions is employed the auditorium. It is a large two-story space with a U-shaped balcony
on the Chapel-a square base topped by a cubical form surrounded extending around the room at the second floor level The pilastered
by pilasters and engaged columnsin antis. Atop the entablature there and pedimented frontispiece behind the podium forms a focal point
was originally a stepped parapet; unfortunately, a tornado damaged on the wall opposite the entrance doorway. The details throughout
it, and it was never replaced. This omission impairs the buildmg's the building are extremefy simple but highly effective.

.
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- - 2D. Oakland College Cemetery, Alcorn State Uni-

* ~'& , .

* 'T T
,, ,

6 . f |~ j
~

versity. Ca.1830. Religious. Major.
". i b f The Oakland College Cemetery is one of the hnest

*
g

., ' 1,3f
y ' , ~~

from the college and surrounding neighborhood are
,, j small cemeteries in the area. Outstanding persons.. . .

9 a|Is ' '
.

*
j * ys

i3 buried here, and the grave monuments are therefore.: s,.

g*

+i%..]{
-

' '' -

.

_ _ . , '*
_

of the highest quality. Its present condition is de-
piorable. It is so overgrown' that photographic re-Q ' .C ,

.

,J ; r'/ 'W 3;
; search and an accurate survey of the markers is,

f y
.

]" - m' q Q impossible. In addition, many of the markers have- a .i
.

been damaged or overturned. Unless its rehabilita-.
. .. .

d .4, j"
: tion is accomplished in the near future, it will suc-

H a$ y cumb to the elements.,

e s a w, t.

} t y % tt,

. 0 .

"
- I "

.
,

:. k.t . : ; . ~_, #
% 2C. Dormitory Butidings, Alcorn State University.

d f Ca.1855. Greek Revival. Educational. Local.sj
~

.
A ama in the early days of Oakland College, students'

4
'

lived in small frame cottages, usually six to eight
per house. In the mid-1850s, the college constructed

,, "
three identical brick buildings for dormitory use. Two, _

survive. They are in a simple Greek Revival style,,.

with two stories, four brick piers on the front portico.
balconies on the second floor, low pyramidal roofs.

.[,7
'_

e ,w " 2, and interior plans consisting of four rooms and a
, ' ' *

s
- center hall on each floor. Unfortunately, both build- ,y

ings are its poor repair. Properly restored, they would -

be tremendous visual assets for the campus. 1

59.

s
a
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- 3. Barland House. Ca. P

,-
1835; Ca. 1900. Federal.,.

'

, _. :. ~gg-
- Residential. Local. From

2E. President's Mansion Alcorn State University. Ca.1830. Federal. Resi. Hermanville. go 34 miles " '.
,

dential. Major. north on Mississippi f 8: turn
This Federal style house is one of the finest domestic structures still standing left on paved road and go .6 "- ..

in Claiborne County. It could possibly be earlier than 1830. because it is essen. miles; house on left atop hill;

tially a plantation house located on land donated to Dr. Jeremiah Chamberlain private. ! I ^ 7~
for Oakland Cottege. Also the architectural details are similar to those at nearby The origin of this large

Retreat. now destroyed. which was built in the mid-1820s. If not pre-1830. the two-story house is puzzling.
house was surely constructed in the early 1830s. At any rate. it served as the its plan is traditional, with a center hall and four

rooms on each floor. The avferior form is reminis-nucleus around which Oakland College grew.
The wooden house has two-and-a-half stories above a full basement. On the cent of examples in Virginia and the Carolinas dating

outside. the one-story rear g'allery has been enclosed, and a new front porch from the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen- .

turies. Most of the woodwork is in the late Federalreplaces the original, which was removed in the 1930s. The original porch. which
sheltered the f anlighted principal doorway had a pair of stender modified Tuscan style. A date in the 1830s is indicated. Certain de-
colonnettes at either side supporting a deatiled pediment with a semi-circular tails, however, were added about 1900 includmg

,

window. The present Greek Revivat porch is much heavier and detracts from the porches. the front doorway, and the haft stair.
way. The Barland House is one of the few survivingthe character of the building.

The main floor consists of two 'arge front rooms flanking the front hall and large plantation houses in Claiborne County. Most
of the others have either burned or have been de-two smaller rooms to either side of the rear hall which contains the simple stair.
motished.The house's most notable feature is the superb woodwork, particularly the

window and door trim. the mantels in the front rooms, and the beautiful arch
between the front and rear halls. The second floor repeats the plan of the first.
but the woodwork is much simpler. A kitchen / service area was originally located
in the basement.

*
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I 5. Bethel Church. Ca.1845. Greek Revival. Rell-C
* fN ?g gious. Local. From Alcorn, go north 21 miles on

*

-, /jp y
3| Mississippi 552; church on right; open to pubhc.

, d'|i
y The origmal congregatton of the Bethel Presby-)

r4. Bayou Pierre Church. Early 1960s. Pioneer Log. Mu- 1
'
*

terian Church organized m 1826 and constructedseum. Local. From Port Gibson, go hve~ miles southwest l ' "- / ' . . this busiding in the mid-1840s On the interior, or-on the Rodney Road; structure on the right; open to the '

pubhc. namentatton is completely tacking. The use ot pntas-

This smatt one-room structure of hand-hewn logs is a ters on the exterior is an interestmg feature as are

reproduction of the first Presbyterian mission in the area, the simphhed hood moulds, normally found only on

bmit near this site in the early nitieteenth century. The Gothic Revival buildings. There was once a slave
gallery, but st has been removed. The structure hasPort Gibson-Cla# borne County thstorical Society bwlt it
been remodeled several times and a tornado de-from materials from an early cabsn. The buitdang gives

an mteresting picture of how pioneer structures, both stroyed the awkward, sharply pointed steeple. This
rehgtous and residential, were constructed. event enhanced the buildmg's austere monumen-

tahly considerably.
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6. Callendar House, Ca. 1845-55. Vernacular Bracketed. Residential. 3 - -

Local. From Porf Gibson, go six miles norfhwest on the Grand Gulf ' ' ' ' A . ! .. , j 5 * ' , W',
, ,,,

a . 15
.

*

.*

The simple form and construction of this house relates it to local
- j' h' , , e L' % i'

t**, >s - gt .' $
Road; house on hill at left; private. q

*h *4*, * *
tradition, but it also shows the influence of the writir gs of Andrew j .,

,* %Jackson Downing, who, through his immensely popular mid-nineteenth ,' g| ' * (t , 'scentury books, was the first propagandist of the small or medium-sized e
, j

#
cottage. He included in his works designs submitted by many architects ., f , * - ' Y j" -{#in a variety of styles, and he himself originated a type called the Brack- , ' . , .,

eted Mode or the American Mode. It was characterized by openness NV /
*

,

yfg |of plan, simplicity of form, absence of superfluous ornamentation, rela-
' '

- .g
tion to the environment, and board-and-batten construction. The Cal- t,, ., ; 7. ,. w *e ',w
tendar House displays several of these characteristics. This type house ,J s |

'

- *y iy,

cal and easy to build, yet it had something of the picturesque quality
, ,; g 1

'became popular in the mid-nineteenth century because it was economi- ,,

, N'
,

'

-

of the larger Gothic and Italianate villas that only the rich could afford. -

b, ,Ig *y ,

Perhaps more importantly, the essential character of the structure re- *4 d'.. 4 i

'

. . , ,
,imained no matter how unskilled the workmanship, a factor of consid- * * '

.
'

h[* ,g
( 'c

Aerable import in a rural-agricultural area such as Claiborne County. % g -

At the front, this home has two large living rooms connected by sliding i<
"f

gjb,, A. , ] ., 'y
doors. At the rear, two smaller rooms are to either side of a small hall. ,8

'

The wide porch with square posts shelters the west and south expo-
. . p

%, g ', ,"y - 'sures; a portion of the porch is now enclosed. A wing addition extends - 1pr

from the left side at the rear. The interior detail is simple but well , .
"

3
,q gexecuted. It is essentially a very simple Greek Revivat house, yet it is

unlike anything else in the county. Though it is presently in poor condi- *

-p gj ,
-~ ,

. ] '.g* ' 4.4 '

',;
,

tion, it is hoped that the Callendar House will be preserved.
, ', St 1 5

j
'

. ,

. . - ,

- - - . y
,
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7. Canemount. Ca.1855. Italianate Revivat. Residential. Major.from Alcorn,
g'&g

~ '
pn . ~ ~ %. . . .- g go 1.4 males north on Massassippi 552. house on right; private.

4 The present one-and-a-hall story brick house at Canemount Plantation','

*=~ j -==== j dates from the mid-1850s. The home, with its encircling gallery, is situated h; ,

-
q,P

. a '- -

j g on the site of an earlier house built about 1826. At the rear, one of a pair g* *' Y of attached wings and the large separate brick kitchen remain from the earlier
N !' *8 bye structure. Canemount's basic form and plan are typical of the area, but thed i, d. rung

E ,,,, l P
_

parlor f details, including the woodwork, the heavy paneled columns, and the semioc-
tagonal bays show the Italianate Revival influence. The house shows the

g, h
j mixture of styles typical of the middle and late nineteenth century. The mantels,

in the three principal living rooms, for example, are Gothic Revival, while" " , ""
the two in the upstairs rooms are Greek Revival."" aR __ 4 - ___ m C L

~ ~ 7- -um=.A The center hall, with its fine ceiling medallion and straight-run stair, divides~~

the house. To the right of the hall, connected by sliding doors, are the parlor u
and the library. The parlor has a semioctagonal bay at the front, a white-

_,

"7 . _ ,

, j boasts a large triple window overlooking the rear gallery, a gray marble mantel,
marble mantel, and an elaborate floral motif ceiling medallion. The library *

and well executed cornice moulding.< ~

~
~y 'E v f[) To the left of the hall is the large dining room. Like the parlor, it has a b-

g 'J
~

semioctagonal bay and an elaborate ceiling medallion. The rose-colored
~ ''

'j j mantelin this room is particularly fine. The back portion of this side of the,

,f house is occupied by the pantry and service areas. A portion of the rear
j.[ 6 din

* gallery is now enclosed and houses the kitchen.
Upstairs, there is another center hall, lighted by a dormer at each end

A large bedroom is located to either side. Closets or dressing rooms occupy
the space to the front and rear of the bedrooms under the sloping roof. Thew

/' . ' 'g bedroom mantels are mottled white marbte in a simple Greek Revival style.
'

"
.

, In spite of minor modifications, Canemount is the finest example of the
Italianate Revival influence m Claiborne County. It is situated in beautiful

' grounds and is in good condition...
;

[. , 07
f~ p.,
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g 8. Carlisle vicinity, unnamed house. Ca.1845. Greek Revival. Residentlaf. y;

,|f
,

Local. From Hermanville. go north on Mississippi 18 for 6.7 miles; house y ~~ ~.v q ,
,

'orr right; private. Q :$ 'y,,
This house, which dates from the mid-1840s, is an interesting example of .( ,

I,
} } i

, ,ys
,

the more finished version of the traditional dogtrol home. On the main !!oor. ,- 1|.g'<

two rooms are located to either side of the wide dogtrot, from which an | ! [ *-
,,

- ' '
.

M*M*/'
encicsed stair rises to the two upstairs bedrooms. A one-story dining / service

~~
;e-- ,

wing stands to the rear, separated from the main structure by another dogtrot.
. , ')
p s,$ ? k'/'N' .OL'

.-44H t ur'"~

The wide front gallery has six simple square columns. and the eaves are >.g
[gh "* *extended for additional sun control. Though it is in poor condition this

{' *3.f'r?'q . . _
'building should be preserved, few similar examples remain in this section 'J g j

of Mississippi.
.

;a*
,

$v, (kk hk';.;
\ . * 194
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9. Darden House. Ca. 1850-55. Greek Re .
I I vival/ Gothic Revival. Residential. Major.

+n i . s From Pattsson. go 7 nules southeast on' *
Missossrppi 547; turn right on paved road

:; ,
3 M < '.'#. N;. Q*n

,

. and go .6 miles; house on top of hill on
,- - h 3 td i g,gyg; p,,yage

'

I This wonderful stylistic melange, which~ '

'~QQ q 7, probably dates from the early 1850s, is oneI
', ''M

, [1 bd tx1 Q of the county's architectural gems. In spite-
3 .

of its present deplorable condition, the,g h i

-1. Darden House's elegance is still apparent.
*. p bb P'" G Because it is probably unique in Mississipp .

j its preservation is imperative. In addition to__

.. . [' the house, a small family cemetery and a-

;~

( 3,p .. _ latticed cistern shed have survived, , , , , ,
y in basic form, the Darden House is the

8 'e, : maturo development of the temple style
- one-and-a-half story Greek Revival house In the pediment, which is

M supported by six square modified Tuscan columns, there as a large
Gothic Revival window. Also. unusual modellion brackets, from whichse- A. 4t - ,.

* p , ;; s . a
m. - _ . * . ...

' ~ il.<[V
^s# double acorn-like pendants are suspended, adorn 'he entablature. The,. a4 :. . - , j*

,
. ~ , : .. .s . - " * - ~;- wood siding on the facade behind the porch is grooved to imitate

masonry, adding to the Gothic effect. The woodwork around the main

% '

h M}}g'dj j~ j~"
' . ? M9 " * doorway and the windows, which have gib doors, has the shouldered,

architrave, commonly called Greek key or Greek ear. This combination. . s
'

of Gothic and Greek Revival features produces a remarkable result.j% . ' ~ ~

2 MC . A.4 ?R Mih s- The interior varies somewhat from the conventional arrangement, but
g

, it (Eph7 4 1$]M M 9 it certainly does not rival the originality of the facade. The front doorway kM
o .h I h N;fC k_ '

. opens into a rectangular hall flanked by a pair of large rooms on each p-g

.

'

sh-r==d==4~ ~ "-- - * side. The rooms on the right served as the parlor and a bedroom. Those

gg%j ' g'
t; e.% 7 on the left were the library and another bedroom. A double doorway M--.,..

f at the rear of the hall opens to a large dining room, which is flanked
- - ' - = st- '-- on the right by a third bedroom. A small family room is located to the { ). - 'WDM left of the dining room A wmg once stretched from the right rear, but

'

~-*F#~..&,W..p g q f nothing remains of it now. The interior details, particularly the woodwork, M
Lh are beautifully executed. All the doorways have transoms, and all the -

3 walls are plastered. QJk,
,

f ., pg,". - j y Strangely, there is no interior stair to the half-story, nor is there anp..y-
g opening in the rear gable where a stair might have risen from an outside y ,J

a, W< %7

k porch. It is difficult to believe that the la.ge space under the roof was F

M; not used, particularly with the magnificent Gothic window, which proba- M'|m fW;3 p p y
' " ' " " " " ' ' '*" "'"'' '" '"" " " " '"" ~

b1

-
.. ,

u z-

W. J l' med . -

j iI
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Gulf Road.
^ ,

5W ? l
'

'10. Grand Gutt. From Port Gibson, go 7.5 miles northwest on the Grand
.f. - ( * />,>

d 'I
.

M e y :h .
,

.
* - -

,f. -

" Yn ' -

''' ',Grand Gulf, an early Mississippi River settlement, had become an
J- '

'

important port and trading center by the 1830s. At that time it contained I- 4 1 -
'

.~ ' .[T,..., : 8 ..S

i-

seventy-six blocks and had a population of about one thousand. In the V ,. - . IY I-''
'

1840s, however, epidemics and natural disasters caused a decline. To ,, ; ' t, - - ',
,

'*
,, , t 5_,:

*

make matters worse, the Mississippi River changed its course and began [ *,,.g, .

-

-

, - - .. 3
4 "'

eating into the land on which the town was built. Between 1855 and
' ' , j..[ps . I

.y .2.

. .[ ~ ,
. , ,

O - '.1860 alone, fifty-five telocks, most of Grand Gulf, fell into the river. By g a. ,,

o ,, ' . , . < - ,*d1860, only 158 persons claimed Grand Gulf as home. During the Civil *

i."' dWar. Federal troops and gunboats destroyed the remainder of the town, j 4{j '.
.

eNo antebellum buildings survive in Grand Gulf proper, but a few remain
on the outskirts.

~

'.4 7
y av '

-

& . 4 .

'

#' h.410A. Grand Gulf Military State Park.1962. Museum. Major. Located "; % * ' . %2) * ,' 4 ( , t-

> '

just south of Grand Gulf; open to the public. W Mw* ' 'T '%
-

The Grand Gulf Military State Park opened in May,1962. On its 104 ,

* -a

h V Y ** . - > - ''W1beautiful acres are the remains of Forts Wade and Cobun, various gun _ __ _ _ _ 4 ,4 e
, ,_ ~ I:j#F ''o ' " ' ? -tvtrenches and emplacements, an old cemetery, an observation tower, .

'* A .

. f' p ', M 8'
)f,'

'p.
and several buildings. The caretaker's house is an early strur.ture dating $ y'*

* ' , *#
,,,

# %, .

with four rooms and three exterior chimneys; a gallesy extends across '

./ Q ",,4
*.*from the lat'.s eighteenth or early nineteenth century. It is simple en form, g

f g (> J'j /
3, h.g),Y . ; 4 - ,

4 j' , ,

' f ','. f' i .4,
-

.
Jthe front. A number of wagons and carr,lages are. displayed in a building 'j

* y -e
O

t,k j | j ,: Q("y*' f g
-

based on a design from one of Andrew Jackson Downing's books. The ' - .w ,
l.i' y 'j y

h
~ h3 %

modern museum building contains a wealth of artifacts and documents
h ,' :; 'k y

.

'y g ^ ~ .,

t p.4,relating to Grand Gulf, Civil War activities in the area, Claiborne County rp 4;
. 4; f ' i s,- ) ;7

'

.

"
g^and Port Gibson, and southwestern Mississippi in general The Grand .Qs .P e. .

-

,#,

Gulf Military State Park is included in The Nationaf Register of Historic 's& ' * - ' *
' -

Places. 108. Grand Gulf vicinity, unnamed house. Ca.1850 (?). Federal.
Residential. Local. Located immediately east of Grand Gulf; private.

This small Federal style house is similar in form to the caretaker's
house in the Grand Gulf Military State Park. Aside from the restored
structures in the park, it is the only building in the immediate area
of Grand Gulf of any great age.
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11. Hermanville Episcopal Church of the Epiphany. Ca.1895. Car- 7M-., , . ,,

penter's Gothic. Religious. Local. Located on H: nanville. ~ = '. *<*i . M
, *,_',

w g D*i - -d AD 5y ed " '
7

The antebellurn church to wtuch this simple Viciosian Gothic struc- -

" ~~ * C'' ~ ,_'

ture is a successor was located near Carliste The congregation - '

dwindled atter the Civil War, and in 1887 the church was teestabhshed
12. Hermanville Methodist Church. Ca.1885. Victodan Gothic /in the growing community of Hermanville. By 1897, the pretent build-

ing had been constructed and consecrated. David McCaleb had given Queen Anne. Religious. Valuable. Located rn Hermanvatte

the hrst church an exceptionally line Erben organ. built in New York
sn 1848. It was moved to this building. Because the Hermanville and Queen Anne motifs common in the latter part of the nineteenth

Episcopal Church as infrequently used, the orgs.n will eventually be he mm MM tN sM pew M M4 d
placed in the Rodriey Presbytertan Church it is presently stored in eWr Grd Reht hm M mieM a @mp de

,

the State Hntoncal Museum. Old Capitol Restoration. Jackson.
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14. Martin House. Ca.1830 (?). Greek Revival Vernacular. Residential.
|

t.ocal. From Pattsson. go 7.8 miles southeast on Misstssippi 54 7; turn left
,*

,

on gravel road and go 2.4 miles; turn right at fork and go .2 miles; house
st on left; private.
| This primitive Greek Revival house dates to the early 1830s. The center .

t

.
- I hall has a pair of rooms of unequal size to either side. A small stair leads

** '
<g to the attic / loft space. Though it is presently in poor concition, it should..

N' be preserved.

' %. hb?J |} .

4,.
'

'

. . . ..

13. Hermanville vicinity, unnamed house. Ca.
*

1850. Greek Revival. Residential. Local. On Missrs-
sippi 548 just east of Hermanville; house on right;
private.

This typical one-and-a-half story Greek Revival
cottage has a large wmg at the rear. The main
portion of the house consists of a large center hall
flanked by two rooms. Tha large rear hall opens
to the other rooms.
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15. Rocky Springs Methodist Church.1837. Federal / Greek Revival. Religious. Local. Located.,
*

. at Rocky Springs. Adjornsng the Natchez Trace Parkway. 3
it Rocky Springs was once a populous trading center on the Natchez Trace. but now the ,

Methodist Church as the only buildmg standing George W. Reynolds, descnbed in contem- L
$ porary sources as a northern man and a bnck mason, erected *Ns structure m 1837. Little g@'E Ja , else is known about him except that he also built a large house for a Reverend Owens in

"~
Rocky Springs. Has masonry skill. evident in this church, was considerable. C

The building presents the same appearance today that it did in 1837. except that the small
tower on the gable as a replacement. The church is en the simple box-with-gable-roof form,

? popular in the eastern United States in the late eigtiteenth and early runeteentn centunes;
- this form remained popular in rural areas well into the twentieth century. The large arched

p. ,
window on the front facade provides an ornamental touch The cemetery, which cor.tains

J several fine monuments, adjoms the church..
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16. Russum House. Ca.1840. Greek Revival. Residential. Local. From 17. Serepta Church. Ca.1880. Vemacular. Rellglous. Valuable. From
Port Gsbson. take U S. 61 south to Russum; turn left at crossroads and Pattison. go 7.8 miles southeast on Mossissippi 547; turn left on gravel
go .7 cmtes; house on hell to the right: private. road and go 2.4 moles; take the right fork and go .3 miles: take the left

This is a tine exaraple of the small but substantial rural house in the fotA and go .8 miles; church on left.
Greek Revival style. !!s form is common in the area, with one-and-a-halt This simple building is one of many similar structures built by several
stories, a tront gallery, a flanking gable root. and large rectangular rooms denominations in Claiborne Couaty. The barnlike form, an expedient
flanking a center hall. method for roofing a large space. originated on the east coast and was

carried westward by pioneers.
.

.

.

e
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18. Shalfer House. Ca.1840. Greek Reviva2. Recreational. Local. From
Port Gobson, go one ms!a west on the Rodney Road; turn lett onto gravel
road and go 3. I moles, taking every right fork; house on rught; private.

This secluded cottage was in the midst of heavy military action in the
spring of 1863. Numerous holes made by minie balls are evident, particu-
larly at the rear. It served for a time as Union headquarters and as a hospital.
The ground on which the house stands, the Port Gibson Battlefield, is
sncluded in The National Regoster of Hostonc Places

in form, the Shaifer House is two rooms wide and one-and-a-hatt deep.
A large chimney serves the front rooms. The half-story is reached by an M
enclosed stair at the side of the house. Throughout the building, and in ;[h-
the wing which stretches to the rear, the architectural detail is minimal. 1M
Now used as a hunting camp, the house is in poor condition. '? 7,.,

..

g
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{J 19. Sillers House. Ca.1825. Federal. Residential. Major. From Port Gibson, go 3.2
h,, , 't

_

1
' 1f*"~'1 g

p) miles west on the Rodney Road; house on right; private.Though in an advanced state of decay, this is one of the finest Federal perioda q
,

,

structures in Claiborne County; it is similar to the house at 701 Church Street in txs y g3

hPort Gibson. Its architectural details are simply but beautifully executed, and there ' ' " ~ ~
,,

is an undeniable aura of sophistication in the design concept. If it is allow',d to crumble, 3_ _ . : n---: - J

Claiborne Ccunty and the state of Mississippi will have suffered a great loss.
- In form, the Sillers House is typical of the substantial houses built in the area in

{d'lhe 1820s and 1830s. The root gable, once supported by four square Greek Revival
-%olurnns, forms a pediment at the front. These columns probably replaced slim Tuscan

holonnettes sometime in the late antebellum period. Two large rooms, each with a -

oorway and two windows open onto the front gallery; both have fine but simple
Federal style woodwork. The mantels and doorways are particularly interesting. At .

the back, there is a small rear hall and two rooms. The hall contains the stair which
leads to the large space in the half-story. The rear rooms contain attractive mantels k
and built-in cupboards.
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'20. Steed House. Ca. 1810-20.

(? ). Federal. Residential. Valuable.
From RocAy Spnngs, go 5.6 smies 21. Towhill House. Ca.1845. Greek Revival.
southwest on the Wstlows Road; Residential. Local. Located just east of Carksle 6 d.

house on nght; pnvate. on M ssisssppo 18; house on left; private.
G }This small one-story house with e This large one-and-a-half story house is a

a lott space under the roof is re- g vanant of the Greek Revival planter house once Ma

puted to have been a tavern serv- popular in Claiborne County. Its chief difference
ing travelers along the nearby Nat- *

4 j is that the chimneys are on the inside rather thanchez Trace. Its simple form is in-
. ! the outside walls. Because this plan was chosen,.

dicative of early construction, but ' 'W / b I only two chimneys were necessary. and the M.

little is known of its ongin. rooms on the same side of the hall are not con- . =

' ~

nected because the clumneys take up the space gJ
normally reserved for doors. Otherwise, the

'

house plan is typical, with four square rooms and u
- a center hall on the main floor, and a large din-

7 i Q' t.m. . (*,'
" ,, . c.4t, ?g*.m.

ing / service wing i the rear. Galleries shelter the
by.% . - -

e. ,

. ,g,g front and the L-shaped rear of the house. Unfor-'

h . g @ ,[ jk'I [[- M D E.' ?, % iN $ ;t$,!M. .hn doubt it was once very attractive.
tunately, the house is in very poor condition. No

e ;

'
.i J1*: -

.

e
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23. Vernalla.1851. Greek R,evival. Residential. Major.,

g.;t,
22. Trevillion House. Ca.1845. Greek Revival. Rest- e Located in the Humphreys Commumty, two miles west,

Y. , , ,, .L of Rocky Springs; private.kdential. Valuable. Located in Wallows: private.
This simple one-and-a-half story frame house in the ! I[+ j [ *$ Mrs. Sinal A. Lum completed this large one-and-a-nalf

local Greek Revival vernacular style seems to date from iE[3 bb 5%?y*? story frame house in 1851. In form, il varies little from
"hy#SE similar houses built in the 1820s. Vernaha is traditional,

the mid-1840s. l' is one of the few buildmgs remaining
h5 . .M'. I y 9 : with a flanking gable roof, promine.it exterior end chim-' -

in this once thriving community.
-

, , ' ,

' ? , '* "i| sophistication is to be expected its simplified but fine

-4w,' L f- neys, and galleries front and rear. Because most of the-

i "n? labor and material came from the plantation, its lack of
'

.

Greek Revival details, however, indicate that Mrs. Lum' ; ,

, ! kmnq
J Aw$M" was more than passingly concerned with contemporary

t_.....t . ? d*! .
ideas of style. Unfortunately, the auxiliary outbuildings
have succumbed to the elements, and the extended eaves,

pm Y^
_

_

_I

* -

~

",% -

h,-}< on the front, functional Ir_ter additions, detract from the<y C.'s

~ ', . .y
- - design of the house.

1 d
. b The interior is also con'entional. Two rooms flank thef*

a-

'
pf wide center hall on each side. The front rooms are some-#'

', e,.

. (Qg ; -i j' j what larger than those in the rear. A large dining / service5

x*-i wing extends from the rear. A small stair within the wall*
.,4y

.) ,l-Jks
.

I j rises from the rear of the hall to the two large bedrooms*

upstairs. Dressing rooms occupy the space in the half-:?.-f g

, . 4 , f story under the sloping roof. The woodwork throughout
, ,

the house is particularly nice. The false graining technique
.

popular in the nineteenth century is evident upstairs. and
an elaborate but naive faux mabre treatment adorns the

. mantel and baseboards in the parlcr. This letter touch
'' ' ts most creative and delightfully executed.

28
.
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24. Windsor Ruins. 1859-61. Greek Revival. Residential. Natior.al. From in the Greek Revival style. Completed in early 1861 by Struth Coffee Daniell
Port Gsbson. go twelve males southwest on Masssssippi 552; ruins on left; 11. a natsve Musssssippian who had amassed extenssve land holdings. Wsnd-

'

he m st no ed s ln Claiborne County is the great Corinthian colon- al f re n Feb ua 7 890 N pt o gra or d win o ndsor
nade which marks the site of Massissippi s most lavssh residential essay are known to have survived the blaze.

'

,
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The design was a vanant of a form commonly used in Louisiana a
rectangular house surrounded by columned gallenes, a center hall dividing
each floor; and a hipped roof, usually with dormers and occasionally with
a cupola. Oak Alley (ca.1836) near Vacherie, Louisiana, exemphfies this
style, while Dunteith (ca 1856) in Natchez as a successful Mississippe
adaptation. At Windsor, however, everything was bigger and better, includ-
ing the dimensions themselves, the nun,ber and size of the rooms, the
ssze of the colonnaded ell which was almost a house en itself, and the
choice of the elaborate Connthian order based on the Pantheon in Rome. }!

St. Louis factones provided the cast iron capitals, the gallery balustrade, t-|jg!

the extenor stairs, and rnany of the hmshes. but the basic matenals were 'j 4
locally produced Fortunately, one of the fine exterior stairways survives; *si

st may be seen at the Chapel, Alcorn State Univctsity. An architect or master j . M
*

builder was certainly involved in such an enormous undertaking, but,
, ^

>
,

unfortunately, his name is not known. j Ii / W
The architect's plan was rather conservative, combining the functional " ! }t, ;

';.
and aesthetic requirements of the particular lifestyle of Windsor's owners. a,,

!i' ] -
''

A center hall bisected the house on its three m#n 'evels. At the ground 4-3 ]

, ,

purposas, and a paved open area inside the great stuccoed masonry phnths I' } 7 Q|-, a .}; {Wlevel, the three rooms on each side of the hati were used for service
g

* f ur. '

! 'f' N
corresponded to the gallenes above. On the main floor, two connected I 13]parlors and a hbrary on the nght balanced the master suite, composed e l 'l . "

of a sitting room, a bedroom, and a bathroom. The bathroom, a novelty ij
'

.]'
4, -

'
~

m this area at the time, was smaller than the other rooms.because the ' ~

.a Acurved stair which rose from the back hall occupied much of the space '' C Yf
*

on the left rear. Two Countruan columns in antis visually separated the k -

+ - 4
I

Iront and rear halls. The second floor consisted at the spacious hall, five !,, 'i i
{i ,

I

i pbedrooms, and another bathroom. The stair continued through this level { ,1 [to the huge area under the roof, which contained additional bedrooms,
storage areas, and the copper tanks which held the water necessary for 'I j*

i

the bathrooms. Because hght and ventilation were required on this levei . M'

also, the architect mcluded dormers m the plan. They were not visible 8, |
*

i

} j , ; , - ]g
a

,

from the ground, however, because the high parapet-hke entablature, j 4, ,g,,

which was proportional to the height of the columns, hid them. A windowed
cupola, decorated by small Corinthian columns, stood on the roof. Consid-
ering the size and height of Windsor, the cupola was probably a large
room with a fine view. It was no doubt much appreciated by the Confederate -

ysoldiers who, tradition holds, used it as an observation point for scoutmg
,

,

Union mihtary movements on the Mississippi River. C-

in the ell a large kitchen, a pantry, and a small inside stair occupied
, [

'

'
,

the high basement. The pnncipal floor had a large dimng room, a butlers ,

pantry with dumbwaiter, and the small service stair. Three bedrooms and ' t
the stair, which continued on to the attic, occupied the space on the second g

floor. Because the ell could be reached from the main house only by going h I I*

outside and across the gallery, a folding shutter-hke partition on the north- (j
'

ern exposure was necessary to lessen the effects of bad westher. g

The mienor details at Windsor were probably similar to the combin'ation f -

of Greek Revival and Italsanate Revival motsis used at Stanton Hall (ca.
,

18$7)in Natchez and at Belle Grove (ca.1857)an Iberville Pansh, Louisiana.
j

No architect's name is associated with the former, but Henry Howard of __ _,.

New Orleans designed Belle Grove. It, like Windsor, had a dumbwaiter
and copper storage tanks to supply water for the bathrooms. In the late

101



18503 Howard also designed a great Corinthian colonnade to surround structive as the vandals and souvenir hunters. Eventually, action became

an earlier house called Belmont in St. James Parish, Louisiana. Belmont, necessary. The Port Gibson-Claiborne County Historical Society raised the
funds necessary to have the ruins cleaned, repaired, and fenced. Today,now destroyed, and Windsor were rare examples of the use of the Corin- preserved yet accessible, the tall columns remain, continuing to inspirethian order on such a grand scale. the legends which have created a myth to equal the reality. In 1974 theSince the 1890 fire, Windsor has served as a popular place of pilgrimage,

as a frequent topic of conversation, and as a set for the movie "Raintree Magruder family donated Windsor Ruins to the state of Mississippi.

County.* The unchecked vegetation which was allowed to grow within The Freeland/Daniell Family Cemetery is located less than a mile north

the ruins heightened its romantic picturesqueness, but it proved as de- of Windsor off Mississippi 552. Containing numerous fine monuments, it
is possibly the most important family cemetery in Claiborne County.
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This conjectural restoration shows the west (principa?) elevation of Windsor in this view, the parapet-like

, ,

I slik *
1r

enteblature hides the chimneys, the hipped roof, the dormer windows, and t.he cupola.
-
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25. Woodbourn. Ca.1825. Federal. Residential. Local. From Her-c' f.p* * *

manvslie, go 10 5 moles east on Massssssppi 548. turn left onto tree-kned
'

. avenue which leads to house; private.

Woodbourn as one of the oldest plantation houses remainmg en*
'4' - 7 h- - Claiborne County. It is m the traditional form common in Vergitua.

' ''
*.. - the Carohnas, and Georgia in the late eighteenth and early nmeteenth

'My gfS. . ,.7, centunes Woodbourn is two tutt stosies m tront. with extenor chem-
neys Tt.e root slopes down to cover the one-story rear portion. In.

'' plan, a large and a small room llank the center hall to either sade.
An enclosed stair within the watt rises trom the rear of the hatt to
the two upstairs bedtooms. The wooden mantets aie particularly nice.*

y,

The brick kitchen remams at the rear. but it is in poor condition.
,

7 * **,..

'*

'

4~~ .* 6

.

g]|gnag
_- uJ- _

.
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26. Woodlawn. Ca. 1840-45. Greek Revival. Resi- t - 4 e -

Woodlawn is a two-and-a-half F. tory house in a |
= y ,' c"Q| [., * '

*dential. Ma}or. From Port Gibson, go north on U.S. 's [g q% V
61 for 5.1 miles; turn right on Mississippi 462 and -

* *
*i q~

go .8 miles; house on left; private. |~* ~-.

' f . : ; g ? .g rite -..
- r 7 Y " * .? ! ^ - Ni,IS' *commanding location atop a small hill. The recessed *a

. double gallery across the front is supported by I L M Y *:
'

g gg'
square modified Tuscan columns arrayed in super- | - [ li ' " [*M[g~
imposed colonnades. The plan consists of a large j 4 3- ) a q- - " ~

and a small room to both sides of a center hall. }*
* ' ,'

*J '.
1; "- V ~ ^*

,

The interior woodwork is nicely done in the local
}k

.

j!J3

iGreek Revival vernacular. The stairway rises in a "'

straight run from the back of the hall. {M p
~

iInterestingly, the rooms on the east side of the ?

house are slightly larger than their counterparts on . O
,

the west, creating a slightly asymmetrical front ele- L. . .

vation. This is not readily apparent from the outside, ' .[''.c.(-.f ,

I
-

:

however, because the columns are uniformly spaced Fn + ~'~3 r- /

;x 2 D , :. /M :f f [[hy,h4 ' son the portico. Ir] additiots, the effect of perspective
b?- .ip4&counters the lack of regularity. Unfortunately, ;, r y

Woodlawn is presently unoccupied and decaying. _ 'g I Y jh. @ 7'J
.

P ~ ^

W
_

g ' ff ' ,,
f,Immediate steps must be taken to insure its preser-

7 '"' 'g[[g,. @MY(d4k; th, < ,k ], j [ .?~ ,, ' l
.. . , ,
-

vation or it will succumb to the elements lik e so many 9' ~
w. r 4

~ ' ~ ~ ' ' - ~
'j [of Claiborne County's fine plantation houses have

done in the past. -
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The purpose of the archaeological survey of the future site
_

of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station is three-fold: to record as com-

pletely as possible the ~ archaeological data on the 2200 acre site,

the perimeter area, and the proposed power line routes; to inter-

pret the meaning and importance of the recovered data; and to

suggest the means of safeguarding any archaeological sites which

warrant preservation or excavation. .

An archaeological survey is by nature broader and more

cursory than the traditional excavation project in which a specific

site or group of sites are intensively examined above and below the

land surface for archaeological data. A survey requires study of

a relatively extensive area in search of the remains of aboriginal

cultures and limits the field worker to locating and mapping sites,

_ reconstructing general patterns of occupation through distribution

of sites, and interpreting local lifeways through surface collec-

tions of artifacts. The archaeological survey, by locating aborig-

inal sites, can preserve such sites from destruction and prepare

the way for further, more detailed, investigation.

The Grand Gulf Nuclear Station site is approximately six

miles northwest of Port Gibson, Mississippi, bordering the Missis-

sippi River. Much of the 2200 acres is remarkably formidable ter-

rain, including marshy lowlands in the area of Hamilton and Gin

Lakes. Farther inland one is faced with high, loess bluffs, often

hidden by dense underbrush and thick woodlands. The intractability

of the environment is somewhat ameliorated by the fact that road-

1
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work and drilling operations are being conducted on the site, en-
abling us to examine a much greater portion of the surface area
than would be possible otherwise.

.
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THE GRAND GULF SITE

22-Cb-522

The most important site located in the survey area is a

Marksville burial mound, located in the NW quarter of Section 12

(irregular), Township 12N, Range 2E, of the Grand Gulf Quadrangle.

See figure 5,c. It was initially recorded by the Lower Mississippi

Survey, Harvard University, and assigned the name Grand Gulf with

the number 24-L-18. To avoid confusion we will refer to the mound

as the Grand Gulf site with the assigned number 22-Cb-522 in keep-

ing with the numerical system used by the Mississippi Department

of Archives and History.

The mound is located on the tract of land presently owned

by Mrs. Doris Nelson and is directly behind the Grand Gulf Nuclear

Station weather tower. The mound is near the loess bluffs, twenty

yards from a dry stream channel. Although the Harvard University

Survey failed to locate the village site associated with this mound,

our investigations indicate that the village is in the pasture to

the west of the weather tower. Small quantities of chert flakes

have been recovered from this area.

' A local collector allowed us to examine a collection he made

from this pasture and mound. Artifacts from the pasture included a

rectangular adze, two Gary Stemmed points, three ovate bifaces, one

triangular biface, one Shumla Stemmed point,.two large corner-notched

points (see figure 1, c and d), a small side-notched point, and a

Kirk Serrated point.

Gary points are common throughout Claiborne County. Most

*
. .
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middle to late Archaic sites include such artifacts as do a number

- of Woodland sites. Suhm and Krieger (1954) assign them a date

ranging from 2000 B.C. to A.D. 1000.

Another common type of point in claiborne County is tne

Shumla point. One example of this type was re overed from the

surface of the pasture bordering the Grand Gulf mound. Suhm and

Krieger (1954) date this point type from ? B.C. until A.D. 800.

The Shumla point type is similar to the Gary type except that the

shoulders are barbed and the stem tends to be narrower.

The final identifiable point from the Grand Gulf site is

a Kirk Serrated point. Joffre Coe (1964) dates this type point at

approximately 6000 B.C. Investigations at the St. Albans site in

West Virginia yielded a radiocarbon date of 6980 B.C. (Broyles 1966) .

This date was from zone twenty, ten feet below the surface. The

- Kirk Serrated point from the Grand Gulf site probably has a somewhat

later date because the St. Albans date was calculated from a soil

zone containing Kirk Corner-notched points, a type which preceded

the Kirk Serrated by approximately 200 years.

The mound itself is a typical Marksville conical burial

mound with a present diameter of approximately forty feet. The

mound is now in an extremely poor state of preservation and is

rapidly deteriorating further.

After work began on the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station site,

at least half of the mound was obliterated by a bulldozer, part of

the protective vegetation was stripped from the mound, and the re-

maining portion is eroding rapidly. Moreover, since June 1, 1972,

looters have on several occasions dug into the remaining portion,

4
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of the mound, doing extensive damage.
. When the survey team from the Mississippi Department of

Archives and History first visited the mound in early June, 1972,
several human bones were protruding from the lateral surface where

the bulldozer had cut through. At that time a human mandible with
teeth intact was partially visible. It was in a poor state of

. preservation. By early July, 1972, this mandible had been stolen.

Several human ribs and part of a human humerus were visible in a
new hole dug by a looter. These bones are presently being eroded
from the mound.

Though severely damaged, enough of the mound remains to

make preservation worthwhile and e,xcavation practical. Analysis of

material recovered from the mound gives ample evidence of its value
in Mississippi prehistory.

- The local " collector," mentioned previously, foun'd a cache

of 42 bifacial blades on an eroded spot on the top surfhce of the
mound. These blades are unfinished and are fabricated of several
varieties of chert, unlike other types found in the survey area.
One blade has one end finished into an adze. However, the steeply

bevelled adze cutting edge shows no indication of use.

A very fine Hopewellian platform pipe was recovered by the

same local collector either from the face of the mound or from the
dirt pushed aside by the bulldozer. The highly polished brown stone

pipe, over five inches long,'is the finest example of such a pipe
in Mississippi.

The survey team recovered fragments of copper from the
mound. Several of these are very thin beaten pieces which were

5
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probably a portion of a breastplate or a large gorget. One piece

shows part of a small hole used for suspending the artifact. A

small copper bead has also been found on the mound.

Pottery taken from the mound by the looter includes 'a

circular base of the type Marksville Plain. Fragmentary sherds of - ~

two different pots are also present in his collection. Both of

these vessels had cross-hatched rims, underlying punctations, and

zoned rocker-stamping typical of Marksville pottery. His collection

also contains Hopewellian blade flakes. These items all point to

a very fine Marksville burial mound with most of the diagnostic
artifacts still present.

'

Our own collections from the site yielded two sherds of

what is believed to be a new variety of Marksville Incised pottery.
This style pottery is also present on the Slaughter site in Lafayette
County, Mississippi (Professor Robert M. Thorne 1972: personal com-
munication). The design consists of closely spaced parallel lines

.in a herringbone pattern which seem to cover the entire pot, ex-

cepting the neck and base. The neck has finely incised parallel
lines. No lip or rim sherd has yet been recovered froa the Grand

Gulf site; however, a specimen from the Slaughter site reveals that

the herringbone pattern is interrupted by two parallel incised lines

circling the pot below the lip, with the herringbone pattern re-
appearing on the lip.

,

The mound obviously contains some remaining burials. From

the evidence on hand, there is no doubt that grave goods accompany
these burials. We have collected no definitive evidence as yet of
a sub-floor log tomb under this particular mound. However, this

6
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feature almost invariably appears in llopewellian mounds of the
Marksville type.

Several typical funerary objects have already been removed

from the Grand Gulf mound by looters, including a copper bead, sherds

of incised and rocker-stamped pottery, and a superbly executed plat-

few. pipe; however, it is expected that numerous other funerary ob-
jects w_11 be discovered when the mound is excavated. Similar mounds

have produced ceremonial flint knives and projectile points, beads

made of animal teeth, ceramic figurines, stone and copper gorgets,
and earspools, as well as host of other items. Marksville mounds

usually include several burials within the mantel of the structure

and the resting place of a notable person or group of persons in a
log tomb in the basal platform of the mound. Usually log-lined,

this tomb should yield a wealth of beautiful and scientifically
important grave goods.

In classifying the Grand Gulf mound as a Marksville struc-

ture, we have assigned it to a Lower Mississippi Valley complex
derived from the famous Hopewell culture centered in the Ohio
River Valley. The Marksville phase in associated with the Burial
Mound II period and dates from about 150 B.C. to A.D. 300. A

people living in villages, subsisting by hunting, gathering, fish-
ing, and small scale agriculture, the Marksville culture is partic-
ularly interesting because of its Hopewell derived mortuary cult
with its associated funerary artifacts.

.

The village site associated with this mound should be lo-

cated in the general proximity and could yield significant arti-
facts of its own. As previously mentioned, the Marksville Phase

7
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lasted until about A.D. 300 when it climaxed in and was superseded
.. by the Issaquena. Phase,which led ultimately to a transition to the

local Mississippian tradition culture--the Coles Creek of the Temple
Mound I Period.

.
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MEASUREMENT DISTRIBUTION OF CHERT BLANKS

. FROM THE GRAND GULF MOUND

Blank Number Length in mm. Width at Mid-Point in mm.
1 90 382 88 303 76 364 77 305 79 246 73 31
1 76 288 86 339 64 2810 80 3711 56 2812 74 3013 65 3114 61 3115 72 3616 65 3117 65 3718 69 3319 80 3620 67 3121 66

22 34
63 2923 61 2324 72 3025 68 2826 75 2627 79

28 30
92

29 38
69 2730 88

31 3983
32 37

69-~T3 23
79

34 29
66 2635 76

36 35
64

37 32
71

38 35
62

39 28
71-

40 29
73

41 25
60

42 26
85 J3

.
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THE NELSON SITE
-

22-Cb-523
.

The small Nelson site is in a plowed field just off the
Grand Gulf Road. The exact location is Section 12 (irregular) ,
Township 12N, Range 2E of the Grand Gulf Quadrangle. See figure

5,e. The survey team recovered a total of 31 field specimens,
mostly flakes and fragments of fire-cracked rock. The only diag-

nostic artifacts from the site were three small sherds of Baytown
Plain pottery. While this does not positively date the site, it
suggests that it was occupied sometime during the Woodland period,
1000 B.C. to A.D. 700. This site is similar to others located in

.

the survey area. The sample collected here was too small and of

too general a nature to attempt cultural-historical integration.

.
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MOON SITE

. 22-Cb-524

The small Moon site is located on a logging road cut into
the woods just across from the pond on Arnold Acres Farm. The

exact location of the site on the Grand Gulf Quadrangle is Section
12, Township 12N, Range 2E. See figure 7,b.

The survey team recovered seventy-eight field specimens
from this site. This material was of an undefinable nature. The

only bifacially worked stone artifact recovered was a small blade,
40 mm..long, with a maximum width of 16 mm. Nine potsherds were

found, all of the type Baytown Plain. One of these was a rim sherd

with the flattened rim so typical of the pottery in the survey area.
A date between 1000 B.C. and A.D. 700 is indicated for this site.

-

S
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RIDGE SITE--LOCALITY l

_ 22-Cb-525

This is a small site located on the loess bluffs at the
proposed site of the nuclear power plant. The precise location is

Section 12, Township 12N, Range 2E. See figure 6,c. The site con-

sists of areas which have been cleared in preparation for construc-
tion of the plant itself. The site extends into the woods in all
directions, but the foliage is so dense there that material could
be gathered only in cleared areas.

The survey team recovered 603 field specimens from the cleared
portion of the site. Most are chert flakes, cobbles, and pieces of
fire-cracked rock, but several diagnostic artifacts were also found.

A study of the chert flakes recovered at this site yielded
some highly interesting information. A total of 420 chips were re-

_

covered from the site. Of these, 146 were plain red chert. An ad-

ditional twenty-six red chert flakes exhibited heat spalls. Experi-

mentation in our laboratory reveals that when flakes of the yellow
chert commonly found in the same area are heated, they turn red, and
occasionally heat spalls also result. Approximately thirty-nine

percent of the 420 flakes recovered at this site had been totally
,

discolored in this manner,'and another 137 flakes showed partial
heat-induced discoloration. The conclusion that the Indians who
occupied this particular site heat-treated flint to improve its flak-
ing qualities is inescapable.

The surveyors also recovered eleven unifacial blades on this
site, five of which were worked a g both edges. One showed heat-

12
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induced discoloration. Eight of these blades are illustrated in-
*

figure 3, a-h.

Projectile points from Locality 1 include two red chert

corner-removed points. These are fairly large and are illustrated

in Figure 2, a and b. These points do not fit into any of the

recognized categories and can not be assigned a date at this time.

The same holds true for a badly broken stemmed point made of brown

chert.

We recovered one brown chert Alba point, illustrated in

Figure 2, c. Suhm and Krieger (1954) suggest a date of A.D. 1 -

to A.D. 1200 for Alba points. Bell (1958) states that radiocarbon

samples indicate a time span of A.D. 700 to A.D. 1400. Webb (1955)

lists two varieties defined on the basis of stem shape, but Bell

(1958) does not subscribe to this classification. The point from

Locality 1 is of the bulbous stem variety. Perino (1958) points

out that several related types are Agee, Homan, Hayes, and Catahoula;

all differ in technique of notching.

We found two artifacts which we have simply labeled discoids.

These are small, roughly flaked objects with a circular shape. No

use wear could be found on the objects. They can not be assigned

to any specific period.

The tool inventory.from Locality 1 includes four bifacially

flaked objects. These were probably meant to be finished as projectile

. points but 'ould have functioned as knives, scrapers, or general pur-c

pose tools. We found one drill which showed considerable wear along

the edges and distal end. Also found were two scrapers and two

Deasonville choppers. These artifacts, especially the choppers, prob-

.
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ably served a number of purposes.

Three hammerstones were also located here during the survey,

one of sandstone and two of quartzite. All showed evidence of use.

Because of the presence of these hammerstones, the drill, the scrapers,

,
and the choppers, and because few finished points are in evidence, it

seems likely that this was a toolmaking station. It is located near

several sites which could be villages, but the amount and types of

specimens present on Local,ity 1 seem to indicate that the primary
activity was the manufacture of artifacts.

Finally, fourteen potsherds of the type Baytown Plain were

located here. Two of these are rim sherds with a flattened lip.

Though the sherds at first seem to indicate a site of a more per-

manent nature, such as a village, their low percentage here in con-

trast to other sites seems to negate this hypothesis. Also, the

absence of such features as pits, house patterns, and mounds seem

to indicate a flint-working area.

.
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RIDGE SITE--LOCALITY 2
- 22-Cb-526

Ridge site, Locality 2, is located in Section 12, Township
12N, Range 2E, of the Grand Gulf Quadrangle. See figure 6, d. It

is immediately adjacent to Locality 1. The rationale for desig-

nating Locality 2 as a separate site is that there is a distinct

lack of cultural debris in the area between it and Locality 1.
Also, the survey team recovered no pottery from Locality 2.

On July 19, 1972, a pecan tree, felled by lightning, des-
troyed our Port Gibson laboratory and scattered the artifactual
sample from Locality 2. Some material, mostly chert flakes, was
lost. As a result, we have only fifteen field specimens from the
site. Approximately half of this remaining material is flakes.

-
No diagnostic artifacts were found at Locality 2, although the pre-
sence of a unifacial blade and a quartzite hammerstone indicate
that it was similar to Locality 1.. Locality 2 also functioned as

a workshop area.

15
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RIDGE SITE--LOCALITY 3

_ 22-Cb-527

This site is located a short distance east of Localities
2 and 3. It is in Section 12, Township 12N, Range 2E, of the

Grand Gulf Quadrangle. See figure 6,e. The site is farther back

on the bluff ter. ee than the other two sites, but the similarity

of material prompted us to regard it as a separate locality of the

same site. This site is visible along short distances of three

dirt roads on which material has eroded from the loess surface.
The artifact assemblage is similar to that of the other two

ridge localities, except that it has a much larger percentage of
pottery. The most common find here was chert debris or flakes and
fire-cracked rock. We located one uniface scraper or adze which

is similar to a specimen from Locality 1.
_

We also unearthed two hammerstones, one of sandstone and

one of quartzite, and a yellow quartzite mano, the' only one found
in the entire survey area. A fragmentary projectile point was found,

but, because the base is missing, little can be determined about it

except that it is similar in size and shape to the two large poipts
from Locality 1. Refer to figure 2, a and b.

Of 140 field specimens recovered from the site, thirty-six
are potsherds. Twenty-eight are Baytown Plain body sherds, and

seven are Baytown Plain rim sherds. One of the rim sherds has a
.

single incised line near the lip. The other sherd is unclassifi'ed.

It is a decorated rim sherd with four small punctations near the lip
,

and two non-parallel incised lines nearly meeting under the four

punctations.

16
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RODNEY SITE--LOCALITY A
- 22-Cb-528

Rodney site, Locality A, is located on the edge of the

bluff terrace in a small area recently cleared by drillers. It is

located in Section 12, Township 12N, Range 2E, on the Grand Gulf

Quadrangle. Refer to figure 7, c.

This site is probably fairly large. There is a similarity

between it and 22-Cb-529 (Rodney site--Locality B). They could in

fact be two sectors of the same large site. The underbrush between

the two localities is so thick that no artifacts could be located

between them. Because Rodney site, Locality A, was so recently

cleared, we were unable to determine its depth.

Of the seventy-seven field specimens from this site, forty-

four are potsherds, a very high proportion when compared to the
three Ridge Localities. Thirty-four of the pot sherds recovered on

this site are Baytown Plain body sherds. Seven are rim sherds of
-

the same type with the characteristic flattened rim. We located

three unclassified potsherds, two of which had triangular punctations '

bordered by incised lines. See figure 4, e and d. The other sherd,

which is unclassified, has parallel incisions and no punctations.
.

We recovered one large corner-notched projectile point at

the si.te; see figure 4, b. Points of this general size and descrip-

tion often occur on Archaic (8000 B.C.-1000 B.C.) and Early Woodland

(1000 B.C.-300 B.C.) sites. The point does not, however, fit into

any recognized category.

'
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RODNEY SITE--LOCALITY B
-

22-Cb-529

Rodney site, Locality B, is located in Section 12, Township

12N, Range 2E, of the Grand Gulf Quadrangle. See figure 7, d. This

site is near Rodney site, Locality A, and may be an extension of it.

We recovered fifty-seven field specimens, mostly chert flakes

and fire-cracked rock. Small quantities of sandstone fragments are

present here, as well as on its counterpart, Rodney site, Locality B.

We recovered fourteen Baytown Plain body sherds on Locality

B, as well as one Baytown Plain rim sherd with a single incised line

near the lip.
.

On this site, we recovered one projectile point, illustrated

in figure 4, a. It is very well made, with prominent shoulders and

a long narrow stem. Its stem shows some cortex and is Pimilar to--

stems of Mulberry Creek and Little Bear Creek points. The width of

the blade, however, tends to distinguish it from these two types.

.

'
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THE PERIMETER AREA AND PROPOSED POWER LINE ROUTES
-

The Mississippi Power and Light Company delivered a map of

the proposed transmiss_ ion line routes to the Mississippi Department

of Archives and History in June, 1972, and informed the department
that the proposed routes were tentative. Basing our conclusions on

the tentative information given us by MP&L, no known archaeological
sites will be damaged by these power lines.

,

Three sites are located in the one mile perimeter area around
the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station property. In addition, several small

areas of chert debris are present. These perimeter sites are expendable.

-

D

%
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DISTRIBUTION CHART OF SELECTED ARTIFACT TYPES
-

IN THE
,.

GRAND GULF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT AREA

Site Numbers 525 526 527 529 529 523 524

Unworked flakes
(red) 146 1 13 11 7 0 15

Unworked flakes
(yellow) 122 3 18 11 12 10 13

Unworked flakes
(brown) 53 1 11 0 2 0 1

Unworked flakes _

(tan) 47 0 0 0 0 0 l'
Unworked flakes

(white) 5 0 0 0 1 0 0
Unworked flakes
(nottled white) 7 0 1 0 0 0 0
Unworked flakes

(gray) 6 1 0 1 0 0 0Unworked flakes
(pink) 15 1 1 0 0 0 0

Worked flint
25 5 4 3 0 0 7

-

Worked flakes
(red) 4 0 0 0 0 0 1Worked flakes
(yellow) 8 0 3 0 0 0 0

'

Worked flakes
(brown) 7 0 1 0 0 0 0Worked flakes
(gray) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1Blade flakes

(yellow) 2 0 0 0 0 0 0Blade flakes
(white) 1 1 0 0 0 0 0Blade flakes.

(gray) 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Blade flakes

(brown) 5 0 0 0 0 0 0Blade flakes
(pink) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0Fire-cracked

rock 98 0 72 4 18 18 10Hammerstones
3 1 2 0 0 0 0Pot

Sherds 14 0 36 44 15 3 9Projectile
Points 4 0 1 1 1 0 0

20
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SUMMARY

a

The survey located eight sites on the Grand Gulf Nuclear

Station property. By far the most important of these is site

. 22-Cb-522, the Grand Gulf site. It is a Marksville Period (150

B.C.-A.D. 300) burial mound. A bulldozer recently destroyed over

half of the mound, looters have done further damage, and erosion

is rapidly progressing on the remaining portion. Scientifically,
~

the mound is the most valuable known unexcavated classic Marksville,

mound in Mississippi. Because of recent extensive damage and rapid

erosion, the only remaining alternative is a professional salvage

excavation. Otherwise, priceless unrenewable scientific data on

Mississippi prehistory will be lost.

The three Ridge Localities, the Moon site, and the Nelson

site are similar in artifactual content. Based on surface collec-
v

tions from these five sites, they date from 300 B.C. to A.D. 900.

The three ridge sites are flint workshops; site 22-Cb-527

could possibly be a village area also. Soil tests in these three

areas reveal that they contain cultural artifacts to a maximum

depth of eight inches. Because much of this ground has been plowed,

eroded, and disturbed by logging operations, we feel that the three

ridge sites are expendable archaeologically. No excavation is rec-

ommended unless garbage pits, burials, or house patterns appear in

the course of later clearin'g of the area.

Both the Moc.i site (22-Cb-524) and the Nelson site (22-Cb-

523) are also expendable. Both have low frequencies of artifactual

*
. .
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material, and both have been disturbed to such a degree that archae-

ological excavation is unwarranted.

The dates of the two remaining sites, Rodney A (22-Cb-528)

and Rodney B (22-Cb-529) , are questionable. On the basis of projec-

tile point analysis, the lithic material. appears to be late Archaic,

3000 B.C.-1000 B.C. The punctated-incised pottery from the two sites,

however, appears to be Coles Creek Period, about A.D. 900. These two

sites were apparently intermittently occupied from about 3000 B.C. to

about A.D. 900. Because of previous disturbance of the loess bluff

surface area and the relatively shallow midden deposits, these sites

are archaeologically expendable.

.

9
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A-Grand' Gulf Road
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THE CALLENDAR HOUSE

_ Fortunately, the only structure of any architectural interest

on or immediately adjacent to the 2200 acre Grand Gulf Nuclear Power
.

Station site, excepting structures in the Grand Gulf Military State

~'

~ Park, is a moderate-sized wooden house known locally as the Callendar

House. Architectural investigation indicates a construction date

between 1845 and 1855. The home is presently owned by Mrs. Doris

Nelson and is used for rental purposes; it is in rather poor condition.

The Calleadar, House is basically a square one-story house with

a hip roof and a two-story ell extending from the northeast corner at

the rear. The four bay western facade features two matching doors,

flanked by windows. The doors lead to two large high-celled rooms

which are connected by two sliding doors in a wide opening. Behind

these rooms are two smaller rooms to either side of a back hall. The

wall between the hall and the southeast room has been removed. The

woodwork, including the mantels, in each of the four main rooms seems

to be the original. The woodwork is in a vernacular Greek Revival
style. A wide gallery extends along the southern and western expo-

sures; a portion of it has been enclosed. On the west, the gallery

roof has been extended for additional sun protection. Another gallery

extends along the south side of the ell. The ell itself contains two

low-ceilinged rooms on each of its floors. A small stair is located

at the eastern end of the ell on the,inside. The at' tic of the main
house may'be reached from the second floor of the ell; it seems to

have been used only for storage.

As to the style of this house, its simple form and construc-

tion relate it to local tradition, but it also shows the influence of

32
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Andrew Jackson Downing's writings. Downing, a New Yorker and the

first American propogandist of the small or medium-sized detached
-

house or cottage, wrote several books on architecture and horticul-

ture in the 1840's and 1850's. Many of the designs in his books

were of English origin, but he seems to have originated a rather
simple type, which he called the "Eracketed Mode." This type is

characterized by an openness of plan, a relation to the environment,

and wooden construction of the board and batten type. Its ornamen-

tation is minimal, consisting mainly of the linear pattern created
by the vertical boards and the brackets supporting the overhanging

This style home suited the common nineteenth century desire-eaves.

for picturesqueness. More importantly, it was so easily constructed
that it lost very little of its character when built by the most un-
skilled carpenters--the type generally available in nineteenth cen-

.
tury rural-agricultural counties such as Claiborne.

The Callendar House has many of the features advocated by

Downing, yet it is not a direct copy of any of his designs. It

retains its own indigenous quality, and it should be preserved.

33
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THE GRAND GULF MILITARY STATE PARK

THE GRAND GULF TOWNSITE

and

THE U.S.S. RATTLER

The historic importance of these three interrelated sites
is too well documented to make a lengthy discussion necessary here.

The Confederate works overlooking the old town of Grand Gulf were of

extreme importance in the western campaign which culminated in the

siege of Vicksburg in the summer of 1863. The State of Mississippi

has recognized the importance of this site by making it a state

milit- y park. As state property, the area is protected by the Mis-
_

sissippi Antiquities Law of 1970. The Department of Archives and

History delivered a copy of this law to Mr. Jim Ellington June 19,

1972. In addition, on April 11, 1972, the United States Interior

Department placed Grand Gulf Military State Park on The National

Register of Historic' Places. This honor entitles the park property

to additional protection under the National Historic Preservation

Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665). Refer especially to Section 106.
.

The park is situated immediately adjacent to the Grand Gulf Nuclear

Station site.

The old river town of Grand Gulf is now largely abandoned.

Catastrophic fires in the late ante-bellum period contributed to its

decline. In addition, seriou caving of the river bank wiped out a

large portion of the bus *'. ng little port during the same period'.
Grand Gulf sustained further serious damage during Civil War military

operations. The town never recovered from this series of disasters.

.
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Much of the old townsite is located on the northern part of the

- Shippy property, a part of the 2200 acre Grand Gulf Nuclear Station

site, just west of the Grand Gulf Military State Park.

The U.S.S. Rattler, a Federal tinclad gunboat, parted its

moorings and hit a snag during the storm of December 30, 1864.

Taking on water rapidly, the Rattler was forced ashore near Grand

Gulf, where Confederate irregulars burned its superstructura. Mr.

Bill Wright, Senior Historian and Civil War expert at the Department

of Archives and History, has thoroughly researched the Rattler.

Based on his research, we have concluded that the Rattler,is probably
located just north of the Shippy property, not on the 2200 acre Grand

Culf Nuclear Station site.
.

w*

h
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Archaeological sites which will be damaged or destroyed by

construction of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Generating Station are expen-
dable with the single exception of the Grand Gulf site. The un-

renewable scientific data contained in this mound must be saved.
Due to recent erosion, looting, and bulldozer damage, the only fea-

_ . sible alternative is a salvage excavation. The budget for this pro-
ject follows this section of the report. This project should begin

__ __

November 1, 1972, the earlieut possible date that the Mississippi
Department of Archives and History can assign properly trained archae-
ologists to the task. In the meantime, several stopgap measures are
in order. First, a fence should be ere:ted around the mound to dis-
courage any further looting. MP&L is presently undertaking this,
in response to recommendations from thin department. Second, the

remaining portion of the mound and the dirt pushed aside by the bull-

dozer should be covered with burlap bagging or some other erosion re-
tarding material. Finally, as soon as MP&L obtains title to the

Nelson property, MP&L should give the Mississippi Department of Archives
.

and Ifistory written permission to declare the Grand Gulf site a State

Archaeological Landmark, thereby bringing it under the protection of
the Mississippi Antiquities Law of 1970

(Chapter 267, General Laws o__f
Mississippi, 1970). If MP&L desires, the mound can be reconstructed'

.

at some future date to its former proportions. It could constitute a
valuable tourist interest point to supplement the Grand Gulf Military
State Park and the Grand' Gulf Nuclear Generating Station.

The Callendar home, also located on the Nelson property, should
be preserved. Though the house is presently in poor conditon, restora-
tion is feasible. Properly done, a restoration of the Callendar home

38
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could serve MP&L well as a tourist information center for the Grand
Gulf Nuclear Generating Station. The Mississippi Department of

.

Archives and History encourages such " adaptive use" of historic and

architecturally significant buildings.

MP&L is presently considering the sale of 150 acres of land

(the northernmost portion of the Shippy property', to the Grand Gulf
Military State Park Commission. The Mississippi Department of

Archives and History recommends this action for a number of reasons.

The major disadvantage of the park at present is that it has no

river frontage. This property, which the park commission has been

attempting to purchase for several years, would eliminate this prob-
lem. Second, the property in question contains the bulk of the re-

maining portion of the old Grand Gulf town site, an area of immense

potential for historical archaeology. Third, the remains of the

U.S.S. Rattler may be on this property, though at present we believe

it to be slightly to the north of the Shippy property line. It is

hoped that in the future the Grand Gulf Military State Park Commission

will undertake an artif act excavation' of the Rattler, af ter the Mis-
sissippi Department of Archives and History determines its exact lo-
cation. With permission from the Grand Gulf Commission, the Depart-

ment plans to locate the Rattler by January 1, 1973.

The Mississippi Department of Archives and History objects

to the proposed power line routes in only one area. The proposed

'500 KV line connecting the Grand Gulf Nuclear Generating Station and

the Baxter Wilson Generating Station as presently planned, could

possibly contribute to visual impairment of the Grand Gulf Military

*
.
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State Park. It is therefore recommended that MP&L ctudy the possible
visual impact of this particular line and run it as far away from the

park property as possible. Our major concern is that the line, as

presently drawn, is too close to the eastern boundary of the park
property. This problem could be eliminated by routing the line fur-

ther to the east before turning it northward to Vicksburg.

.

G
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BUDGET SUMMARY
AROIAECIOGICAL SALVME PRCGECT

' GRAtD GUIF SITE 22-CB-522
GRAtO GUIE NUCLEAR GEtERATI!G S'IATIOtl SITE

CIAIBOR!E COUNIY
MISSISSIPPI

1. Salaries, thges, and Fringe Benefits

Project Su prvisor - J.' H. Stone, Assistant
Administrator, Division of Historic Sites
and Archaeology. Salary to be absorbed by
the Mississippi Department of Archives and
History $ 0.00-

Archaeologists - Sam Brookes and Byron/

Imen - 3 ncnths mch 0 $594.00 3564.00

Secretary - salary to be absorbed by the
Mississippi Department of Archives and

'

History O.00

Bookkeepirq - 3 nonths @ $50.00 150.00

thy Laborers - 3 for 41 mrk days (8 hours
," per day) @ $2.20 per hour - volunteer labor

will be substituted when possible 2165.00

Social Security 306.00

tbrkmen's Ca;tpensation 10.00

Insurance 32.00

State Retiremnt 265.00

Total - S6492.00 S6492.00
.

2. Travel and Subsistence
'

Mileage - to be absorbed by the Mississippi
Department of Archives and History S 0.00

Meals - to be absorbed by the Mississippi
Department of Archives arri History 0.00

Icdging - archaeologists - field work pericd
(2 nonths) @ S100.00 gr nonth 200.00

-
.

Total - S 200.00 $ 200.00
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_ . - 3. Contractual Services

Radiocarbon Dates - maxinun 3 samples
@ S110.00 $330.00

,

Telephone - to be absorbed by the Mis-
sissippi Departrnent of Archives ard - --

History 0.00

Duplication and Reproduction 60.00

Rental - vehicle for archaeologists - to
be abcorbed by the Mississippi Departnent
of Archives and History 0.00

Professional Services - to be absorbed by the
Mississippi department of Archives and
History 0.00

Printing 400.00

Total - $790.00 $790.00

4. Ccmrodities
-

Photographic Supplies S 15.00

office Supplies - to be absorbed by the
Mississippi Department of Archives and His-
tory 0.00

Fuels and Oils - to be absorbcd by the
Mississippi Departnent of Archives and His-
tory 0.00

Exper nhie Tools 175.00a

Freight 20.00

$210.00 $ 210.00Total -

Total Maximum Cost - S7692.00

All unused funds to be returned to Mississippi Power and
Light Canpany

-
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1. Purpose.

Cultural resources--resources of historical,
archeological, or architectural significance--
are fragile, limited, and non-renewable portions
of the human environment. In compliance with
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(83 Stac. 352), cultural resources should be
discussed in environmental statements, in terms
of their existence as environmental resources
and in terms of the expected impact upon them of
proposed Federal actions. Compilation of suppor-
tive data for such discussions is the responsibi-
lity of th e agency preparing environmental state-
ments. These guidelines are intended to assist
Federal agencies in assessing impacts of proposals
upon cultural resources and to aid reviewers in
evaluating the discussions of cultural resources
in environmental statements.
2. Definitions.

Cultural resources are sites, structures, objects,
and districts significant in history, architecture,
archeology, or culture. Although the definitions
necessarily overlap, cultural resources are
frequently defi rnd in categories. The term
" cultural resources" includes the following:

Archeological resources--occupation sites,
work areas, evidence of farming or hunting
and gathering, burials and otl.er funerary
remains, artifacts, and structures of all
types, usually dating from prehistoric or
aboriginal periods, or from historic periods
and non-aboriginal activities for which onlyvestiges remain;
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Historic resources--sites, districts,
structures, objects, or other evidences of
human activities that represent facets of
the history of Nation, state, or locality;
places where significant historical or
unusual events occurred even though no
evidence of the event remains; or places
associated with a personality important in'

history;

Architectural resources--structures,
landscaping, or other human constructions
that possess artistic merit, are particularly
representative of their class or period, or
represent achievements in architecture,
engineering, technology, design, or scientific -

research and development; such resources often
are important for their archeological or
historical value as well.

In addition, the term cultural resources can
include districts, sites, structures, and objects

e a subculture,important to an indigenous cultur ,

or a community for traditional, spiritual, religious,
or magical reasons, as well as places important for
the artistic, recreational, or other community
activities that take place there.

Cultural resources are physical features. They
may be encountered in the following forms:

Sites--distinguishable pieces of. ground, or
areas of h,istoric, prehistoric, or symbolic
importance, upon which occurred important
historic or prehistoric events, or which
are importantly associated with historic
or prehistoric events or persons or cultures,
or ~hich were subject to sustained historic
cd prehistoric activity of man, sometimes
featuring changes in topography produced by
human activity; examples are battlefields,
historic campgrounds, ancient trails or
gathering places, middens, historic farms;
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Structures--works of man, either prehistoric
or historic, created to serve human activity,
usually by nature or design immovable; examples
are buildings of various kinds, dams, canals,
bridges, fences, military earthworks, Indian
mounds, gardens, historic roads, mill races
and ponds;

Objects or artifacts--material things of
functional, aesthetic, cultural, symbolic,
or scientific value, usually by nature or
design movable;

Districts--geographically definable areas,
urban or rural, possessing a significant
concentration or linkage of sites, structures,
or objects, unified by past events or
aesthetically by plan or physical develop-
ments or by similarity of occupation.

3. Federal laws and orders governing cultural
resources.

Declaring that it is the policy of the Federal
Government "to preserze important historic, cultural,
and natural aspects of our national heritage," the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) directs
that "to the fullest extent possible . the. .

policies, regulations, and public laws of the
United States shall be interpreted and administered
in accordance with the policies set forth in this
Act." Compliance with NEPA therefore includes a
demonstration of compliance during project planning
and execution with other measures for the protection
of environmental values. The following Acts and
Executive Order are directly related to the protec-
tion of cultural resources:

The Antiquities Act of 1906 (34 Stat. 225)
provides for the protection of historic or
prehistoric remains, "or any object of
antiquity," on Federal lands; establishes
criminal sanctions for unauthorized destruc-
tion or appropriation of antiquitiest
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authorizes the President to declare by
proclamation national monuments; and-

authorizes the scientific investigation of
-antiquities on Federal lands, subject to

permit and regulations.

The Historic Sites Act of 1935 (49 Stat. 666)
authorizes the programs that are known as the
Historic American Buildings Survey, the
Historic American Engineering Record, and the
National Survey of Historic Sites and
Buildings; authorizes the establishment of
national historic sites and otherwise
authorizes the preservation of properties
"of national historical or archeological
significance;" authorizes the designation of
national historic landmarks; es'.lblishes
criminal sanctions for violation of regula-
tions pursuant to the Act; authorizes inter-
agency, intergovernmental, and interdisci-
plinary efforts for the preservation of cultural
resources; and other provisions.

The Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960 (74 Stat.
220) provides for the recovery and preservation
of " historical and archeological data (including
relics and specimens)" that might be lost or
destroyed as a result of the construction of
dams, reservoirs, and attendant facilities and
activities.

The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966
(80 Stat. 915) declares a national policy of
historic preservation (defined in the Act as
'the protection, rehabilitation, restoration,
and reconstruction of districts, sites,
buildings, structures, and objects significant
in American history, architecture, archeology,
or culture"), including the encouragement of
preservation on the State and private levels;
directs the expansion of the National Register
of Historic Places to include cultural

.
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resources of State and local as well as
national significance; authorizes matching
Federal grants to States and the National
. rust for Historic Preservation for acqui-
sition and rehabilitation of National Register
properties; establishes are Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation; provides procedures
in Section 106 for Federal agencies to follow
in the event a proposal may affect a National
Register property.

Executive Order 11593, " Protection and
Enhancement of the Cultural Environment,"
May 13, 1971 (36 F.R. 8921), in furtherance
of the purposes and policies of NEPA, the
National Historic Preservation Act, the
Historic Sites Act, and the Antiquities Act,
asserts that "the Federal Government shall
provide leadership in preserving, restoring,
and maintaining the historic and cultural
environment of the Nation;" directs Federal
agencies to assure the preservation of cultural
resources in Federal ownership, and " institute
procedures to assure that Federal plans and
programs contribute tb the preservation and
enhancement of non-federally owned sites,

_ structures, and objects of historical, archi-
tectural, or archeological significance;"
orders Federal agencies to nominate to the
National Register all properties under their
control or jurisdiction that meet the criteria
for nomination; directs them to exercise
caution to assure that cultural resources under
their control are not inadvertently damaged,
destroyed, or transferred before the completion

.of surveys to locate and identify properties
worthy of nomination to the National Register;
directs agencies to provide for recording of
National Register properties that will be
unavoidably altered or destroyed as a result
of Federal action; directs agencies to under-
take other measures to ensure the preservation

.
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of cultural resources under their control;
and orders the Sarretary of the Interior
to undertake cerisin advisory responsibili-
ties in compliance with the Order.

.

4 State and municipal laws and orders coverning
cultural resources.

Legislation, orders, regulations, and ordinances
vary greatly from State to State. Federal agencies
should be aware of the protection that States and
their dependencies have provided for cultural
resources and prudently take them into account
during resources surveys and development planning.
This is particularly important for State or private
actions for which the Federa.1 involvement is merely
the issuance of permits, licenses, planning assist-
ance, etc. In such cases the authorizing agencies
should seek demonstration that applicants are
observant of such requirements and can provide
demonstration of such awareness for inclusion in
the agency's environmental statement. State,
local, and private actions should be consistent
with State and local goals of historic preservation.
Federal involvement in them should be consistent
with the mandate of Section 1(3) of Executive Order
11593.

5. Discussion of cultural resources in environ-
mental statements.

An environmental statement should reflect the
interdisciplinary investigation of environmental
values, including cultural resources, that was
performed during planning. The intensity of
investigation of cultural resources should be
appropriate to the extent to which the proposal
may affect such resources, known or unknown. For
instance, the proposed ~ establishment of a wilder-
ness area, ensuring the preservation of the status

.
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quo and prohibiting the activities most destruc-
tive to cultural resources, may not occasion as
intensive a direct investigation of such resources
as a project, such as a strip mine, that would
result in the obliteration of any cultural
resources existing in the project area. In most
cases, however, some level of professional examina-
tion of the affected area will be necessary.
Simple consultation of lists of currently identi-
fied resources seldom constitutes sufficient
investigation of the affected environment. None-
theless, that should be the starting point of any
investigation.

A. Identification of properties listed in or
eligible for listing in the National Register
of Historic Places.

The National Register of Historic Places is
published annually in the Federal Register,
with additions published on the first Tuesday
of each month. The most recent full publica-
tion and additions should be consulted to
determine whether any registered properties
exist in an area to be affected by a Federal
undertaking. State Historic Preservation
Officers should be consulted to identify
properties in project areas not listed in the
National Register, but which may be eligible
for nomination.

In the case of properties under the control
or jurisdiction of the Federal Government,
agencies are obligated by Section 2(a) of
Executive Order 11593 to locate, identify,-

and nominate to the National Register all culture
resources under their control that meet the
criteria for nomination. An environmental' state-.

ment for an undertaking cn1 Federal lands should
indicate awareness of this requirement, note
the progress of surveys of the affected area

.

_ _ _ - - .
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performed in compliance with Section 2(a),
and identify properties in the project area
eligible for nomination to the National ,

Register

B. Other preliminary identification of
cultural resources.

-

Project planners should establish early
communication with the appropriate State
Historic Preservation Officerp He can
alert them to relevant laws, orders,
ordinances, or regulations aimed at the
preservation of cultural resources within
his' State. Further, he may provide a copy
of the latest draft of the State Plan for
Historic Preservation, a current list of
National Register properties within the
State, and any State registers or inventories
of such resources that may exist. He may
identify properties in a project area that
might qualify for nomination to the National
Register. Planners may find it helpful to
consult with State or university archeologists
who may have registers, inventories, cata-
logues, or other lists of archeological sites
or areas with known or presumed archeological
values; and with historians, architects, or
organizations that may have lists of impor-
tant cultural resources. Planners may also
find it useful to consult the catalogues of
the Historic American Buildings Survey, the
Historic American Engineering Record, or any
similar statewide surveys, to identify
resources of high value.

C. General discussion of cultural resources.

Since cultural resources constitute an .- .

integral--and non-renewable--portion of the
human environment, discussion of them in

~ ~

environmental statements should be based on
information derived from investigation during
project planning. The presence or absence'of
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cultural resource ~s,~and all other information
~

concerning them, should be established by
professional examination of-the-affected
environment, performed by archeologists,
historians, architects, or members of other
disciplines trained in locating and evalua-
ting cultural values.

A preliminary archeological survey may be
necessary to determine the existence and
extent of surface or sub-surface resources.
If any such resources are discovered, this
should be followed by a more intensive
investigation to identify them more exactly
and evaluate their significance. Field
surveys and documentary research by historians
and/or architects may also be necessary to
identify and evaluate certain cultural
resources. Consultation with State, local,
or university historians, architects,
archeologists; with professional or regional
organizations; with government agencies
exercising program responsibilities or
possessing special competence related to
cultural resources; or with other individuals
or groups informed about the cultural resources
of a project area may be necessary prior to
the preparation of an environmental statement.
Existing reports or publications on an area's
cultural resources should prove helpful in
preparing an environmental statement.

The direct and indirect impacts of a proposal
upon c.ultural resources should.be discussed
in an environmental statement. This discussion
should be based upon the information provided
by persons professionally experienced in
investigating cultural values.

fmpacts may be beneficial or adverse.
Generally, adverse impacts occur under -

conditions that include but are not limited
to:

.
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(a) destruction or alteration of all or
part of a property;

(b) isolation from or alteration of its
surrounding environment;

(c) introduction of physical, visual,
audible, or atmospheric ele'ments
that are out of character with the
resource and its setting.

Adverse impacts upon cultural resources may
also be cumulative. The impact of destruction
or alteration of a particular resource should
be measured against the extent to which that
resource uniquely represents an important
physical type or period of human occupation.
Progressive destruction of a characteristic
category of cultural resources may seriously
impair future opportunities for scientific
research or preservation of representative
examples of cultural resources.

Secondary, or indirect, impacts resulting
from associated activities and changed land
use or other socio-economic patterns should
be described and evaluated. Adverse secondary
effects, from impacts on existing community
facilities and activities, from new facili-
ties and activities, or from changes of
natural conditions, may often be more sub-
stantial than the primary or direct, effects-

of the proposed action.

In discussing measures taken to mitigate
adverse impacts upon cultural resources, an
environmental statement, in reference to
relevant legislation and Executive Order
11593, should describe efforts that will be
made to prevent or minimize loss of or
intrusion upon cultural resources. Where
destruction of such resources is unavoidable,
a statement should explain intended measures
to recover archeological, historical, architec-
tural, ethnological, or other cultural data.
Such measures may include recording by

.
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photographs and measured drawings of cultural
resources about to be lost or altered;
salvage archeological excavation to recover
data and materials; removal of structures or
salvage of architectural features; or other
steps that will ensure full knowledge of the
lost cultural resources. The measures should
ordina'rily include provision for publication
of information thus gained and deposition of
salvaged artifacts and materials where they
may be of public and educational benefit.
If a property to be destroyed or altered is
listed in the National Register, salvaging
measures should be consistent with the require-
ments of Section 2(c) of Executive Order 11593.

An environmental statement should describe
any unavoidable adverse effects an undertaking
may have on cultural resources. Destruction
or alteration of cultural resources, and
consequent reduction of opportunities for
futur research or preservation, constitutes
an irreversible and irretrievable commitment.
If, after consultation of the National
Register of Historic Places, consultation
with the State Historic Preservation Officer,
completion of the surveys required by Section
2(a) of Executive Order 11593, and investiga-
tion of the affected environment, it is deter-
mined that no properties listed or eligible
for listing in the National Register will be
affected by a proposal, the environmental
statement should so indicate.

.

D. Compliance with Sec' tion 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act and with
Section 2(b) of Executive Order 11593.

If it is determined that a property listed in
the National Register may be affecte.d by a
proposal, the environmental statement must
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identify and describe each property and the
expected project impacts, and indicate the
steps being taken to assure compliance with
Section 106 of the National Historic Preserva-
tion Act according to the procedures published
in the Federal Rerister on January 25. 1974
(39 F. R. 3365).

,

If it is determined that a federally ownec
. property potentially eligible for nomination
to the National Register will be affected,
the statement must describe the property
and the expected project impacts, and indicate
what steps are being taken to assure compliance
with Section 2(b) of Executive Order 11593.

E. Professional consultation.

While evaluations of cultural resources for
an environmental statement should be profession-
ally performed, it is recognized that not all
Federal agencies have professional competence
in the relevant fields. Provision of such
information is nonetheless the responsibility
of the agency concerned. Accordingly, if
qualified professional staff are unavailable,
agencies should engage the services of pro-
fessionals outside their own organizations.
State Historic Preservation Officers may be
able to suggest the names of individuals
and organizations that provide professional
services, as can such organizations as State
historical and archeological societies, or
other broadly based historic preservation
agencies. Regional offices of the National
Park Service can recommend archeologists and
others who regularly engage in such work.
Addresses of organizations that can furnish
advice, and titles of two directories of
such organizations, are appended.

.
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6. Review of the discussion of cultural resources
in environmental statements.

Guidelines issued by the Council on Environmental
Quality on August 1, 1973 (38 F.R. 20550), identify
the Department of the Interior and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation as commenting
agencies with program responsibility and special
competence related to cultural resources.

A. Department of tl'e Interior.

Environmental statements on all proposals
affecting cultural resources should be sent
to the Department of the Interior for review.
Statements should be sent to the following
address:

Director, Office of Environmental
Project Review

Department of the Interior
Washington, D. C. 20240

The National Park Service will provide a
comprehensive review of the discussion of
cultural resources and any impacts on those
resources in environmental. statements. In
the case of a statement on a proposal for
which the procedures of Section 106 and/or
Section 2(b) may apply, the. National Park
Service reviewer will determine whether the
statement indicates recognition of those
requirements. In the absence of such indica-
tion, he will contact the Advisory Co.uncil
to determine whether Section 106 or_Section
2(b) consultations have been initiated. If
they have not, he will alert the Advisory
Council to the proposed undertaking, and
the Department's comments on the environ-
mental statement will recommend that the
agency seek consultation with the Advisory'
Council.

'

.
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In addition, the Bureau of Land Management
will review the discussion of impacts on
cultural resources on public lands, and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs will review the
discussion of impacts on Indian cultural
resources whether or not they are located
on Indian Reservations. When necessary,
the Bureau of Land Management and the Bureau
of Indian Affairs sh'all consult with the
National Park Service to determine the
degree of impact and steps necessary to
avoid, minimize, or mitigate these impacts.

B. Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.

Environmental statements on proposals affecting
properties listed in the National Register of
Historic Places (requiring compliance with
Section 106 of the National Historic Preserva-
tion Act), or affecting federally owned
properties potentially eligible for listing
in the National Register (requiring compliance
with Section 2(b) of Executive Order 11593),
should be sent to the Advisory Council:

Executive Secretary
Advisory Council on

Historic Preservation
1522 K Street NW
Suite 430
Washington, D. C. 20005

The Advisory Council will provide a detailed
review of proposals that affect properties
listed in the National Register of Historic
Places or affect federally owned properties -

potentially eligible for listing in the
National Register, and will assure compliance
with Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act and/or Section 2(b) of
Executive Order 11593.
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APPENDIX I

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11593

Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment

By virtue of th autherity vested in me as President of the United
States and in furtherance of the purposes and policies of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (83 Stat. 852, 42 U.S.C. 4321
et seq.), the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (80 Stat. 915,
16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.), the Historic Sites Act of 1935 (49 Stat. 666,

-16 U.S.C. 461 et seq.), and the Antiquities Act of 1906 (34 Stat. 225,
16 U.S.C. 431 er seq.),it is ordered as follows:,

SzenoN 1. Policy. The Federal Government shall provide leadership
in preserving, restoring and maintaining the historic and cultural en-
vironment of the Nation. Agencies of the executive branch of the Govern-

ment (hereinafter referred to as " Federal agencies") shall (1) administer
the cultural properties under their control in a spirit of stewardship and
trusteeship for future generations, (2) initiate measures necessary to
direct their policies, plans and programs in such a way that federally
owned sites, stnictures, and objects of historical, architectural or archaeo-
logical significance are preserved, restored and maintained for the in-
spiration and benefit of the people, and (3), in consultation with the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (16 U.S.C. 4701), institute -

procedures to assure that Federal plans and programs contribute to the
preservation and enhancement of non-federally owned sites, structures.

and objects of. historical, r,rchitectural~or archaeological significance.

Stc. 2. Responsibilities c| Federal agencies. Consonant with the pro-
visions of the acts cited in the first paragraph of this order, the heads of
Federalagenciesshall:

(a) no later than July 1,1973, with the advice of the Secretary of
the Interior, and in cooperation with the liaison officer for historic
preservation for the State or territory involved, locate, inventory, and
nominate to the Secretary of the Interior all sites, buildings, districts, and
objects under their jurisdiction or control that appear to qualify for,

listing on the National Register of Historic Places.

(b) exercise caution during the Interim period untilinventories and
evaluations required by subsection (a) are completed to assure that
any federally owned property that might qualify for nomination is not
inadvertently transferred, sold, demolished or substantially altered. The
agency head shall refer any questionable actions to the Secretary of the
Interior for an opinion respecting the property's eligibility for inclusion
on the National Register of Historic Places. The Secretary shall consult
with the liaison officer for historic preservation for the State or territory

.
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involved in arriving at his opinion. Where, after a reasonsble penod in
which to review and evaluate the property, the Secretary determines that

,

the property is 11cly to meet the criteria pre eribed for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places, the Federal agency head shall
reco:tsider the proposal in light of national environmental and preserva.
tion policy. Where, after such reconsideration, the Federal agency head
propeses to transfer, sell, demolish or substantially alter the property
he shall not act with respect to the property until the Advisey Council

,

on Historic Preservation shall have been provided an opportunity to
comment on the proposal. ,

(c) initiate measures to assure that where as a result of Federal action
or assistance a property listed on the National Register of Histeric
Places is to be substantially altered or demolished, timely steps be taken
to male or have made records, including measured drawings, photo-
graphs and maps, of the property, and that copy of such records then
be depcsited in the Library of Congress as part of the Historic American
Buildings Survey or Historic American Engineering Record for future
use and reference. Agencies may call on the Deparcment of the Interior
for addee and technical assistance in the completion of the above records.

(d) initiate measures and procedures to provide for the maintenance,
-

through preservation, rehabilitation, or testoration, of federally owned
and registered sites at professional standards prescribed by the Secretary
of theInterior.

(e) submit procedures required pursuant to subsection (d) to the
Secretary of the Interior and to the Advison Council on Histone Pres-
crvation no later than January 1,1972, and annus11y thereafter, for
review and comment.>

(f) cooperate with purchasers and transferees of a property listed on
the National Register of Historic Places in the development of viable
plans to use such property in a manner compatible with preservation
objectives and which does not result in an unreasonabic economic burden
to public or private interests.

Sac. 3. Responsibilities of the Secretary of the interior. The Secre-
tary of the Interior shall:

(a) encourage State and local historic preservation officials to evaluate
and survey federally owned historic properties and, where appropriate,
to nominate such properties for listing on the National Register of His-
toric Places.

(b) develop criteria and procedures to be applied by Federal agencies
in the reviews and nominations required by section 2(a). Such criteria
and procedures shall be developed in consultation with the affected
agencies.

(c) expedite action upon-nominations to the National Register of
Historic Places concerning federally owned properties proposed for sale,
transfer, demolition or substantial alteration.

(d) encourage State and Territorial liaison officers for historic pres-
ervation to furnish information upon request to Federal agencies regard-
ing their properties which have been evaluated with respect to h*storic,

2

.
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architectural or archaeological significance and which as a result of such
evaluations have not been found suitable for lisdng on the National
Register of Historic Places.

(e) develop and make available to Federal agencies and State and
local governments information concerning professional methods and tech.
niques for preserving, improving, restoing and maintaining historic
properties.

(f) advise Federal agencies in the evaluation, identificaden, preserva.
tion, improvement, restoration and maintenance of historic properties.

(g) review and evaluate the plans of transferees of surplus Federal
properties transferred for historic monument purposes to assure that the
historic character of such properties is preserved in rehabilitation, restora-
tion, improvement, maintenance and repair of such properdes.

(h) review and comment upon Federal agency procedures submitted
pursuant to section 2(e) of this order.

. -

o

Tun Wurtz house,
May 13,1971.

.

.
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APPENDIX II

. -

Criteria for evaluating and determining the
eligibility of properties for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places.

The quality of significance in American history,
architecture, archeology, and culture is present
in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and
ob jects of State and local importance that possess
integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association, and:

1. That are associated with events that have
made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history; or

2. That are associated with the lives of
persons significant ir our part; or

3. That embody the distinctive characteristics
of a type, period, or method of construc-
tion, or that represent the work of a
master, or that possess high artistic
values, or that represent a significant
and distinguishable entity whose components
may lack individual distinction; or

4. That have yielded, or may be likely to
yield, information important in prehistory
or history.

.
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APPENDIX III

Title 36--Parks. Forests, and Public A new chapter VIII. Adttsory Council (3) section 2(b) of Kreestive OrderProperty on Historic Preservation, containing Part JJ$83.May JJ.187I.*Protecflos and Kn-
CHN VHI4DVISORT COtjNCIL ON 800. Procedures for the Protection of hencement of the CulturaJ Kneiros-

HISTORIC PRESERVATION HistorM and Cultural Properties. is ment." Federal agencies are required, by
PART 900--PROCEDURES FOR THE PRO- added to title 36. CFR, reading as set section 3(a) of the Executive Order, to

TECTION OF HISTORIC AND CULTURAL forth below* locate. Inventory, and nominate proper.
PitOPERTIES see. ties under their juttsdiction or control to

the National Register. Until such proc.
Pursuant to the National Historte $c Ana a eney require, esses are complete. Federal agenetesPreservation Act or 1966 (80 Stat. 915 menta under the National gavuon. must submit propo6als for the transfe*,

16 U.S C. 470) and Executive Order mental Policy Act. sale, demolition, or substalatial altera*
11593. May 13.1971. " Protection and soos Deanttions. tion of federally owned properties eligt-
Enhancement of the Oultural Environ. eco e Agency promsures. ble for inclusion in the National Registerment" #36 FR 8921,10 UA C. 470), the eco a consultation process. to the Council for review and comment.
Adttsory Council on Elstor10 Preserva* [ po7rs" oft eral agencies must conunue to com-
non has estabushed Procedures for Com* Council'

soo e criterta at etract. ply with section 21b) review req 111-
pliance, set forth in the F stras. Rrolstra soo.s criteria of adense erect. mente, enn a&r the inPla! lamtory
of February 28,1973 (38 FR 5388), so soo.10 "Nat:onst nesister ertterta. is complete, when they obtain jurisdica
implement the purposes of those au* Arvnoarry: Pub. L. es-sea, so stat. e18. (10 tion or conM N aMMM mMWthorities. Proposed revistora to these pro * tTAC. 47o); g.O.115es. 3 CFR 1971 C3mp., tha' are eligible for inclusion in the Na-
cedures were published in the Fantast. p. 134. tional Register or when propertica un-
Racistra of November 5.1973 (38 FR der their jurisdiction or control are
30464) and 30 days were allowsd for $ 800.1 Purpose and authorities. found to be eligible for inclusion in the
public comment. Federal agencies were f a) The National Histcric Preservation Nattoaal R$ ster suWent to W ini-also solicited to consult with the Advisory Act of 1966 created the Advisory Council tialinnntory.Council with regard to the development

on Historic Preservation, an independent $ 800.2 Coordination with asenev re-of procedurep for the protection of non- agency of the Executive branch of the quirements under the National Enen-federally owned historic and cultural Pederal Government, to advtse the Presi- ronmensal Policy Act.properties as required by section It3) of

Executive Order 1159 dent and Congress on matters involving
historic preservatbn. Its members are Section 101(b)(4) of the National En-

in response to comments received by the Secretary of the Interior, the Secre. g""ne ob
' ^ 'g "

the Advisory Council and in consulta, ton tary of Housing and Urban Development, in naionalen
with Federal agencies, the proposed pro. the Secretary of the Tressi ry, the Geere- vironmental policy la to " preserve im-
cedures have been revised to incorporate tary of Commerce. the Attomey General, portant historic, cultural, and natural
suggestions from Federal and State the Secretary of Transportation. the aspects of our national heritage and
agencies and private citizens. It is the Secretary of Agriculture, the Admints- maintain, wherever possible, an environ-
purpose of this notles, through publica- trator of the General Services Admin- ment which supporta diversity and vart-
tion of revised ** Procedures for the Pro- 1strauon the Secretary of the Smith- ety of individual choice." In order to
tection of Historte and Cultural Proper- sonian Institution. the Chairman of the meet this objective, the Advisory Coun-
ties." to apprise the public as drell as National Trust for Historte Pretervation. cil instructs Federal agencies to coordi-
government agencicA associations, and and 10 citizen members appointed by the nate NEPA compliance with the separate
all other organizations and individuals President on the basis ut their outstand * responsibilities of the National Historic
interested in historic preservation, that ing service in the field of historic preser. Preservation Act and Executive Order
the following procedures are hereby vation. 11593 to ensure that historic and cultural
adopted as set forth below. The pro-

(b) The Council reviews Pederal, fed * in the preparation of environmentalim-
resources are given prope -. sideration

cedures will appear in the Code of Fed-
eral Regulations in Title 36. Chapter 8 erally assisted. and federally lleensed un*
at Part 800. The procedures are being dertakings affecting cultural properties pact statements. Agency obligations pur-suant to the Nations! Historic Preserva-
codified because they affect State and as defined herein in accordance with thefollowing suthorities: tion Act and Executive Order 11593 are
local governmental agencies. private independent from NEPA and must be
organfzstions, and ind111 duals, in addi- t!) Sectios 108 of the Naffonal His- complied with even when an environ-
tion to Federal agencies to which they foric Preservation Act. Section 106 re- mental impact statement is not required.
are specifically directed. and because of quires that Federal, fedetally assisted. However. where both NEPA cud the Na-
the resultant need to make thet:2 widely and federally licensed undertakings af- tional Historic Preservation Act or Ex-
and readily available. fecting properties included in the Na- ecutive Order 11593 are applicable. the

tional Register of Historic Places be sub- Council on Environmental Quality. in itsFederal agencies are advised that the
mitted to the Council for review and Guidelines for the Preparation of En.procedures set forth certain steps for
comment prior to the approval of any tironmentalimpoet Statements (40 CFRagencies to follow to fulfill their ob!!sa-
such undertaking by the Federal' agency. Part 1500), directs that compliance with*

tions pursuant to section 1(3) of Execu*
(2) Section JW of EreestivE Order section 102(2)fC) of NEPA should..totive Order 11593 and to use as a guide in

the development of their required inter * J15E May 13.1971," Protection and En- the extent possible, be combined with
hencement of the Cultural Eartron- other statutory obligations-such as thenal procedures in consultation with the
ment." Section 1<3) requires that Fed- National Historic Preservation Act andCouncil. The Adytsory Council reiterates

its solicitation of Federal agencies to eral agencies in consultation with the Extcutive Order 11593-to yield a single
consult with the Council on the develop * Council, establish procedures regarding document which meets all applicable re-
ment of those procedures. Inquiries re" the preservation and enhancement of quirements. To achieve this objective,
garding such consultation, as well as in* non-federally owned historic and cul- Federal agencies should undertake, to *

quiries regarding the substance of and tural properties in the execution of their the fullest extent possible, compliance
compliance with the procedures in gen * plans and programs. After soliciting con- with the procedures set forth below

sultation with the Federal agt:ncies, the whenever properties included in or c!!al-
eral. should be directed to the Executive Advisory Council has adopted proce- ble for inclusion in the National Regis.
Secretary. Advisory Council on Historic dures, set forth in || 800.2 through ter are involved in a project to ensurc
Preservation. Suite 430, 1522 IC Street 800.10, to achieve this objective and Fed- that obligations under the National Hts.
NW" Washingten. D'C* *0005* eral asenctes should fulfill their respon- toric Preservation Act and Executive Or-*

Effective date: January 25,19'!4. sibilities tender section 1(3) by following der 11593 are fulfilled during the prepa-
these procedures. The Council further ration of a draft environmental impact

Rossav R. CARTRY. Jr., recommends that Federal agencies use statement required under section 102@
Ereestive Director, Advisory these procedures as a guide in the devel- (C) of NEPA. 'Its Advisory Council rec-

Counct! on Historic Presemo- opment. in consultation with the Coun- ommends that comp!!ance with thesetion. cil, of their required internal procedures, procedures be undertskan at the ear 11est
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o destages of the environmental impact trict, site, building structure.

statement process to expedite review of which the Secretary of the Interior de. Ometal shall request. in writing. an opin.
the statement. Statements on projects terminea is likely to meet the National ton from the Secretary of the Interior
acecting properties included in or eligt. Register Criteria. As these determina. respecting the property's eligibility for
ble for inclusion in the National Register tions are made, a listing is published in inclusion in the National Register. The
should be sent direct 1/ to the Advisory the FantaaL Rzcurta on the first Tues. Secretary of the I".terior's opinion re.
Council for review. All stat _mants in. day of each month, as a supplement to specting the eligibility of a property for
solving historic. architectural, archeo. the National Register. inclusion in the National Register shall
logical or cultural resources. whether or (g> " Decision" means the exercise of be conclusive for the purposes of these
not included in or eligible for inclusion agency authority at any stage of an un. procedures.
In the National Register, should be sub. dertaking where alterations might be (b) Determinaffon of efeef. For each
mitted to the Department of Interior made in the undertaking to modify its property ina.luded in or eligible for in. .

or review. impact upon historic and cultural prop. clusion in the National Register that is
erties. located within the area of the undertak-

F 804.3 Definiu,ona. - (h) " Agency Omela!" means the head ing's potential er vironmentalimpact, the
As used in these trocedures: of the Federal agency having respon. Agency Occial. in consultation with the
s a n '' National Historic Preservation sibility for the undertaking or a subord!. State Historic Preservation Omcer, shall

Act" means Public Law 89-665. approved nate employee of the Federr.1 agency to apply the Criteria of ESect, set forth in
October 15, 1966, an "Act to estab. whom such authority has been delegated. Section 8'00.8. to determine whether the
hah a program for the preservation cf (16 "ChairmanV means t.he Chairman undertaking has an efect upon the prop. e

additional historic properties throughout of the Advisory Council on Historic Pres. erty. Upon applying the Criteria and
'he Nation and for other purposes." 80 ervation. or such member 1esignated to finding no efect, the under nHnr maye

Stat. 915.16 U.S C. 470. ma amended. 84 act in his stead. proceed. The Agency Occial shall keep
Stat. 204 (1970s and 87 Stat.139 (1973) (j ) " Executive Director" means the adequate documentation of a determina.
hereinafter referred to as "the Act." Executive Director of the Advisory Coun. tion of no efeet.

(b) " Executive Order" means Execu. cil on Historic Preservation established (c) Efect established. Upon finding

tive Order 11593 May 13,1971. "Protec. by Section 205 of the Act, or his desis. that the undertaking w111 have any ef.
tion and Enhancement of t1 ? Cultural nated representative.

' feet upon a property included in or e:1. .
Environment." 36 FR 8921,16 U.S.C. (k) " State Historic Preservation Of. gib; a for inclusion in the National Regis.
470. ficer" means the occial within each ter, the Agency Ometal. in censultation

(c) "Undertakinc" means any Federal State, authorized by the State at the re. with the Sta'e Historic Preservat;on Om.
action, activity, or pro 6 Tam, or the ap. Auest of the Secretary of the Interior, to cer, shall GNy the Criteria of Adverse
proval, sanction, assistance, or support act as liauon for purposes of impwnant. Efect, set forth in 5800.9. to determine
of any other rsction activity or program, irJ the Act, or his designated representa. whether the efect of the undertaking is
includin: but not limited to: tive. adverse.

(1) Recommendations or favorable (D " Secretary" means the Secretary (d) Finding of no cdrerse efecf. Upon
reports relating to legislataan. including of the Interior, or his designee author. finding t!. eHect not to be a1 verse, the
requests for appropriations. De require. ized to carry out the responsibilities of Agency Occial shall forward adequate
ment for following these procedures ap. the Secretary of the Interior under Ex. documentation of the determination. In.
plies to both: Agency reccmmendations ecutive Order 11593. cluding evidence of the views of the

State Historic Preservetion Omcer, to
on their own pmposais for legislation and I8M Ny procha. the Executive Director for review. Un.agency reports on legislation initiated
elsewhere. In the latter case only the At the earliest stage of planning or less the Executive Director notes an ob.
agency which han primaa responsibility consideration of a proposed undertaking, jection to the determ.sation within 45
for the subject matter involved will com. including comprehensive or area. wide days after receipt of adequate documen.
ply with these procedures. plannmg in which provision may be made tation. the Agency Osclal may proceed

(2) New and continuing projects and for an underemiring or an tmdertaking with the undertaking.
program activities: directly undertaken may be proposed, the Agency Occial te) Timfina c/ coverse efect. Upon

by Federal agencies; or supported in shall take the following steps to comply finettng the eHect to be adverse or upon
whole or in part through Federal con. with the requirements of section 106 of not1Scation that the Executive Director
tracts, grants, subsidies, loans, or other the National Historic Preservation Act does not accept a determination of no
forms of funding assistance: or involv. and sections 1(3) and 2(b) of Executive adverse efect, the Agency Omcial shall:
ing a Federal lease, permit, license, cer. Oriier 11593. (1) Request,in writing, the comments of
tificate, or other entitlement for use. (a) Identificcffon of resources: As the Advisory Council; (2) notify the

(3) ne making, modification, or es. early as possible and in all cases prior State Historic Preservation Omcer of this
tablishment of regulations, rules, proce, to agency decision concerning an under. request: (3) prepare a preliminary case
dures, and policy. taking, the Agency Oscial shallidentify report; and (4) proceed with the consul.

(d) " National Register" means the Na. properties located within the area of the tation process set forth in Beetion 800.$.
t onal Register of Historic Places, which undertaking *a potential environmental (f) Pre!!minary case report. Upon re.
is a register of districts, sites, buildings, impact that are included in or eligible for questing the comments of the Advisory
structures, and objects, signiacant in inclusion in the National Register. Council, the Agency Oscial shall provide
perican history, architecture, arche' l. (1) To identify properties included in the Executive Director and the State His.o
. < . and culture, maintained by the Bec. the National Register, the Agency Occial toric Preservation Omcer with a pre.-

ntary of the Interior under authority of shall consult the National Register, in. f1mina 7 case report, containing all
section 2(b) of the Historic Sites Act of cluding monthly supplements. relevant informatMn concerning the
1935 (49 Stat. 666,16 U.S.C. 461) and (2) To identify properties eligible for undertaking. He Agency Ometal sha!!
icf13n 101(a)(1) of the National His. inclusion in the National Register, the obtain such infcrmation and material

VW %ervat!cu Act. The National Agency Occial thall. in consultation from any app!' cant, grantee, or other
Twi' ccr is pubidhed in its entirety in the with the appropriate State Historic Pres. beneficiary involved in the undertaking
M* r '. RreTra each year in February. erration Officer, apply the National as may be required for the proper eval.
M tem.a am ut'shed on the first Tues. Register Criteria, set iorth in Section untion of the undertakingo its efects, and
day of eact uonth. 800.10, to all properties p-ine his. alternatecoursesof action.

'e 3 **Ns%onal Register property" torical, architectursl, archeological, or II * b"** *P"**'tr;;% n aistrict, site building, structure, cultural value located within the area of
ca rhje.t included in t!.e National Reg. the undertaking *s potendal environmen. (a) Response to request for commer.fs.
W. talimpact. If the Agency Ometal deter. Upon receipt of a request for Advisory

C) *Progrty elhile fo* inclusion in mines that a property appears to meet Counc!! cnmments pursuant to Sertlon
uu Meitacoal Rswer' uns any dis. the criteria, or if it la questionable 800.4(e), the Executive Director call ac.
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knowledge the request and shall initiate (h) Failure to avoid or mitigate ad. purposes of arriving at comments, thethe consultation process. verse efect. Upon the fauure of con ult. Advisory Council prescribes that certain

(b) On. site inspection. At the request ing parties to find and naantmnusly agree reports be made available to it and ac.
of the Agency Ometal, the State Historic upon a feasible and prudent alternative cepts reports and statements from other
Preservation Omcer, or the Executive Dt. to avoid or satisfactorily mitigate the ad. Interested parties. Specific informational
rector, the Agency Ometal shan conduct verse efect, the Executive Director shall requirements are enumerated below.
an on. site inspection with the Executive request the Chairman to schedule the Generally, the requirements represent an
Director, the State Historic Preservation undertaking for consideration at h next explication of elaboration of principles
Omcer and such other representatives of Council meeting and notify the Agency contained in the Criteria of Efect and in
national. State, or local units of govern. Ometal of the request. Upon notification the Criteria of Adverse E2ect. The
ment and public and rrivate organiza. of the request the Agency Omcial shan Council notes, however, that the Act
tions that the consulting parties deem delay further processing of the undertak. recognizes historical and cultural re.
appropriate. ing untis the Council has transmitted its sources should be preserved "as a living

(c) Public information meeting. At the comments or the ChsJrman has given part of our community life and develop.
request of the Agency Ometal, the State notice that the undertaking wtII not be ment." Consequently, in arriving at final
Historic Preservation Omcer, or the Ex. considered at a Council meeting. comments, the Council considers thoseecutive Director, the Executive Director
shan conduct a meeting open to the pub. $ 800.6 Council procedures, elements in an undertaking that have

relevance beyond historical and culturallic, where representatives of national, fa) Reriete of Memorandum of Agree. concerns. To assist it in weighing the
State. or local units of government, rep. ment. Upon receipt of a Memorandum of public interest, the Council welcomes in.
resentatives of public or private organ 1 Agreement acknowledging avoidance of formation not only bearing upon phys!.
Rations, and interested citizens can re. adverse efect or satisfactory mitigation cal. sensory, or esthetic effects but also
ceive information and express their views of adverse efect, the Chairman shan in. Information concerning economic, so.
on the undertaking, its effects on his, statute a 30. day review period. Unless cial, and other benefits or detriments
toric and cultural properties, and alter. the Chairman shau notify the Agency that will result from the undertaking.
nate courses of action. The Agency Of. Ometal that the matter has been placed (e) Elements of the case report. 'Ihe
fici .han provide adequate facilities for on the agenda for consideration at a report on which the Council telles for
the meeting and shall agord appropriate . Council meeting. the memorandum shan comment sha!1 consist of:
notice *o the public in advance of the become final: (1) Upon the expiration (1) A report from the Executive Dt.
meeting. of the 30. day review period with no ac* rector to include a verification of the

(d) Consideraffon of afternatives. tion taken; or (2) when signed by the legal and historical status of the prop.
Upon review of the pending case and Chairman. Memoranda duly executed in erty; an assessmSnt of the historical,
subsequent to any on-site inspection and accordance with these procedures shan architectural, archeological, or cultural
any public information meeting, the Ex. constitute the comments of the Advisory significance of the property; a statement
ecutive Director shall consult with the Council. Notice of executed Memoranda indicating the special value of features
Agency Omcial and State Historic Pres. of Agreement shan be published in the to be most affected by the undertaking;erration Omcer to determine whether FEDERAr. RacIsvsa monthly. an evaluation of the total effect of thethere is a feasible and prudent alterna. (b) Response to request for considera. undertaking upon the property; a critical
tive to avoid or satisfactorily mitigate tion at Council meeting. Upon receipt of review of any known feasible and pru.
any adverse efect. a request from the Executive Director for dent alternatives and recommendations

(e) Apoidance of adverse efect. If the consideration of the proposed undertak. to rernove or mitigate the adverse effect:
Agency Of5ctal, the State H!storic Pres. ing at a Council meeting, the Chairman (2) A report f.om the Agency Of"cial
ervation Of3ce. and the Executive Dt. shan determine whe?her or not the un. requesting comment to include a general.

rector select and unantmausly agree upon dertaking win be considered and notify discussion and chronology of the pro.
a feasible and prudent alternative to the Agency OfBcial of his decision. To posed undertaking: when appropriate. an
avoid the adverse e2ect of the undertak. assist the Chairman in this determina. secount of the steps taken to comply
ing, they shall execute a Memorandum tion, the Agency Omcial and the State with section 102(2)(A) of the National
of Agreement acknowledatng avoidance Historic Preservation Of5cer shan prom Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (83
of adverse effect. This document shall be vide such reports and information as Stat. 832. 42 U.S.C. 4321): an eraluation
forwarded to the Chairman for rettew may be required. If the Chairman de. of the effect of the undertaking uponpursuant to Section 800.6(a). cides against consideration at a Council the property, with particular reference to

(f) Mitigation of adverse efect. If the meeting. he will submit a written sum. the impact on the historic, architectural.
consulting parties are unable to imant. mary of the undertaking and his decision archeological and cultural values: stepe
mously agree upon a feasible and prudent to each member of the Council. If any taken or proposed by the agency to take
alternative to avoid any adverse effect. member of the Council notes an objec. into account. avoid, or mitigate adverse
the Executivo Director shan consult with tion to the decision within 15 days of effects of the undertaking; a thorough
the Agency Omcial and the State His. the Chairman's decision. the undertak. discussion of alternate courses of action:
toric Preservation Omcer to determine Ing wiu be scheduled for consideration and. if app!! cable and available, a copy
whether there la a feasible and prudent at a Council meeting. If the Council of the draft environmental statement
alternative to satisfactorily mitigate the members have no objection. the Chair. prepared in compliance with section 102
adverse effect of the undertaHnr. Upon man sh&H notify the Agency Of5cial at (2) (C) of the National Environmental
finding and unanimously agreeing to such the end of the 15-day period that the Policy Act of 1969:
an alternative, they shall execute a undertaking may proceed. (3) A report from any other FederalMemorandum of Agreement acknowledg. (c) Desision to consider the undertak. agency having under consideration an
ing satistactory mitigation of adverse ef. ing. Upon determination that the Council undertaking that will concurrently or
fect. This document shan be forwarded win consider an undertaking. the Chair. ultLnately affect the property, including
to the Chairman for review pursuant to man shall: (1) Schedule the matter for a general description and chronology of
Section 800.6(s). consideration at a regular meeting no t!'at undertaking and discussion of the

(g) Memorandum of Agreement. It less than 60 days from the date the re. relation between that undertaking and
shall be the responsibility of the Execu. quest was received, or in exceptional the undertaking being considered by the
tive Director to prepare each Memoran. cases, schedule the matter for considera. Council:
dum of Agreement required under these tion in an unmuembled or special meet. 44) A report from the State Historic
procedures. In preparation of such a ing; (2) notify the Agency Of5cial and Preservation OfBeer to include an asseas.
document the Executive Director may the State Historic Preservation Omcer of ment of the significance of the property;
request the Agency Of5clal to prepare a the date on which comments will be con. an identification of features of special
proposal for inclusion in the Memotan. sidered; and (3) authorize the Executive value: an evaluation of the effect of the
dum, deta1Hng actions to be taken to Director to pt= pare a case report undertaking upon the property and its
avoid or mitigate the adverse effect. (d) Content of the case report. For specific components; an evaluation of

a
*
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knewn alternate courses of action: a dis- Council meeting. thall take the form of e!!ect has not been received. For example,
cussion of present or proposed participa- a three-part statement. including an the Council may choose to comment in
tion of State and local agencies or orga- introducuon. findings, and a concluelon. situations where an objection is made to
nizations in preserving or assisting in 'Ihe statement shall include notice to the a Federal agency finding of ''no effect."
preserving the property; an indication of Agency Oficial of the report required 5 800.8 criieria or errect.
the support or opposition of units of gon under section 800.6(j) of these proce-
ernment and public and private agencies dures. Comments shall be made to the A Federal, federally assisted. or fed.
and organizations within the State; and head of the Federal Agency requesting erally licensed undertaking shall be con-
the recommendations of his ofDee; comment or having responsibility for the sidered to have an effect on a National .

f5: A report by any applicant or po- undertaking. Immediately thereaf ttr. the Register property or property eligible for
tential recipient when the Council con. commenta of the Council will be for. inclusion in the Na'Jonal Register 4 dis *
siders comments upon an application for warded to the President and the Con. tricts, sites, buildings, structures, and
a contract, grant, subsidy. Ioan, or other gress as a special report under authority objects, includmg their settings > when
form of fur; ding assistance, or an app 11 of section 202(b) of the Act and pub. any condition of the undertaking causes
cation for a Federallease permit, heense. 11shed as soon as possible in the FEDran or may cause any change, beneficial or
certificate or other entitlement for use. Rtctsvra. Comment shall be available to adverse. in the quality of the historical.
Arrangements for the submission and the public upon receipt of the comments architectural, archeological. or cultural
presentation of reports by applicants or by the head of the Federal agency.

character that qualifies the property

potential recipients shall be made U) Report of agency achon in response under the National Register Criteria.
through the Agency Omcial having juris. to connef! comments. When a final deel- $ 800.9 Criteria of adverse effect.
diction in the matter; and sion on the undertaking is reached by the Generally. adverse effects occur under

(6) Other pertinent reports. state. Federej Agency, the Agency Omcial shall conditions which include but a.re notments, correspondence, transcripts, min. submit a written report to the Council limited to,.
utes, and documents received by the containtne a description of actions taken (a) Destruedon or alterauon of all or
Council from any and all parties. public by tl.e Federal Agency subsequent to the
or private. Reports submitted pursuant Courcil's comments; a description of ac. part of a property,.(b) Isolation from or alteration of itsto this section should be received by the tions taken by other parties pursuant to surrounding environment:
Council at least two weeks prior to a the actions of the Federal Agency; and (c) Introduction of visual, audible, or
Council meeting. the ultimate efect of such actions on atmospheric elements that are out of

(ft Coordinatio1 of case reports and the property involved. The Council may character with the property or alter its
statements. In considerations involving request supplementary reports if the na- setung.more than one Federal department, ture of the undertaking requires them. 4dl Transfer or sale of a federally
either directly or indirectly the Agency (k) Records of the Counc8.ne records owned property without aderuste condi-
O!Betal requesting comment shall act as of the Council shall consist of a record tions or restrictions rekarding preservr.-
a coordinator in arranging for a full as- of the proceedings at each meeting the tion maintenance, or use; and
sessment and discussion of all interde- case report prepared by the Executive (e) Neglect of a property resulting in
partmental facets of the problem and Director, and all other reports. state. its deterioratio. or destruction.
prepare a record of such coordination to ments, transcripts. correspondence, and
be made available to the Council. At the documents received. $ 800.10 National Regioner criteria.
request of the Council. the State Historic (le Continuing review 1urisdiction. (a) " National Register Criteria"
Preservation Omcer shall notity appro- When the Council has commented upon means the following criteria estabhzhed
priate governmental units and public and r.n undertaking pursuant to Section 800.6 by the Secretary of the Interior for use
private organizations within the State of such as a comprehensive or area-wide in evaluating and determining the eligi-
the pending consideration of the under- plan that by its nature requires subse* bility of properties for listing in the Na-
taking by the Council. and coordinate the quent action by the Federal Agency, the tional Register: The quality of signifi-
presentation of written statements to the Council will consider its comments or cance in American history. architecture,
Council. approval to extend only to the undertak- archeology, and culture is present in dis-

a g) Council meetinas. De Council does ing as reviewed.The Agency Omcial shall tricts, sites, buildmgs, structures, and
not hold formal hearings to consider ensure that subsequent action related to objects of State and local importance
commenta under these procedures. Two the undertaking is submitted to the that possess integrity of location, design,
weeks notice shall be given. by publica- Council for review in accordance with setting, materials, workmanship, feeling
tion in the FantaAL REcisTEa, of all meet. { 800.4(e) of these procedures when that and association and:
ings involving Council review of Federal action is found to have an adverse efect (1) That are associated with events
undertakings in accordance with these on a property included in or eligible for that have made a significant contribu-
procedures. Reports and statements will inclusionin the National Register. tion to the broad patterns of our his*.ory;
be presented to the Councilin open ses- Of
sion in accordance with a prearranged 9 800.7 Other powers of the Council. g
agenda. Regular meetings of the Coun- (al Comment or report upon non Fed- of persons significant in our past; or
cil generally occur on the first Wednes- eral undertaking. The Council will ex* (3) That embody the distinctive char-
cay and Thursday of February, May, Au- ercise the broader advisory powers. vested acteristics of a type, period or method of
gust and November, by section 202(a)(1) of the Act, to recom* construction, or that represent the work

(hl Oral statements to the Council. A mend measures concerning a non-Federal of a master, or that possess high artistic
schedule shall provide for oral state- undertaking that will adversely affect a values, or that represent a significant
menta from the Executive Director; the property included in or eligible for inclu- and distingu'shable entity whose com-
referring Agency Omcial presently or sion in the National Register: -(1) upon ponents may lack induridual distinction;
potentially involved; the applicant or request from the President of the United or
potential recipient, when appropriate; States, the President of the UE. Senate, (4) That have yielded. or may be

s_ the State Historic Preservation Omcer; or the Speaker of the House of Repre- likely to yield, information important in
and representatives of national. State, or sentatives, or (2) when agreed upon by prehistory or history.
local units of government and public and a majority vote of the members of the (t ) Criteria considerations. Ordi-
private orgettations. Parties wishing to Council, narily cemeteries, birthplaces. or gra es
make oral remarks shall submit written (b) Comment or a port upon Federal of historical figures, properties ow: ed
statements of pc41 tion in advance to the undertaking in specicI circumstances, by religious. institutions or used for se-
Executive Director. The Council will exercise its authority to 11gious purposes, structures that nave

(D Comments by the Council. The comment to Federal agencies in certain been moved from their o-iginal. locations,
comments of the Council, issued after special situations even though written reconstructed historic buildings, prop-
consideration of an undertaking at a notice that an undertaking will have an erties primarily commemorative in na-
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ture, and properties that have achieved the surviving structure most importantly (5) A reconstructed k tidt's when ac-i
stetMeance wathin the past 50 years assactated with a historic person or curneeW eraantat in a, satiabis environ.shall not be canN eilgible for the event; ment and presented in a. rMeniMad man.National Register. However, suelt prop- (3) A birthpInce or grave of a histori. ner as part of a restoration master plan,
erties will qualify if they are integral cal f!rure of outstanding importance if and when no other building or structure
parts ut districts that do meet the cr!- there is no appropriate site or building witlt the same namwintiert has survived;
teria or if they fall within the following directly associated with his productive (6) A property primarily enmmmo.categories-

(1) A religious property 6eriving pr!- rative in intent 'f design age tradition,ggf,.

(4) A cemetery which derives its pri. or symbok v4m has invented it withmary significance from architectural or
artistic distinction or historical impor, mary s!Weance fmn graves of persons its own histodcal rigMMcance; or(7) A property achiemag signif!cancetance; of transcendent importance, from age. withDithe past 50 years if it is of excep.

(2) A building or structure removed from distinctive design features, or Dom tionalimportance
from its original location but which is association with historic events; [FR Doe.41938 FUed t-26-74;8:48 am]
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APPENDIX IV

Regional offices of the National Park Service

North Atlantic Re,ional Office Mid-Atlantic Regional Office
National Park Service National Park Service
154 Causeway Street 143 South Third Street
Boston, Massachusetts 021104 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

National Capital Parks Southeast Regional Office
National Park Service National Ptf ervice
1100 Ohio Drive, SW 3401 Whipple Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20242 Atlanta, Georgia 30344

Midwest Regional Office Rocky Mountain Regional Office
National Park Service National Park Service
1709 Jackson Street 645-655 Parfet Avenue
Omaha, Nebraska 68102 Denver, Colorado 80215

Southwest Regional Office Western Regional Office
National Park Service National Park Service
Old Santa Fe Trail 450 Golden Gate Avenue
P. O. Box 728 P. O. Box 36063
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501 San Francisco, California 94102

Pacific Northwest Regional Office
National Park Service
Room 931, 4th and Pike Building
1424 Fourth Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98101,
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APPENDIX V

State Historic Preservation Officers

ALABAMA

Mr. Milo B. Howard, Jr. , Director
Alabama Department of Archives & History
Chairman, Alabama Historical Commission
Archives and History Building
Montgomery, Alabama 36104
205/269-7783

ALASKA

Mr. Theodore G. Smith
D.frector, Division of Parks
323 East Fourth Avenue
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
206/583-0150 - Ask for Anchorage 274-4676

ARIZONA
Mr. Dennis McCarthy
Director, State Parks Board
1688 West Adams
Phoeniz, Arizona 85007
602/271-4174

ARKANSAS

Mr. William E. Henderson, Director
Arkansas Department of Farks & Tourism
State Capitol - Room 149
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

CALIFORNIA
Mr. William Penn Mott, Jr., Director
Department of Parks & Recreation
State Resources Agency
Post Office Box 2390 ,

Sacramento, California 95811
916/445-2358

COLORADO

Mr. Stephen H. Hart, Chairman
State Historical Society .
Colorado State Museum
200 14th Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80203
303/892-2136
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CONNECTICUT
Mr. Eric Hatch, Chairman
Connecticut Historical Commission
59 South Prospect Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06106
203/566-3005

'

DELAWARE
Mr. E. Berkele'y Tompkins, Director
Division of Historical and Cultural Affairs
Department of State
Dover, Delaware 19901
302/678-4653

FLORIDA
Mr. Robert Williams, Director
Division of Archives, History and Records

Management
Department of State
401 East Gaines Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
904/488-7367

GEORGIA
Mrs. Mary Gregory Jewett, Director
Georgia Historical Commission
116 Mitchell Street, S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
404/656-2840

HAWAII
Mr. Sunao Kido, Chairman
Department of Land and Natural Resources
State of Hawaii
Post Office Box 621
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809 '

415/556-0220 - Ask for Honolulu, 808/548-2211

IDAHO
Dr. Merle W. Wells, Director
Idaho Historical Society
610 North Julia Davis Drive
Boise, Idaho 83706
208/384-2120

ILLIN0IS
Mr. Anthony Dean, Direr:or -

Department of Conserva' ion
602 State Office Building
Springfield, Illinois 62706
217/525-6302

.
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INDIANA
Mr. Joseph D. Cloud, Director
Departnent of Natural Resources
State of Indiana
615 State Office Building
Indianapolis, Indiana 42604
317/633-6344

IOWA

Mr. Adrian Anderson
Assistan't State Archeologist
University of Iowa 52240
319/353-5175

KANSAS

Mr. Nyle H. Miller, Executive Director
Kansas State Historical Society
120 West 10th Street
Topeka, Kansas 66612
913/296-3251

KENTUCKY

Mrs. Simeon Willis, Executive Director
Kentucky Heritage Commission
401 Wapping Street
Frankfort, Kentucky 40701
502/564-4476

-

LOUISIANA
'

Mr. Jay R. Broussard, Chairman
Louisiana Historical Preservation and Cultural

Commission .

Old State Capitol, North Boulevard
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70801
504/389-5086 522-2226

MAINE
*

Mr. Janes Mundy3 Director
Maine Historical Preservation Commission
31 Western Avenue
Augusta, Maine 04330
207/289-2133

MARYLAND

Mr. Orlando Ridout IV, Director
Maryland Historical Trust
2525 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401
301/267-5087

.
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MASSACHUSETTS
Hon. John F.X. Davoren
Secretary of the Commonwealth
Chairman, Massachusetts Historical Commission
40 Beacon Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
617/727-2816 .

MICHIGAN
Mr. Samuel Milstein
Acting Deputy Director, Recreation .

Department of Natural Resources
Mason Building
Lansing, Michigan 48926
517/373-1220

MINNES0TA
Mr. Russell W. Fridley, Director
Minnesota Historical Society
690 Cedar Street*

Lt. Paul, Minnesota 55101
612/296-2747

MISSISSIPPI
Dr. R.A. McLemore, Director
State of Mississippi Department

of Archives and History
Post Office Box 571
Jackson, Mississippi 39205
601/345-6218

MISSOURI
Mr. Joseph Jaeger, Jr. , Director
Missouri State Park Board
Post Office Box 176
1204 Jefferson Building
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
314/751-4422 .

MONTANA
Mr. Ashley C. Roberts, Administrator
Recreation and Parks Division
Department of Fish and Game
State of Montana
Mitchell Building
Helena, Montana 59601
406/449-2535

.
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NEBRASKA
Mr. Marvin F. Kivett, Director
The Nebraska State Historical Society
1500 R Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

NEVADA

Mr. Eric R. Cronkhite, Administrator
Divsion of State Parks
201 South Fall Street
Room 221, Nye Building
Carson City, Nevada 89701

'

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Mr. George Gilman, Commissioner
Department of Resources and Economic Development

.

856 State House Annex
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
603/271-2411

NEW JERSEY
Mr. Richard J. Sullivan, Commissioner
Department of Environmental Protection
Post Office Box 1420
Trenton, New Jersey 08625
609/292-2885

NEW MEXIC0
Mr. David W. King
State Planning Officer
State Capitol
403 Capitol Building
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
505/827-2315

NEW YORK

Mr. Alexander Aldrich, Commissioner
Parks and Recreation
Room 303, South Swar. Street Building
Albany, New York 1:223
518/47.4-0468

NORTH CAROLINA
Dr. H.G. Jones
State Historian and Administrator
Office of Archives and History
Department of Art, Culture, and History
109 East Jones Street
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611 ,
919/829-7305,

.
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NORTH DAK0TA
Mr. Janes E. Sperry, Superintendent
State Historical Society of North Dakota
Liberty Memorial Building
Bismarck, North Dakota 58501-

701/224-2667

OHIO
Mr. Daniel R. Porter
Director
The Ohio Historical Society -

Columbus, Ohio 43211
614/469-3852

OKLAHOMA
Mr. George H. Shirk, President
Oklahoma Historical Society
1108 Colcord Building
Oklahone City, Oklahoma 73102
405/236-0054

OREGON
Mr. George M. Baldwin, Administrator
Division of Highways
135 State Highway Building
Salem, Oregon 97310

PENNSYLVANIA
Mr. William J. Wewer, Executive Director
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Box 1026
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17108
717/787-2391

RH0DE ISLAND
Mr. Frederick C. Williamson, Director
Rhode Island Department of Community Affairs-

150 Washington Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02903
401/277-2850

SOUTH CAROLINA
Mr. Charles Lee, . Director
State Archives Department
1430 Senate Street
Columb~1a, South Carolina 29211-
803/758-3438
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SOUTH DAK0TA
Cr. James E. Gullihan, Director
W. H. Over Dakota Museum
University of South Dakota

- -
Vermillion, South Dakota 57069
605/677-5228

TENNESSEE..s .

Mr. Micnael J. Smith, Executive Director
Tennessee Historical Commission
State Library and Archives Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37219
615/741-2371, -2660

TEXAS
Mr. Truett Latimer, Executive Director
Texas State Histcrical Survey Committee
Post Office Box 12276'
Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
512/475-3092

UTAH

Mr. Milton L. Weilenmann, Executive Director
Department of Development Services
312 State Capitol Building
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102
801/328-5961

VERMONT

Mr. William B. Pinney, Director
Vermount Division of Historic Sites
Pavilion Building
Montpelier, Vermont 05602
802/828-3254, -3226

VIRGINIA
Dr. Junius R. Fishburne, Jr.
Executive Director
Virginia Historic Landmarks Commission
State Ninth Street Office Building
Room 1106
Richmond, Virginia 23219
703/770-3143

-
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WASHINGTON
.

'

'

" Mr. Charles H. Odegaard, Director
.Washington State Parks and Recreation Coninission

.

Post Office Box 1128 ' '

Olympia, Washington 98504
.

206/753-5757 "

- WEST VIRGINIA ~
Mr. Maurice Brooks .

West Virginia University Antiquities '

'. Department
--.

'
Morgantown, West Virginia 26505 "

304/292-1527
,

WISCONSIN
Mr. James Morton Smith, Director
State Historical Society of Wisconsin
816 State Street ,

Madison, Wisconsin 53706 k
608/262-3266

=

WY0 MING j
; Mr. Paul H. Westedt, Director

Wyoming Recreation Commission | .'604 East 25th Street I

Box 309 I

i Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001 '~

i 307/777-7695
| |-
i DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
! Mr. James G. Banks *

- : Room ll2A, District Building
14th and E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
202/629-5033

,

COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO

'
Dr. Ricardo Alegria, Executive Director '

Institute of Puerto Rico Culture
1 Apartado 4184

San Juan, Puerto Rico 00905"
j (overseas operator)
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GUAM
Mr. Jose D. Diego, Acting Director
Department of Corrmerce
Government of Guam
Post Office Box 682
Agana, Guam
(overseasoperator)

VIRGIN ISLANDS
Mr. Thomas Blake, Planning Director
Virgin Islands Planning Board
Charlotte Amalie
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 00810
(overseas operator) 809/774-1726

AMERICAN SAM 0A
Mr. Donald F. Graf, Executive Secretary
Environmental Quality Commission
Office of the Governor
Pago Pago, American Samoa 96920
(overseas operator)

.
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APPENDIX VI

National Park Service programs for the identification
of significant cultural resources.

1. National Register of Historic Places--an expanding inventory
of cultural reosurces of local, state, and national significance
deemed worthy of preservation, and for the protection of which
Federal agencies must observe the procedures established by
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act; compiled
largely through the receipt of nominations from State and Territorial
Historic Preservation Officers and from Federal agencir.s seeking
to comply with Executive Order 11593. The National Rt gister is
published annually (February) and updated monthly (first Tuesday)
in the Federal Register, from which informa. tion on registered
properttes should be oRained. Information upon listed or
potential National Register properties can also be obtained from
State Historic Preservation Officers.

Contact: National Register of Historic Places
National Park Service
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240
(202)386-4056

2. National Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings--a continuing
program to study and identify sites, structures, and districts "of

outstanding value in illustrating or commemorating" the history or
prehistory of the United States. Properties deemed to be of
outstanding national significance are designated by the Secretary
of the Interior, upon the advice of his Advisory Board on National
Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings, and Monuments, as national
historic landmarks. National historic landmarks are automatically
listed in the National Register of Historic Places.

Contact: National Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings
National Park Service
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240
(202) 386-4478

3. Historic American Buildings Survey--a continuing program
conducted in concert with the American Institute of Architects .

and the Library of Congress to inventory and record buildings and
other structures of architectural and historic significance including
districts and complexes, through measured drawings, photographs, and
architectural and historical data, with some emphasis on broad area
inventories and evaluations; material is deposited in the HABS archives
in the Library of Congress and published in state and local catalogues.
Capability is authorized to arrange for the recordina of eultural
resources about to be adversely affected by Federal projects. A'
desu iptive brochure is available.

.
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Contact: Historic American E'aildings Survey
National Park Service
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240.

(202) 386-4089
.

4. Historic American Engineering Record--a continuing program
conducted in concert with the American Society of Civil Engineers
and the Library of Congress, similar to HABS, to inventory, evaluate,
and record significant works of engineering. Material is deposited
in the Library of Congress and published in state catalogues
and documentary reports. A descriptive brochure is available.

Contact: Historic American Engineering Record
National Park Service
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240
(202) 386-4097

5. Inter-Agency Archeological Salvage Program--a program coordinated
by the National Park Service in cooperation with educational
institutions and other Government agencies to salvage archeological
and historical materials and information in reservoir areas and
other locations where construction activity threatens cultural
resources.

Contact: Division of Archeology and Anthropology
National Park Service
Department.of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240
(202) 343-6975

.
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APPENDIX VII

Suggested publications.

A Guide to State Programs. Washington: The National Trust for
Historic Preservat. ion,1972. Summarizes the historic preservation
programs, legislation, publications, and projects of all States
and the Territories; lists State-owned historic properties.

Directory: Historical Societies and Agencies in the United States
and Canada 1973-1974. Nashville: American Association for State
and Local History, 1972.'
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